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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

FINDING THE SINGING SPRUCE: CRAFT LABOR, GLOBAL FORESTS, AND
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS IN APPALACHIA
Musical instrument makers in the state of West Virginia in the United States
pursue “singing,” lively instruments that capture ideals of musical tone and “re-enchant”
their work and lives through relationships with craft materials and the forest landscape.
Suitable tonewoods that grow in the region, such as red spruce (Picea rubens), intersect
with makers’ desires to craft instruments in the style of famed makers such as the C.F.
Martin Company and the Gibson Company as well as provide instruments imbued with a
sense of place. While the demand for and symbolic import of instruments made with
local wood seems to grow, the availability of the requisite tree species is dominated by
resource materialities and temporalities of large land-owners and timber producers that
privilege timber harvest in short cycles that clash with the needs of musical instrument
crafters. As a result, makers also look to other global forests, such as those of the
Carpathian Mountains of Romania, as sources for tonewood capable of becoming a
singing instrument.
Employing a theoretical framework that emphasizes the relationality of human
actors and nonhuman materials, I argue that the work of instrument makers is rendered
meaningful in part by a co-constructive process of becoming both instrument and maker.
I show how this relationship extends to the forest environment, spiritual and
philosophical discourse, and transnational networks that continually re-enchant the work
of musical instrument makers in a region questioning the future and sustainability of
economic and environmental processes. I join efforts to explore and analyze the political
ecology of musical instruments through the affective material relationships and global
flows of craft materials placed in an environmental locus of local, regional, and national
imaginaries and the futures and failures of capitalist modes of production. By presenting
narratives collected through ethnographic apprenticeships, interviews, and archival
research, I argue that these makers navigate unique approaches to the forest environment,

the global exchange of sonic craft materials, and meaning of their work through the craft
of musical instruments.
KEYWORDS: Appalachia; Craft labor; Musical Instruments; Forests
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION, GEOGRAPHIC AND THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
In the summer of 2014, I crisscrossed the highways and interstates of West
Virginia equipped with an audio recorder, a camera, a stack of interview consent forms,
and a semi-structured interview questionnaire determined to talk to the state’s musical
instrument makers. Finding them at craft festivals, music gatherings, and in their shops
and homes, I was determined to investigate their ties to state representations of heritage
and support for the livelihoods of musical instrument makers. Yet, on each occasion, as I
packed away those symbols of fieldwork and institutional knowledge, I was left with the
impression that makers were most interested in talking about the materials of their craft –
the tonewood that reverberates lively sound through instrument. Three years later I would
be driving only one highway, Route 219 in Eastern West Virginia, with a different set of
tools in my bag: a block plane, a chisel, and my lunchbox. I had become enmeshed in a
series of ethnographic apprenticeships attuned to the material processes and resultant
meaning that make both instrument and musical instrument makers.
This dissertation explores the social and environmental relationships that I found
and experienced while working with West Virginia instrument makers in their pursuit of
lively, singing musical instruments. Through the examination of the regional political
ecology, ethnographic interviews, and narratives of instrument craft collected through
ethnographic apprenticeship, I question how instrument makers’ experiences with, and
knowledge of, craft materials and Appalachian forest environments through the craft
process contribute to their understanding of meaningful labor. This kind of craftwork
presents a unique setting of human, non-human, and material actors contributing to the
re-enchantment, or the thoughtful renewal of meaningful productive economic activity, of

labor and skill (Bennett 2001; Jenkins 2000; Taussig 2010). This re-enchantment is an
affective manifestation of transformational experiences expressed through meshworks
(Ingold 2011) of relational agency that draw craft materials and forest environments into
correspondence with makers. The processual, relational interaction of the skilled action
of instrument makers and the emergent qualities of wooden craft materials, known as
tonewood, is the central focus of this dissertation, which expands to include the relational
meshworks in which both material and maker are situated. I follow makers through their
process of making, analyzing how they listen, learn from, value, and respect the emerging
properties of tonewood in largely nonverbal ways in order to collaboratively produce a
lively, singing instrument.
Yet, as the work is enmeshed in greater political economic processes of
extraction, production, and consumption, I also attend to the complications, complexities,
and contradictions within the re-enchantment of craft labor. Accompanying disenchanting (Weber 2001) labor processes are enmeshed with the work, through the global
trade of timber commodities, policies and practices of timber extractive economies, and
the navigation of frameworks for the protection of tree species, such as the Convention
on the International Trade of Endangered Species. Thus, the scope of the dissertation
extends through the work of instrument makers in their shops to the global flows of craft
materials and goods, varying scales and organization of production, and global forest
environments.
This chapter introduces the social theory of craftwork, human-material
relationships, and the Appalachian region of the United States that guide the ethnographic
descriptions of the dissertation. In popular discourse in the United States, craft is often
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conceptualized as a vestigial holdout against modernizing industrial practices and
capitalist processes, but such work is often practiced as intentional alternatives that are
nevertheless entangled with capitalist processes. While craft practitioners look to their
work as an alternative to their previous or ongoing work as wage laborers, particularly as
a form of meaning making and self-realization, they also must rely on established
processes of extraction and disenchantment that set the aesthetics and material context in
which they operate.
Popular understandings of the Appalachian region mirror those of craft labor,
focusing on myopic, nostalgic visions of social and economic practices kept alive in spite
of capitalist productive processes, omitting the breadth of diverse social and economic
activity in the mountain region. While researching and writing this dissertation, I found
these understandings in action in the political discourse concerning job creation. In
conversations about the political and economic futures of the Appalachian region, there
was a constant focus on “jobs” as a political buzzword to provide for hourly-wage labor
without considering the meaning of the work or the relationships to materials, places, and
other workers necessary to create just and sustainable work.
In exploring how the work of musical instrument makers is more than a “job,” I
am inspired by writings on the rationalized alienation of laborers from the products of
their labor (Marx 2009a; 2009b; 2009c), disenchantment of the lifeworld (Weber 2001),
and erasure of the aura of material life (Benjamin 2008) to draw out how affective
meaning is created through the work of crafting musical instruments. To these political
economic concerns, I weave the complementary interests in material relationality
informed by conceptual “meshworks” (Ingold 2011, 2013). These “meshworks” entangle
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human actors, materials, and landscapes together and enable critical engagement with the
discursive and social and environmental history of Appalachia. Using the theoretical lens
of meshworks woven among people and their material surroundings through the work in
the shops of instrument makers serves political economic perspectives on work and
environment in Appalachia. Though the framework is not without its weaknesses in
attention to power and inequality, it brings focus to the lived environments and everyday
phenomenology of work relationships that make work worth doing for instrument
makers, and provides a well-integrated language to describe the nonverbal processes of
craftwork. By bringing this material relationality to issues of work and environment, I
contribute to the vibrant tradition of critical political economic study in Appalachia in a
new theoretical light.

1.1

Ethnographic Work in Place
In 2013, I began this project increasingly conscious of the inequalities and

expressions of power in representation that continue to ripple through anthropology
(Clifford and Marcus 1986), having worked in anthropology with communities from
South America, South Asia, East Asia, Central Asia and the Caucasus to craft
representations in museum exhibits, books, and websites intended to educate public
audiences in the United States. At the time, I felt that an anthropology closer to home
would assuage my anxieties about the power exercised through these representations. I
began to think of a potential project in my home state of West Virginia and the larger
Appalachian region. My mother’s family, the Waughs and the Dunbracks, are from the
Allegheny region of West Virginia where I spent the majority of my fieldwork, situated
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symbolically and physically in the mountain landscapes of Eastern West Virginia. I felt
that speaking for communities to whom I felt closely aligned personally would assuage
these anxieties. Yet, I found (as anthropologists typically do) that the complexities of
place and even the smallest of communities challenge our assumptions and that the
problems associated with representation extend much further than geographic or
genealogical identification.
I found that my connections to the state and to the region where I worked did not
privilege my knowledge or give me inherent authority to speak on behalf of these
communities, and nor does the following narrative speak for the whole of the
Appalachian region. This study is an instance of a particular historical, political, and
geographic moment both complex and at times contradictory. Thus, I complicate the
categories of insider and outsider (Kingsolver 2011) that often serve as a gloss for
authenticity of those that speak about Appalachia and objectivity for those that speak
about Anthropology. Throughout this dissertation, I intentionally follow Kirin Narayan’s
(1993) call to engage the “multiplex identity” of all ethnographers through the mixture of
rigorous analysis and narrative. My role as an apprentice instrument maker in this project,
my connections to West Virginia and the Appalachian Region, my positionality as a
cisgender, white man, and my own musical and craft attachments practiced through my
life all bear on the methods and theory I employed, my experiences in the field, and my
conclusions presented in this dissertation.
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1.2

Appalachia: Conceptualizing the Past and Future
The history of a place called Appalachia is a projection of historical romanticism

and contemporary anxieties. Falsely portrayed as a collective mountain enclave of
isolation stretching along the eponymous mountain chain of the Eastern United States, it
is simultaneously denigrated as backward and a threat to progressive, neoliberal
capitalisms (Anglin 1992; Buck 2001; Puckett 2014). It is falsely promoted as a natal
culture for mythic whiteness in the United States, an instance of “contemporary
ancestors” possessing the projected values and vigor of Euro-American pioneers (Batteau
1990; Billings and Blee 2000; Billings et al. 2001). In the United States, the social
imaginary of Appalachia has been used to evoke “othered” whiteness that disparages
mountain communities as unable or unwilling to help themselves to the progress inherent
in the American mythos (Whisnant 1994, 2009).
Not only does this characterization silence and erase narratives of black
Appalachians (Inscoe 2008; Turner and Cabbell 1985; Wilkinson 1999), American
Indians (Finger 1991; Hill 1997), and non-Western European immigrants (Lewis 1999),
but it also serves to efface the underlying causes of inequalities and gives white
Americans a place from which to argue their progress situated in equality as opposed to
generational, racialized privilege (Satterwhite 2005, 2008). It presents a challenge to the
social order of capitalisms, useful in presenting a sanitized history of parochial customs,
yet dangerous in exposing the material contradictions of capital accumulation,
disenchantment, and extraction on people and landscapes. It can also be used discursively
to place or fix people as specific kinds of workers, belying the processes by which they
make and remake themselves and social relationships (Kingsolver 1992).
6

People who live in this region are ascribed these identities and are thus thrust into
a dual construction of workers, as either or both the indolent hillbilly or the industrious
mountaineer (Harkins 2004). This Janus-faced projection asks people to define
themselves and their lives through their work (Weeks 2011; Scott 2010), making the
political discourses around “jobs” that valorize only that labor that is in service to
capitalist regimes of production particularly salient. “The willingness to live for and
through work” that “renders subjects supremely functional for capitalist purposes”
(Weeks 2011: 12), became particularly evident in the political discourse expressed during
my fieldwork that stressed the primacy of “jobs” as the central political question,
particularly those associated with mining.
When the focus is drawn in to craft production in Appalachia, narratives of
modernization and fetishization of tradition likewise influence its presence and
representation. While there is a history of people making use of local materials in service
to agrarian livelihoods, crafting traditions today in Appalachia are inextricably tied to
historical revitalizations spurred on by economic development schemes and nostalgic
visions of the region. Throughout the 20th century, social and economic progressive
movements spurred on the creation of institutions like the Southern Highland Handicraft
Guild, the Joseph C. Campbell School, and the Hindman Settlement School in the region
to educate locals in craft production, produce craft materials for the wider market, and, at
times, provide ancillary income to those marginally involved in cash economies (Becker
1998; Whisnant 2009).
For example, Allen Eaton’s Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands (1937) posited
revivalist handicraft culture as a romantic reconstruction of the pre-modern American
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past (Becker 1998: 78-9) and asserted that mountain people could participate in the
modern economy through the production of these romanticized craft goods for a tourist
market. Government workers interested in preservation of the traditional and social
workers and seeking avenues for poverty alleviation created the basis for understandings
that a “traditional American culture existed in Southern Appalachia, characterized by a
preindustrial economy, face-to-face relations, and the persistence of Anglo-Saxon folk
traditions” (Becker 1998: 5). Appalachian mountain crafts became a material stand-in for
an authentic mountain cultural experience, and the revival reflected governmental and
philanthropic desires for Appalachian people and the attempted validation of tourists’
expectations (Becker 1998). These fundamental representations persist in the construction
of tourist experiences today throughout the Appalachian region. Cultural tourism in
Appalachia often embraces primitive stereotypes, emphasizes pre-modernity, and
promotes craft traditions in opposition to the modern, industrial culture of the greater
United States (Batteau 1990; Billings et al. 2001).
Thus, I attempt to problematize craftwork in Appalachia as an affective form of
relationship building between people, materials, and environments without reproducing
these discursive constructions. Rooted and connected to the landscape, the craft of
musical instruments is connected to ideas of Appalachia and the Appalachian Mountains,
yet this does not mean that the craft is distinctly or essentially Appalachian, but rather
emergent in a particular historical place. It is my goal to show how the work is at once
craft work that resists some methods of capitalist production, yet complicated and
overdetermined by different capitalist processes.
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When I began to think through the possibilities of a project on craftwork in
Appalachia in 2013, people within the region were thinking of how the economic and
environmental futures of the region would be crafted. Given the pressures of flagging
extractive productivity and accompanying environmental degradation (McSpirit, et al.
2012), the possibilities of sustainable economic futures figured heavily in the political
discourse (Woods and Gordon 2011). Yet, the attachment to extractive industry continues
to dominate the conversations of economic futures, recasting the fraught histories of
extracting minerals and forest products as clean coal and sustainable forestry. Such
discourses, pit employment as “jobs” against the environment, make coal a mythic
commodity, destroy forest landscapes at strip-mine, clear-cut, and pipeline sites, and
naturalize livelihoods that separate people from meaningful, material connections to
place (Scott 2010). The historical contributions and reliance on extractive industry are
made to leave residents in difficult situations dependent on false dichotomies of economy
and ecology, devastation and conservation, staying and leaving, and insider and outsider
that contradict the everyday lives of people looking for solutions in Appalachia (SheperdPowell 2017).
“Experience economies” figure heavily into initiatives concerning economic
transitions in Southern Appalachia, such as Shaping Our Appalachian Region (SOAR),
Eastern Kentucky’s designated “promise zone” for economic investment, and proposed
establishment of designated geographic areas that promote the ecological and cultural
heritage of the region to tourists. Promoting packages of “pre-industrial” and “industrial”
lifeways through these projects, music and craft figure into tourist expectations of
nostalgic visions of Appalachia. Visions of scenic mountain beauty, tourism of former
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mining sites and practices, and placed experiences of localized music, craft, and
agricultural production are central to these efforts (Kingsolver 2011), that replace the
extractive commoditization of mountain communities and environments with the
commoditization of landscape and heritage.
Successes in projects such as Virginia’s Crooked Road, a network that connects
sites of musical importance to local businesses and attractions, has spurred an interest in
pushing Appalachian musical traditions as a key aspect of experience economy.
However, analysis of the project (Chaney 2013) has shown a contradiction in how the
music is presented as uncommoditized while simultaneously constructed as creative
“assets” with demonstrable exchange value to tourists. Following suit, a 2015 West
Virginia public radio show asked, “Could new twists on traditional music help revive
Appalachia’s economy?” (Lilly and Todd 2015). A 2014 Kentucky government study
also promoted music and the craft of musical instruments as a gateway to
entrepreneurship in the region (Rural Policy Research Institute 2014: 58), and artisan
entrepreneurship has also been promoted by state-sponsored and private non-profit
initiatives in West Virginia, such as the Tamarack Foundation and the Mountain Made
Foundation, since the early 1990s.
While I worked in the Allegheny Region of West Virginia, local development
initiatives pushed for the designation of the Birthplace of Rivers National Monument and
the continued importance of the networking and economic development opportunities
represented by the Mountain Music Trail and the Appalachian Forest Heritage Area.
Local festivals that combined environmental heritage and regional lifeways flourished,
such as the Mountain State Forest Festival in Elkins and the Autumn Harvest Festival in
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Pocahontas County that hosts the glibly-titled “West Virginia Roadkill Cookoff.” 1 The
participatory and accessible aspects of these experience economies call to participants, as
they can engage with the senses of the place, whether it is fiddle tunes, quilting, or
squirrel gravy. These efforts benefit from, to varying degrees, senses of white nostalgia
about the Appalachian Region that prefigure stereotypic visions and tropes to attract
tourist desires and demands. This vision of tourism presents largely unproblematized
interactions with Appalachia as a cultured place unburdened by the problems of postindustrial United States and unconnected to its historical processes of racism,
colonialism, and exploitation (Satterwhite 2005, 2008). While festivals and tourism
efforts occasionally make mention of, say black Appalachian contributions to music
through banjo traditions, the overwhelming presentation is that of a white, timeless
Appalachia harmonizing socially through square dances, environmentally through
responsible wildcraft and agriculture, and economically in the absence of exploitative
regimes of labor.
Nevertheless, many residents are imagining diverse pictures of economic
development that point to the historic, present, and future diversity of economic
possibilities beyond wage employment in resource industry (Fickey 2014, Puckett 2014)
that rely on a vast array of economic activities and provide space for diverse perspectives
and experiences. As such, Appalachians are challenging and questioning the grounds
upon which future economic development will be built. Can capitalist projects and
processes ease the social, environmental issues that persist in the region or do the

1 While I was in Marlinton, WV doing fieldwork, the BBC published a photo essay about
the event (Northcott 2016). Articles quickly arose to challenge the article and how it
represented the region (cf. Eisenberg 2016).
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economic lives of Appalachian people require a radical rethinking (Billings 2016,
Schumann and Fletcher 2016)? What roles will the region’s long-silenced and omitted
people of color and immigrant communities continue to play in shaping new economies
(Anglin 2004; Kingsolver 2011; Harris et al. 2012; www.theaffrilachianpoets.com)? Can
Appalachian communities interface globally to connect with communities facing similar
challenges of political-economic transformation (Anglin 2016; Kingsolver 2014;
Kingsolver and Balasundaram 2018)? How will LGBTQ+ and non-heteronormative
perspectives shape economic and political inclusion and environmental concerns (Black
and Rohrer 1995; Terman 2016; House 2014)? What paths might religion and spirituality
take to challenge hegemonic economic and environment exploitation (Hinsdale et al.
1995; Witt 2016)? How will youth-led efforts recast and reimagine the future of the
region today (www.thestayproject.com)?
Thinking about these questions inspired by critical scholarship and work that
engages with people to complicate popular conceptions of Appalachia, I joined the rich
documentary tradition of music and craft of Appalachia in my preliminary research. I
problematized the constructed categories of Appalachian music and craft, yet
acknowledged their importance to some practitioners. Through interviews with makers, I
sought out the global processes at stake in instrument making while witnessing the roles
of music and place in Appalachian communities in local “jams” and music and craft
festivals. One aspect that particularly stood out to me was the participatory elements of
these jams, where people of varying locale and skill would join together in seemingly,
repetitive round of melodic “old-time” music that would end when the leader of the
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melody, usually a fiddler or banjo player, would raise one foot from the ground to signal
the last iteration of the tune.
Like other persistent, participatory Appalachian musical forms, such as contradance and shape note song, the jams are spaces that evoke a communitarian tradition of
Appalachian music that accepted players of all skill levels and had little in the way of
hierarchy. People not familiar to the group were invited to call out tunes and on one
occasion the players in the circle took turns purposefully playing poorly to ease the
tension. I found these highly participatory realms of musical production that rely on
common repertoires and repetitive melodies (Milnes 1999; Thompson 2012) central to
the desire for instruments made by West Virginia makers. While some makers do appeal
to the wish to own an instrument as a souvenir testament to their experiences in these
spaces when they co-operate with tourist spaces, such as the Appalachian String Band
Festival, others see their work in these spaces as an extension fulfilling a need for the
music community, that is, to have instruments that excel in producing musical tone and
connect to local makers.
Though those that play acoustically driven music are likely to have played in such
“jams” and experienced this participatory form of music making, not all music groups in
Appalachia are this way. Appalachian music is the historical confluence of various global
processes of migration, displacement, and exploitation that brings musical elements of
Indigenous North America (Williams 1995), West Africa (Conway 1995), Western
Europe (Cohen 2006, Marshall 2006), Central, and Eastern Europe (Bidgood 2017) into a
broad stylistic milieu that cannot be defined as the sole inheritance of any particular
group of people. Appalachian musicians and instrument makers respond to these
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historical, global processes through place-based understandings that sometimes privilege
narratives and trajectories of craft and music entrenched in popular visions of
Appalachia, e.g. highlighting Scotch-Irish elements of music at the expense of other
influences. While musicians and player-makers each employ these categories and
practice such repertoires, the music is remade through performance and practice subject
to racialized, class processes that reinforce Appalachian traditional music as white,
timeless, and national patrimony, with little concern to how silenced people may value
ideas of tradition or heritage (Conway 1995; Thompson and Hacquard 2009; Thompson
2012; Turner 2008). 2 As a result, “traditional” music is both readily accessible to white
Appalachians as a gloss for perceived heritage, but also a readily exploited symbolic
cache for state projects and political processes. For example, U.S. Senator Robert Byrd’s
political career (1953-2010) was heavily couched in his fame and expression as a
“traditional” mountain fiddler.
Yet, musical expression in Appalachia is also a site of contesting exploitative and
marginalizing discourses and practices. Music has figured heavily in labor movements in
Appalachia as both a unifying chorus, such as the famed labor song “Which Side Are
You On,” and sometimes a lone cry for justice, for example, the work of Sarah Ogan
Gunning. More recent efforts toward social and environmental justice embrace this
historical trajectory, employing music as an avenue to contest mountain top removal coal
mining (Stimeling 2012). While music comes from the people, categorizing it as folk or
traditional places it out of its historical context, and can silence its political efficacy.
2 Scholarship around the history of the banjo, for instance, (Conway 1995) shows that its
symbolic ties to white, working class or hillbilly tropes bely the history of enslaved
African-Americans’ development of the material form of the instrument as well as the
musical styles that often characterize Appalachian “old-time” music.
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Eschewing the categorization of "folk" crafts and traditions, I became less
preoccupied with understandings of the inheritance of such labor patterns than the
understandings of how makers make sense of themselves in an “Appalachian” context. In
preliminary work, I was concerned with the folksiness of craft or the authenticity of the
craft insofar as the makers themselves consider it to be important to their work. I found
that many makers embraced a vision of Appalachian craft, especially through the use of
local materials frequently harvested within the state or county of the maker. Yet, looking
around their shops, I would see many examples of what makers called “exotic”
hardwoods with rich colors and varied grain patterns that spoke to global processes of
exchange and desires for the materially unfamiliar. Seeing how these materials were so
influential to the work of instrument makers inspired my further education in materially
driven studies. I found fruitful conversation through archaeology theory and material
culture studies that demonstrated the efficacy of materials and environment in work.
Seeking stories of connections to craft through landscape and considerations of
materials, I began asking instrument makers, people working in economic policy, and
workers in the culture and forestry industries how the project might address their
interests. While I came to this project with an emphasis on regional identity and craft
production, I found that instrument makers are much less concerned with this distinction
than the intricacies and diverse practices within the craft. I found that my questions often
served to reify a distinction that did not necessarily exist in people’s minds, although
there was a marked difference in interest in people who had moved to West Virginia as
compared to those who had spent their lives there. Nevertheless, as a whole, their
interests tended more towards the materials and techniques of other makers and how they
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approached the craft process from different contexts, theories, and ethics. As I became
more attentive to the materials of the craft production, I found that the relationship
between makers, materials, and landscapes in the craftwork was a unifying thread that
drew together the practices of instrument makers and their documentary interests and my
own.

1.3

Craft and the Materiality of Livelihoods

Social theory about craft labor is often concerned with production in contrast to
industrial, mechanized, and deskilling forms of production, as well as projections of what
may be lost in such transitions, emphasizing the importance of the specific kinds of
knowledge and social relationships practiced through craft. The rampant rise of
industrial, capitalist modes of production and exploitation in the 19th century were met
with criticism and nostalgia by artists, social critics, and writers, such as John Ruskin and
William Morris, who were concerned with the stripping away of meaning of labor and
quality of material production (Sennett 2008). Concerned with what could be lost by the
organization of labor in capitalist, industrial production, they constructed a notion of
“craft” as a meaningful, deliberate, alternative labor displaced by modernity, a concept
that persists in our popular and theoretical understanding of particular kinds of labor and
material production today. Near-contemporary writings by social theorists mirror the
same anxieties about the loss of meaning in industrial production, the reframing of
material relationships, and the continued exploitation of workers. Yet they do not tend
toward the same kinds of nostalgia about past modes of production and have been more
influential in anthropological theory. Marx (2009) on increasing alienation of workers
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from their labor and resultant products as commodities in industrial, capitalist modes
production, Weber (2001) writing on the disenchantment of the world by rational modes
of governance and management, and Benjamin (2008) on mechanical reproduction
displacing the authenticity of art objects have, in turn, influenced anthropological
explorations of skilled, time-intensive, and low-output modes of production.
Inspired by these political economic frameworks, anthropologists have
encountered and conceptualized craftwork within neoliberal productive and state
processes as simultaneously denigrated and celebrated. From factory craft production to
practices that are more symbolic and self-satisfactory in home spaces, we find that
craftwork is likely rendered legitimate by state actors when in service to industrial
production (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009; Dudley 2014; Wilkinson-Weber 1999), as a
process of maintaining state values (Herzfeld 2004), or as a source of enjoyment for
consumers, generally in the global north (Chibnik 2004; Comaroff and Comaroff 2009;
Errington 1998; Tice 2010). Craftwork has become a stand-in for a parochial past, at once
a romantic symbol of humanity’s materially productive genealogy and demeaned as
antiquated, low-productivity work. It stands within the patterns of work in so-called
traditional and moral economies as a threat to capitalist regimes of production that strip
the means, products, and process of production from workers (Herzfeld 2004; Hobsbawm
and Ranger 1983). Following these processes, the attempts of musical instrument
craftspeople to re-enchant their labor echo the commitments of a larger population of
craftspeople in the global North seeking to remake social and environmental ties through
their work in craft production (Bell et al. 2019; Paxson 2013).
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Nevertheless, craft practitioners are not monolithic in their demography or
practices, and inequalities manifest among practitioners and communities of practitioners.
Social dynamics of gender, racialization, ethnicity, and class processes reflexively
correspond with unequal spatial access, state support, environmental conditions that make
craft much more than material production by hand (Brulotte 2009; Chibnik et al. 2004;
Colloredo-Mansfeld 1999; Gillette 2014; Venkatesan 2009).
Viewing labor and class as a process (Gibson-Graham et al. 2001; Braverman
1998), I look at how craftspeople are at once involved in many different kinds of work
relationships with people, materials, and landscapes. As craft work is deeply processual
and the productive outcomes are as materially uncertain as they are socially uncertain,
anthropologists have found that the “work” of craft “work” is not limited to a preordained
time for capital exchange as is in hourly waged labor. Rather, each maker may,
depending on the day or project, work through a variety of relations and processes that
resist categorizations that define makers as specific kinds of workers. Following a
definition of work as exertive practice toward an increment of material or symbolic value
contributing to the larger social and material livelihood (Gamst 1995), I consider craft to
be the deeply relational practice of embodied knowledge that enables work. The work of
craft is necessarily material, extending in correspondence with the materials needed to
conduct craftwork as well as the supporting environmental and social threads of
meshworks (Ingold 2007, 2011).
Pulling together these economic and phenomenological threads, I have found
instrument craft to be a site of affective “re-enchantment” (Jenkins 2000) of the materials
and agentive actions of craftwork. Bringing what is largely considered by Western
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epistemologies to be inert, inanimate commodities stripped of agency -- along with their
bark and leaves in the case of musical tonewood -- to life through song is a process of
affectivity and emergent meaning. While Weber considered instrumental rationalities to
be essentially disenchanting through modern bureaucratic and scientific means toward
rational goals, I consider the possibilities of coexistent "re-enchantment" of craft, work,
labor, and livelihoods through the small-scale practice of this craft towards a livelihood. I
discuss how re-enchantment is a process that exists alongside disenchanting processes as
a response to what is perceived to have been lost (Taussig 2010), but takes form through
navigating the uncertainties and improbabilities of making a musical instrument "sing"
through the rediscovery of semi-mythic traditional practices, self-realized scientific
practices, religious awakenings, and a central relationality between makers, materials,
and environments.
It is precisely because these attempts occur in the wake of extractive industry and
subsequent imaginaries of post-industrial futures that we find the attempts to re-enchant
labor as so important. Makers use scientific principles of the physical production of
sound and the material production of wood resources to produce affective instruments
that resist scientific ways of knowing. The vocabulary of tone, for example, resists
classification with makers often using the same word in entirely opposite contexts. In
these spaces, the re-enchantment is a meaningful relationship with craft material in
tension with commoditized material and rationalized labor, rather than the historical
persistence or resistance of craft production (cf. Sennett 2008) that may have the
propensity to continue to cast people who live in Appalachia into the parochial contexts
to which they have been assigned.
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In competition with industrial modes of production capable of duplicating
facsimiles of craft objects, skilled craft workers face deskilling processes backed by a
productive ideology that demands large material output and either devalues craft work as
a leisure-time activity, unworthy of serious attention and wages (Wilkinson-Weber 1999)
or as an unrealized opportunity for entrepreneurialism (Blim 1990). Global craft workers
are drawn into competition with large-scale producers that proliferate less materially and
temporally intensive versions of their craft products. This presents a complicated
situation that asks makers to appeal to demands for cheap consumer goods or find unique
solutions through global interactions (Chibnik et al. 2004). As a result, inequalities
among craft practitioners can manifest through the risk of devoting labor time and energy
to an uncertain craft and market for craft goods and dependent on free capital to maintain
the craft materials dictated by craft traditions and consumer expectations (ColloredoMansfeld 1999; Tice 2010).
Simultaneously, an increasingly potent consumer market drives the fetishization
of objects caught up in neoliberal material definitions of ethnicity, place, and being
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). Such systems undergird industrial production that
provides both the consumer market for cheap craft goods, yet also considers their value
as suspect if not meeting criteria of authenticity. Anthropologists have shown how craft
workers must thus negotiate these processes of production and exchange, attentive to the
exploitation and uneven development of legal structures and the valorization of
production due to distinctions of class, gender, and race (Colloredo-Mansfeld 1999;
DeNicola 2005; Gillete 2014; Goody 2011; Kondo 1990; Nash 1993). Of particular
interest has been the commoditization of craft objects, and how makers and consumers of
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craft objects resist, are compelled by, and manage the commoditization of crafts (Chibnik
et al. 2004; Herzfeld 2004; Roda 2014; Wilkinson-Weber 1999).
As a result, craft practitioners are keenly aware of how their craft is
simultaneously symbolically valorized and economically denigrated and are willing to go
to uncertain lengths to protect it. Speaking of the deskilling of women chikan workers
devoted to hand production of the North Indian embroidery, Wilkinson-Weber notes,
“those who speak loudest about the decline of the chikan skills are the same people that
are struggling to wrest some kind of living from the high skills they possess” (1999: xxii).
Negotiating authenticity can be a paramount goal of some kinds of craftwork in order to
resist the de-skilling discourses and regimes of capitalist production that emulate,
compete with, supply, and demand the authenticity of craft objects (Basole 2015; Cant
2012; Cavanaugh and Shankar 2014). In the craft of musical instruments where the
influence of large musical instrument enterprises is indelible, makers at once resist the
modes of production in factories while embracing the iconic forms of notable factory
instruments, buy parts from factory production, and make parts and source wood for
factory production.
Anthropologists have found this dualism particularly in inequalities of access and
appropriation manifest as gendered processes in craft, where women tend to be exploited
by the mass-production of craft goods and deskilled in their production despite the
promotion of craftwork as a means of economic development for women. They illustrate
that while women’s crafts may be held up as symbols of national or regional identity,
they are exploited through gendered positions that determine the appropriation of capital
(Kondo 1990; Tice 2010; Wilkinson-Weber 1999). Different types of craftwork in
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Appalachia have been historically prescriptive, sometimes bolstered by development
initiatives that emphasized craftwork as women’s work ancillary or coincident to
domestic labor (Becker 1998; Buck 2001; Fickey 2014).
With respect to musical instruments makers, these inequalities normally manifest
through the exclusion or invisibility of women in small-scale production of the craft.
Dudley (2014) points to the performance of American, masculine identities and
“whiteness” as a perceived self-reliance in production, making the craft attractive to
white, men workers. Meanwhile, echoing trends of the neoliberal employment of women
in manufacturing (Collins 2003), women are simultaneously employed at higher rates in
factory guitar production where they are paid less than men co-workers, viewed as docile,
dependable workers by management, and considered bearers of tradition by factory
visitors (Dudley 2014). 3
During my fieldwork, I witnessed conversations about these national trends
through panels on women in instrument makers at an international guitar-makers
convention and international violin-makers convention. Panelists and speakers pointed to
the exclusion of women from mentor relationships, bias against the capabilities of women
makers, and the hurdles of employment presented by sexual and gender-based
harassment. One guitar maker from the United States told the room that she could no
longer share expensive table space at conventions with male colleagues as prospective
customers would automatically assume that the man would be the maker and she was
only there to support him. The maker also pointed out that the gendered networks that
3 Kondo (1990) similarly locates masculine identities in craftwork, but points to how
aesthetics and the exercise of the meaning of craft labor is used to push women to the
peripheries of workplaces in Japanese factory work, determining which actors are
acceptable to embrace the aesthetic ideal of ikigai, a self-realized reason for living.
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exclude women are worked inversely by women consumers who often seek out women
makers with whom they feel a gendered affinity. Nevertheless, as the major demand for
such instruments is driven by white men with expendable income, gendered barriers of
inclusion certainly present an obstacle for people other than middle-class, white men to
make a livelihood through the craft.
Such assumptions of who is able to practice the craft of instrument making are
undergirded by bias inflected by popular representations of makers, but also historical
labor practices and processes that influence the ability of men to practice the craft and
make a livelihood from it. I often found in my work with instrument makers that those
who can rely on a safety net through a retirement fund or employed spouses, for example,
were likely to be engaged in the craft full-time. Others might have to accommodate the
work in their spare time or put it off for years. While some makers describe trying to find
time to draw the thread of their craft labor as ancillary to their livelihood and cash
income, others may resist seeing the craft as labor, preferring to conceptualize it through
the social bonds and personal well-being that it instills. The in-depth knowledge needed
to practice the craft and vast assemblage of hand tools, machines, and craft materials
often precludes many would-be makers from practicing in the absence of a family
member or close acquaintance with access to basic knowledge and tools. As these
productive relationships tend towards gendered, racialized relationships with other
workers in wood-working related fields, it can present a major obstacle for those who
wish to take up the craft.
The risk (Beck 1992) inherent in the attempts of instrument makers to derive a
livelihood from the affective craft is thus highly contingent on their relation to a social
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safety net guaranteed by former employers or the state and the potentially disenchanted
domestic and external labor of the household, especially that of women (Rapp 1982).
Makers dependent on craft labor as their main source of income, rather than another
household member, a retirement or pension, or state support through grants or exposure,
respond to risk in different ways. They may have to take on added burdens of dealing in
craft materials listed in national and international legal protections, compete with makers
who can sell their crafts at the cost of materials, invest more fully in self-promotion
through travel and digital presence, and find new ways to access and procure specialized
tools. Branding oneself (Gershon 2017) becomes a central struggle for many makers who
either wish to solely focus on the craft or view such branding as contradictory to the craft
practice. Thus, other household members often intervene to do the labor of maintaining
websites, Facebook pages, and other branding presences, doing the work of selling the
finished craft, as Terrio (1999) has also shown to be the case for the wives of French
chocolatiers.
Navigating these uncertainties is not wholly exercised through the craft practice,
but also through the larger meshworks of political, economic, and social processes that
contribute to the livelihood of makers. Gendered labor extends through the craft and into
other elements of personal relationships, households, and communities. Makers who have
been employed in waged labor may see retirement time as a time to seek out meaningful
work, while other members of the household may have to keep up their unpaid household
labor in support of the craft in as they may have done for waged labor. As such, the work
can take upon a taken-for-granted “flexibility” in practice that is reliant making the work
of others less flexible (Christensen and Schneider 2010). In my interviews, it was not
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uncommon for a maker to tell me that their wife or someone else in the household dealt
with the housekeeping as well as the bookkeeping for their instrument business. Craft
labor, with its uncertainties and tenuous futures, must often be supported by other kinds
of wage and household labor.
In West Virginia, makers are frequently reliant on other household members and
gendered practices of production for household necessities such as food preparation and
childcare as well as economic necessities such as health insurance. However, as
workshops are generally situated in the homes, men makers may also do concurrent
household labor while their partners or spouses may be practicing wage or salaried labor
outside the house, presenting an opportunity to “unmake” gender through work practices
(Rolston 2013) and an inversion of the gendered public/private spheres of domestic and
waged labor (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974).
However, workshops are usually situated away from the main house in spaces that
divide the work of making instruments from the domestic labor of the household,
articulating a separate space not only for the messy work of wood-working but also a
physical separation from household labor. I found that visitors, such as potential
customers or interviewers, are welcomed to the shop space rather than the domestic
space, reinforcing or even curating such spaces as explicitly gendered and distinct from
the labor practices that support them in the larger household setting.

1.4

Human-Material Relationships in Craft
Commoditization and exploitation are important aspects of craft in global regimes

of the value of objects, but these perspectives can omit the diversity of processes of
becoming between people and things during the craft process. Therefore, I emphasize
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craft materials and products in a relational material context that not only stresses their
position beyond a commodity, but the possibilities of nonhuman agency. In such
multivalent states, the physicality of material (Ingold 2012; O’Connor 2005; Olsen 2010)
is enmeshed with both practices of sensory and embodied work (Gowlland 2009; Ingold
2011; Marchand 2010; Sennett 2008), and political ecological structures, giving specific
importance to environment and place in the craft process (Bielo 2013; Ingold 2011;
Escobar 2001; Paxson 2013). The products and materials of craft work, therefore, can
give rise to innovation and creativity in design of material form and structure (Alfoldy
2007; Aragon 2011; Basole 2015) that connect labor and material in an ongoing
relationship of meaning building (cf. Ferry 2011; Paxson 2013; Portisch 2010).
My research of “living” craft and agentive objects is guided by relational theories
of material that displace the subject/object opposition inherent to commodity studies.
Craft workers know the world through the material of their craftwork (Portisch 2010),
mitigating resulting uncertainties through political economic (Rolston 2013) and spiritual
(Dean 2010; Marchand 2010) means. I focus on how the success of a “singing”
instrument arises from the entanglements of human labor and craft materials (Hodder
2012), that shape bodily and mental dispositions in pursuit of optimal tone (cf. Bates
2012; Qureshi 2000). This emphasis on materials converses with archaeological theories
that displace the anthropocentrism of agency (Knappet and Malafouris 2008; Robb 2004;
Olsen 2010), yet also considers the place of “spirited materials” with the capacity to
influence human actors (Taussig 2010) and material agency within capitalist political
economic processes (Bond 2013; Rolston 2013).
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There are many theoretical frameworks that speak to material emphases of this
project, albeit with different foci, scale of analysis, and theorizations of the form of
human actants (cf. Bennett 2010; Haraway 2008; Kohn 2013; Latour 2013). The active
relational power arising out of human and nonhuman relations within what Tim Ingold
has called “meshworks” (Ingold 2007, 2011 following LeFebvre 1991) best organizes my
attention to crafting, skill, and the environment. Meshworks account for the properties of
material, the skill of humans, and place as integral to the relationships between human
and nonhuman (Ingold 200, 2011). The “correspondence” of these elements is a process
of becoming (Ingold 2012, 2017 from Deleuze and Guattari 1987) wherein maker, tools,
wood, trees, and instruments “co-respond” to one and another, “following the forces and
flows that bring work to fruition” (Ingold 2012: 435) within a place or environment. This
perspective is attuned to the properties of materials connecting humans and materials
within such meshworks of becoming (cf. Dean 2010; Ewart 2012; Manning and Meneley
2008; Portisch 2010), and the varying complexity and skill of different kinds of humans
and materials (Ingold 2008; Portisch 2010). The relationship between instrument maker,
craft materials, and the forests in which they live in this connected, continual process of
correspondence that does not produce “objects” that stand in the way (Ingold 2012), but
as entities that are mutually influential. Skill is enacted through the craftwork and the
larger context of livelihood, and is thus caught up in understanding, negotiating, and
navigating material meshworks and their political, economic, and ecological
ramifications. Thus, the craft of musical instruments does not “exist only through the
artistry and traditions of the individual craftsman” (Alvey 2003: 1), but rather in
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emergent relationships among skilled human actors, the qualities of materials, and
navigating politicized landscapes and places.
This framework is not without inadequacies in addressing social inequalities and
expressions of power. While it provides a structured language to describe the relationality
of human-material action, it lacks in discussion as to how those actions manifest in
unequal patterns and how human action may be limited as a result. In a 2008 essay,
Ingold likens the human actor to a spider in a relational meshwork, but does not expand
his metaphor to include how different human actors may pull harder on the strings of
their meshworks or the inability of materials to resist the pull of human actors in the
relationship. Martinez-Reyes (2015) critiques the “meshwork” in relation to the global
trade of mahogany, preferring Adorno’s (2008) “constellations” that embody historical,
global capitalist relations. While I maintain the language of Ingold’s relational
meshworks, I attempt to follow the relational threads through artifact biographies and
multi-sited ethnography to push the theory into a direction that acknowledges inequalities
of access and production. Theories of inequality that stress global processes as they arise
in specific places (cf. Escobar 2001; Ferry 2001; Kingsolver 2011) are particularly useful
in assessing how power and agency can tangle, unravel, tack, or mend meshworks.
Throughout this project, I have found that the wood used in musical instrument
craft influences contested meanings of craft, livelihood, and place (Davidov 2014;
Paxson 2010) through its material entanglements with the skilled knowledge of labor.
The sensory and experiential components of “place” (Feld and Basso 1996) contribute to
specific placed “ways of knowing” (Harris 2007) and assemblages of human and material
essential for action (Birth 2012; Paxson 2010, 2013).
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Hill’s (1997) exploration of changing material techniques in the basketry of
Cherokee women through a shifting forest landscape is influential in this project,
focusing on how knowledge and work practices in basketry was mutually influenced by
changing forest makeup in a larger political ecological context. In a region dominated by
forests, resource temporalities and materialities (Ferry and Limbert 2008; Richardson and
Weszkalynys 2014) arising from human, non-human material relationships privilege the
commoditizing of the forest landscape through attempted control of constituent species
and productive cycles.
This placed situation of craft production can be key to the projection of
authenticity and success of a craft livelihood in challenging the mobility of rationalized
capitalist modes of production by articulating craft objects as the outcome of a
constellation of highly contextual material (Dudley 2014; Paxson 2013). Evoking the
“aura” (Benjamin 2008) of place and the process of craft, they bring the makers,
landscape, and productive flora and fauna into the final product, drawing “meaningful
lines of connection among, people, culture, and landscape to invest rural places anew
with affective significance and material relevance” (Paxson 2010: 446).
Ferry and Limbert write that, “Nothing is essentially or self-evidentially a
resource" (2008: 3) and that social and political processes must make resources. This
creates resource imaginaries that “frame the past, present, and future in certain ways; they
propose or preclude certain kinds of time reckoning; they inscribe teleologies; and they
are imbued with affects of time, such as nostalgia, hope, dread, and spontaneity” (2008:
4). However, Richardson and Weszkalynys (2014) remind us that since resources are
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made through relational processes, they can always be more than commodity objects and
require ontological exploration.
The story of Appalachia and its mountain forests can and has been told through
the analysis of such extractive materialities from early gold and salt production
predicated on Cherokee removal and the enslavement of African-Americans (Dunaway
1996), to the extensive, ecologically devastating timber extraction of the early 20th
century (Eller 1982; Lewis 1998), through the uneven development of coal boom and
busts (Eller 2008; Scott 1995), and to the enduring destruction of mountain-top removal
mining (Scott 2010) and hydraulic fracturing (Harnetty 2017; Morrone et al. 2015).
However, scholarship in Appalachia has also shown the multivalent approaches to the
forest environment (Hufford 2001, 2010; Newfont 2012), as well as the role of placed
understandings in contesting hegemonic discourses of environment, economy, and work
identities (Kingsolver 2011, 2016; Reid and Taylor 2010). In the case of musical
instrument craft, I draw attention to the context of extractive forestry that privileges
certain relationships with trees while excluding other ways of knowing the forest, such as
through tonewood. However, tonewood as an affective resource and commodity must be
“made” through a relationship with a maker, who is in turn “made” by the wood.
Despite this placed affectivity, craft materials circulate far beyond the physical
grasp of those who make them. The very real disenchanting processes of
commoditization are also ever-present in the craft of musical instruments. Makers can be
complicit in the precarious and uneven global movement of craft materials (Dudley 2014;
Martinez-Reyes 2015, Roda 2015). Demand for endangered and threatened species in
musical instrument craft, e.g. species of rosewood (Dalberiga spp.), creates frictions
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between desires for materials that are said to be more effective at producing lively
instruments and the sacrifice of forest environments in the Global South. Makers’
understandings of the policies, desires, and inequalities that influence international,
national, and regional forest political ecologies (Dudley 2014; Martinez-Reyes 2015) are
crucial to knowing how place and environment influence and give meaning to the work
of the makers, as well as how such work may be predicated on the exploitation of
workers and forest environments in other places. They speak to Rodman’s (1992) call for
“multi-local” understandings that critique bounded cultures, attend to a diversity of
voices and processes, and consider places as “politicized, culturally relative, historically
specific, local and multiple constructions” (641), which is highly relevant to counter
popular narratives of Appalachia as bounded, static, uniform and ahistorical.
Such understandings should recognize silences (Kingsolver 2013) and invisibility
(Turner and Cabbell 1985) prevalent throughout the Appalachian region. As this
dissertation takes on predominantly self-identified white, middle-class men as the
interpreters of a meaningful relationship with work and the forest environment, it is
important to recognize how historical, racializing processes such as “whiteness” frame
this relationship and have historically displaced other kinds of relationships with the
forest environment. As Finney points out, while the federal government was organizing
national forests, federal legislation stymied the movement and land accessibility of
African Americans, Asian Americans, and American Indians (2014: 34). Forest spaces
have been discursively constructed to accommodate Euro-centric visions of uninhabited
wilderness that displace and silence other ways of relating to nature (DeLuca and Demo
2001; Kosek 2006). In this context, the emphasis placed on the importance of “old-
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growth” or “virgin” wood speaks to a construction of forest environment and wood
materials entrenched in racialized values of what kind of wood, and thus what kind of
forest, emerges as the most appropriate craft material.
Though Appalachia is often wrongfully represented as homogenously white and
bigoted, I was reminded during fieldwork that the multivalent rural spaces and mountain
forests can also present threats to black and brown lives. The National Alliance, at one
time one of “the most dangerous and best organized neo-Nazi” groups in the United
States (SPLC 2019), made its home in the forest on the other side of Droop Mountain
from the violin workshop that I worked in. The memory of a local café that had been
vandalized with a racial slur in reference to the owner’s Jamaican husband in 2014 was
relived in 2017, when a string of road signs and roadside landmarks were spray-painted
with swastikas and messages encouraging racial genocide. At events like the reenactment
of the Civil War Battle of Droop Mountain, explicitly racist bumper-stickers and signs
accompany the anachronistic soldiers. Confederate flags are present far more often than
that solitary weekend, portraying a specific kind of historical identity in a state that voted
to secede from the Confederacy and join the Union’s cause. These aggressions and
symbols, coupled with the erasure of former black communities memory from the
landscape, must be kept in mind with any discussion of the forest environment.

1.5

An Overview of the Dissertation
In the remainder of the dissertation, I will present narratives from my archival and

ethnographic research to support the theoretical outline sketched here. Chapter 2, “West
Virginia’s Forests, Craftwork, and Musical Instrument Makers,” situates instrument
makers in the forested mountains of West Virginia, also providing a historical
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background to the craft of instruments, the work of instrument makers in the state, and
the ties between extractive forestry and the business of making instruments. I also present
common concerns and practices of instrument makers I found through interviews with
makers across the state, while demonstrating the breadth and diversity of their craftwork.
Chapter 3 “Apprenticeship and Materially Informed Ethnographic Methods,” presents the
methods used in the dissertation with special attention to the materially-driven
techniques, particularly my use of ethnographic apprenticeship. I outline the history of
apprenticeship in ethnographic research and present examples of how becoming a maker
enabled my understanding of the non-verbal aspects of musical instrument craft.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 give a detailed description of the work done in my
apprenticeships. I present narratives of making a guitar, a violin, and processing
tonewood with makers in the order in which I conducted apprenticeships. 4 While
Chapters 4 and 5 are primarily located in the shops of two makers in the Allegheny
region, Chapter 6 follows the global work of a tonewood producer in West Virginia and
the mountain forest regions of the Carpathian Mountains of Romania. Through each
chapter, I detail the processes undertaken to transform trees to tonewood and tonewood to
singing instruments, taking seriously the agentive capacities of craft materials. As I
encountered these processes as an apprentice, I follow the narrative styles of auto-

4 A commodity-chain centered or “follow the thing” (Marcus 1995) analysis of craft
objects might begin first with the production of tonewood before moving onto the
production of instruments. However, as this dissertation is concerned with the different
processes through which makers interact with the materials and uses apprenticeship as a
method and narrative device, it is important to acknowledge how these processes and
knowledge were revealed to me sequentially, influencing my ethnographic experience
through the successive apprenticeships.
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ethnography (Ellis and Bochner 2000) while documenting the thoughts and actions of
makers and the effective and affective qualities of craft materials.
Chapter 7 offers concluding thoughts on the work presented in the dissertation.
While highlighting the major points of this work, I address questions arising from the
dissertation concerning the future of work and forest environments. Recognizing that
ethnography is a representation of specific historical moments, I draw attention to the
constantly shifting work of instrument makers as they attempt to form meaningful
livelihoods through relationships with craft materials, the forest landscape, and other
makers of instruments and tonewoods.
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CHAPTER 2. WEST VIRGINIA’S FORESTS, CRAFT WORK, AND MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT MAKERS
Chris, the guitar maker with whom I apprenticed in the summer and fall of 2016
in Randolph County, West Virginia, asked me to count the rings of a piece of red spruce
that we were working up into a top for a guitar. I came up with 180, though later counting
would give me a better estimate of 200, and Chris was noticeably disappointed. His head
dropped slightly to his chest, joining the image of the confederate general Stonewall
Jackson standing next to a quilt above the words “Jackson Mill Arts and Crafts Festival,”
and revealed that he had thought it was from around the “Constitution days,” and that is
what he had been telling customers. He had been given permission by the National Forest
to cut this old-growth tree in 1998 to promote flying squirrel habitat, which he was
conflicted about given that “people have to live on this land too.” However, he was
amazed that the Forestry Service had requested it, given the age of the stand of trees and
the fact that they often limit permits to large timber companies. Nevertheless, after
waiting two hundred and eighteen years the top would be fashioned in the style of a C.F.
Martin-style dreadnought guitar and be shipped to the out-of-state customer. Later, while
working at the shop, I explained to Chris that I had gone hiking up at Red Spruce Knob,
the highest local mountaintop. As he had not been before, I described the top covered in
spruce that returned with Civilian Conservation Corps efforts to replant trees in the
1930s, still bearing a concrete pad of the tower used to watch for forest fires. The spruce
forest now dominates the peak as only smaller red spruce trees and saplings can survive
the deep shade cast by the towering canopy of spindling spruce branches and the rocky
soil left after fires consumed the topsoil in the early twentieth century. The resulting
feeling is one of quiet openness and a plaintive, pensive shade even on the brightest day.
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While working in the shop, Chris had made his affection for red spruce no secret,
offering both scientific and affective reasons for his use of the material, not to mention
that he heard that C.F. Martin and Gibson used the wood in their instruments. “I told you,
it will get in your blood,” he said, before asking if I would like to make another guitar
after finishing the apprenticeship.

Figure 2.1 – A red spruce forest in the Monongahela National Forest.
2.1

The Forest and Timber of the Alleghenies
In the Allegheny Mountains of West Virginia, the forest surrounds. It blankets

and contains. It is broken by roads, patchy farms and fields on bottomland, some bald
peaks (grazing land for cattle, horses put out to pasture, or sheep ewes, pronounced
occasionally like the greeting “yo”), clear-cuts, and the occasional strip-mine. Slender
trees, split out from blasted rock formations, line the roadsides and bristle up the
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mountain slopes. The forest is at once a viewshed to passing motorists, a shelter to
campers and hikers, a playground to mountain bikers, skiers, kayakers, and climbers, an
easement for a pipeline, a habitat to a vast array of flora and fauna, a garden and range for
foragers and hunters, and a raising crop of timber monitored and harvested on regular
cycles. Driving through this mountain chain, you crest mountain tops and fall into microclimates that nestle into the valley floors tied to the headwaters of eight rivers that begin
by flowing off these peaks and from beneath the mountains. I try to imagine how many
trees are in this forest, how many bears scramble up tree trunks for food or fear, how
many board feet will come off the mountain in a day's work, and how many out-of-state
tags I'll see along the way easing around sharp turns and parked off trail heads.
The Allegheny Mountains stretch roughly from southern West Virginia through
Midwestern Pennsylvania, with the Allegheny Front forming a physical boundary along
the border of Virginia and West Virginia as the mountains flatten into the Allegheny
plateau that runs through the middle of West Virginia, into Ohio, Kentucky, and Western
Pennsylvania, comprising what the Appalachian Regional Commission refers to as North
Central and North Appalachia. The mountain areas of West Virginia and Virginia are
largely comprised by the Monongahela National Forest in West Virginia and the George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson National Forests in Virginia. Though several counties
fall along the Alleghenies in West Virginia, my references here to the Allegheny Region
of West Virginia indicates Greenbrier, Randolph, and Pocahontas Counties, together
comprising about 3,000 of the state’s total 24,000 square miles. Randolph and
Pocahontas are among the most forested counties in the state at 90 and 91 percent
forested respectively, and the more agricultural Greenbrier County at the average for the
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state at 78 percent (West Virginia Division of Forestry 2010). 5 They are all among the
least populated, and Pocahontas has the lowest population density of any county in West
Virginia with 10 people per square mile. 6 These counties are demarcated as state Forest
Legacy priority areas by the state Division of Resources given the high intensity of

Figure 2.2 – The forests of the Allegheny Mountains.

5 West Virginia is the third most forested state by percentage of land area in the United
States, following Maine and New Hampshire.
6 This number fluctuates considerably during winter months due to the large ski resort in
the county, and is currently inflated given the contentious large-scale pipeline
construction project underway at the time of this dissertation and the subject of
considerable civil disobedience.
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Figure 2.3 – West Virginia. Counties referred to as the Allegheny Region
highlighted.

private timber harvest by small companies as well as giants like Weyerhauser and
Westrock, the importance to major water systems, and the protection of species of
concern. 7

7 i.e. the stands of red spruce (P. rubens) the largest the south of the Adirondack
mountains, and the species that live in their shadow like the threatened Cheat Mountain
Salamander and recently delisted Northern Virginia Flying Squirrel. Red spruce forests
are considered to be especially threatened by climate change and warming temperatures
because they require cooler habitats at higher elevations.
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In 2016 as I drove to the shop where I was apprenticing, I passed a large sign
proclaiming in red letters “PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS. PROTECT YOUR FUTURE.
NO BIRTHPLACE OF RIVERS NATIONAL MONUMENT,” illustrating its creator’s
antipathy for a local effort to designate National Forest wilderness land as a national
monument. The Birthplace of Rivers movement dwindled during my fieldwork, as its
supporters hoped a letter-writing campaign would prompt President Obama to include it
in his last additions under the Antiquities Act. Local opposition rallied around
perceptions of further intrusion by federal government into the forest, restricting timber
economic development and access for hunters. 8 The election of Donald Trump, who
promised to restrict land protected under the Antiquities Act, confirmed the sign’s
demands and defeated the efforts of local water rights activists, environmentalists, and
tourism beneficiaries. These efforts were part of a long-term vision to promote the area’s
natural and cultural heritage and to turn an already protected wilderness area into a more
marketable tourist destination. Appealing to nature lovers, musicians, environmental
activists, economic development, and hunters and fishers, in their view, they sought to
bring the confluence of economic development, heritage, and the mountain forest to the
birthplace of rivers. Yet, the issues of the federal government’s role in adjudicating local
land tenure politics and potentially further regulating the usage of the forest, proved to be
a difficult sell for many of the county’s residents, and local politicians did not risk
endorsing the project. The overlapping layers of forest usage and politics point to the
multi-valency of this forest and how competing interests, practices, and policies influence
its future.
8 However, the proposed land was already designated as wilderness, meaning that few if
any substantive changes would have changed to regulations of the land use.
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This watershed moment was not the first in which the mountain forests of the
Alleghenies and the rivers that feed them intersected with a larger political economic
estuary. As the eight rivers ultimately flow to the Ohio River, Mississippi River, and the
Gulf of Mexico, they course down the western slopes of the Eastern Continental Divide.
In the "Proclamation of 1763," King George III of England proclaimed that lands west of
this ridge line were to be protected lands for Native Americans (specifically the
Haudenosaunee allies of the British in the Seven Years’ War) and stripped the promised
western land grants from British veterans of that war. However, subsequent treaties and
conflicts opened up land throughout what is now West Virginia to Euro-American
speculators and settlers, while large enterprises and landholders sought to solidify their
claims in the river valleys of the Alleghenies (Dunaway 1996).
Before the arrival of these speculators and settlers, Native American groups,
including the Cherokee, Shawnee, Moneton, and Haudenosaunee, lived in and from the
forests. They managed their growth and composition through fire and other means to
promote mast trees and passable undergrowth suitable for hunting large game (Abrams
and Nowacki 2008). With trees unseen in number and size compared to the increasingly
denuded landscapes of Europe and flat lands of the Eastern Seaboard of North American,
such forests would have included large American chestnut (Castanea dentata), maples
(Acer spp.), mast bearing oaks (Quercus spp.), red spruce (Picea rubens), pine (Pinnus
spp.), hickory (Carya spp.), eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), beech (Fagus
grandifolia) as well as a host of other hardwood and softwood species (Gundy and
Strager 2012). Mast species provided essential food sources for wild and domesticated
fauna, supporting megafauna like elk and bison as well as the burgeoning droves of
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livestock let loose to forage the forest commons (Newfont 2012). Variations in climate,
elevation, and orientation to sunlight created great variation in the local composition of
forests. While hardwoods might proliferate at lower altitudes, red spruce prospered at
altitude: dominating ridgelines in thick numbers, shading out competitors, and maturing
at sixty to ninety feet tall and two to four feet in diameter.
Successful land-acquisition enterprises, such as the Greenbrier Company who had
surveyed 50,000 acres of forest and flatland prior to the Proclamation, sponsored tenants
to assure their claims to the Greenbrier River Valley, while they lobbied the nascent
federal state to negotiate treaties with American Indian groups and open land for
settlement (Rice 1970: 129). In establishing the large land grants, surveyors and tenants
used "witness trees" or “corner trees,” as monuments to demarcate the lines of property.
The "General Andrew Lewis Oak" in Marlinton stood well into the twentieth century, a
holdout against the extensive deforestation occurring in the surrounding mountainsides,
and other regional trees have been used to calculate the approximate make-up of the
forest (Abrams and McCay 1996). Despite large tracts of absentee ownership, the
acquisition and tenure of land was the main goal, so trees were valued as markers,
housing, and providers of autumnal mast for free-grazing animals. Local history
maintains that a companion of the Lewis Oak, a hollow sycamore, sheltered Stephen
Sewell from his friend Jacob Marlin through a dispute as they scouted land in the river
valley in the 1750s and established the earliest Euro-American settlements. Local and
regional interpretations of this history tend to emphasize personal narratives like these of
early settling families in the area over the larger looming presence of massive, corporate
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land holdings that lay in the hands of private, absentee owners that continue through to
today (Rice 1970).
Euro-Americans moving into the area may have harbored mixed feelings toward a
forest that provided optimal hunting and foraging, yet also represented a hostile and
seemingly impenetrable environment (Lewis 1998). 9 While turkey, deer, elk, and bear
accompanied the forest mast and great variety of edible forest greens, fruits, and fungi
provided supplemental food for people, wolves and mountain lions joined European
conceptions of untamed wilderness that presented danger in addition to opportunity. As
the major extensive, extractive economic activity, timbering was an essential aspect of
life in the mountains in the 18th and 19th centuries. Yet, it was not until the
mechanization of the late 20th century with its efficient railroads and sawmills that
industrial timber exploitation reached its apex in the region. West Virginia, and
Appalachia at large, contributed heavily to the rapidly industrializing United States; Eller
(1982) estimates that Southern Appalachia provided 30-40 percent of all timber products
to the United States. Timber companies replaced skidders and railroads with horses and
oxen in drawing logs to mill, and the more labor-intensive pit-saws and rail-splitters with
the large bandsaws and other sawmills. From 1880 until 1920, 30 billion board feet of
timber were cut out of the mountains in West Virginia across 8.5 million acres of oldgrowth forest, accounting for about 85 percent of the state's total forested area (Clarkson
1964: 37; Lewis 1995).

9 As Turner and Cabbell (1985) and Turner (2008) point out, the lives and narratives of
African-American Appalachians were often willfully and maliciously neglected, leaving
a historical hole in assessing their, and other marginalized populations’, perceptions of
the forest environment.
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Large landowners cast the necessity of developing the timber industry as the only
way to develop the mountain economies, insisting on the development of railroad
infrastructure to bring in consumer commodities and take out timber resources.
Companies established a discourse that pitted timber extraction against all other kinds of
development and livelihoods, including subsistence agriculture, and encouraged political
and economic incentives to support such companies, including limiting the power of
small landowners to sue for damages and compelling towns and local governments to buy
shares of companies (Lewis 1995). Debate arose about how the land should be
developed, and discourse situated mountain people as backwards inhabitants incapable of
stewarding the forest to either justify the development of land by timber interests or its
conservation as wilderness (Harkins 2014; Lewis 2015). Those who privileged the
development of timber resources dominated and pushed logics that assessed the forests
primarily through their exchange value as commodities measured in board feet of timber.
Land was thus “developed” for timber extraction, prioritizing extractive infrastructure
and technologies, such as railroads and skidlines, and diminishing the issues of
conservation being addressed in other parts of Appalachia and the United States at the
time. 10
The pace at which forests were rendered into commodities required more workers
than local communities could supply, though cash wage labor was a significant draw for
local people with increasingly small farm partitions (Lewis 1996). Waves of immigration
10 Issues of extractive timbering were being addressed by two sides of a debate that still
is played out today between conservationists (represented by Gifford Pinchot, the first
Chief of the United States Forest Service, who valued the forests as economic resources
that were scientifically managed for sustainable exploitation), and the preservationists
(represented by John Muir, who sought protection for the forests for their value to human
spiritual health).
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into the region fueled the work of cutting trees, while companies heavily recruited
workers from other parts of the United States, North America, and Europe. The most
skilled laborers were the sawyers and saw sharpeners who commanded the highest daily
wages, given the precision and familiarity with materials necessary to complete their
work (Clarkson 1964, Lewis 1996), and companies often recruited these workers, citing
the need for the requisite skill. Other jobs would have included drivers, wheelmen, cooks,
and the supporting labor of families that enabled timber workers to spend long periods in
the forest. The timber industry dominated the region’s labor and livelihood, which was by
no means isolated from global circulations of labor and migration, as companies recruited
southern Europeans in particular to clear and grade mountainsides for railroad tracks. In
1910, 45 percent of Pocahontas County workers worked explicitly in the timber industry
(Lewis 1996: 158).
My ancestors cut their living from the timber in the Alleghenies at this time,
working either in the industry or to support it and navigating the everyday patterns of life
in the forest at the turn of the 20th century. In a letter from 1905 to my great-great-great
grandmother, her husband wrote the following passage demonstrating the
encompassment of social and economic life in the timber industry.
Dear wife, I will write to you again. I came up here Sat. met several that I know. I
could get several jobs besides driving a team. I could get a job on the log train
firing or breaking or I could fire the big mill day or night to several other
jobs. They work day and night to run two crews of men Sunday Monday to every
other day rain or shine. I like the place very well I guess...more info here after a
while. I did not like Marlinton at all I would not stay there a month for the entire
place it is a bout 13 miles from here to Cass by the railroad you just ought to been
up here Sunday they had a little war but no body killed. It... was fun to watch
there was a bout ...shots fired in a minute it was between the whites and
Italians. The Ital shot once and that was down the road from home well I am
getting sleepy now and will close with a good night kiss if I don't mail this
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tomorrow I will write more tomorrow night good night wife Floyd. -- March
1905 Spruce, W.Va.
While the timber boom generally fed the timber and paper pulp markets for the
burgeoning industrial and bureaucratic political economy in the United States, the high
quality of wood also attracted buyers of specialty woods. In addition to large, durable
hardwoods, red spruce from West Virginian forests was highly sought after for its
strength and lightweight and shipped globally. 11 Large buyers bought directly from
timber cutters and mills in West Virginia, who established towns around saw mills and
paper mills, or through dealers in nearby cities such as Cincinnati and Pittsburgh. 12
As the forests of the Adirondack Mountains and other northeastern forests were
cut over earlier than the Alleghenies (and with them the northeastern stands of red
spruce) (Knott 1998), the musical instrument industry of the northeastern United States
looked to West Virginia as the next closest source of high quality timber for musical
instrument tonewood, in particular red spruce. The July 12, 1917 front page of the
Pocahontas Times, the local newspaper, ran a request stating, "Anyone having good clear
quarter sawed spruce suitable for fiddle backs might inquire at this office. We have an
inquiry for 60,000 feet." Though this inquiry is strange in that it requests spruce for fiddle
backs that are typically made of maple, its request for 60,000 board feet shows the
presence of a heavy demand for instrument wood, as this amount would be capable of
producing on the order of 30,000 violin backs accounting for waste. While I was not able
to locate the source of this request, the demand for West Virginia red spruce at the height

11 It is also a great regional pride that the Wright Brothers bought red spruce from the
Alleghenies of West Virginia as supplies for the construction of their flyers.
12 Remaining infrastructure of these towns features in local tourism projects, such as the
operating railroad and company store at Cass, WV.
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and initial decline of the timber boom is demonstrable through the records of C.F. Martin
& Co. and the Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Mfg. Co. Ltd., then and now the giants of
instrument manufacture in the United States.
Correspondence between C.F. Martin, its customers, and a supplier, the Acme
Veneer and Lumber Co. of Cincinnati, shows that they used and were interested in
continuing to buy red spruce from West Virginia. A letter dated December 17, 1923 to a
customer states that "it is very likely that the soundboard of this instrument is of
Appalachian Spruce, probably from West Virginia, which forms the greater part of our
supply. […] We consider it best for all-around use in Guitar construction." Earlier
correspondence between the company and its suppliers points to the degradation of the
supply of timber coming from West Virginia due to over-harvesting. A January 10, 1923
letter from the company states "Our source for supply since the Pennsylvania Spruce
gave out many years ago has been Cincinnati, which is the market for West Virginia
Spruce, but this supply is becoming uncertain and unreliable in quality." In a response
dated January 22, 1923, the Acme Veneer and Lumber Company advised that "Spruce
logs are very hard to secure and the prospect of getting logs in the near future is not good.
Therefore, if you are going to use this Spruce right along we believe it would be well for
you to order a quantity of this material."
Gibson, one of C.F. Martin’s principal competitors and peers in establishing the
trends of American acoustic instruments, also sourced red spruce from West Virginia for
their iconic mandolin-family instruments. A Gibson specification sheet from the early
20th century denotes that the finest quality of spruce, used in their F4 and F5 mandolins,
H4 mandolas, and K4 mandocellos, was sourced from West Virginia. Compared to
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spruce sourced from Oregon, the West Virginia spruce shows their finest grading in grain
density, acceptable angle of grain runout, uniformity, clear color, and matching sets. In
the case of the Martin and Gibson instruments, the use of the spruce from West Virginia
coincided with the exploitation of the forests, but also set a precedent for the wood to be
highly desirable for future instruments, as they used red spruce during their “golden eras”
of production. 13
With few regulatory protections, the forests were overcut, creating massive
flooding and the potential for wildfires that raged across the barren landscape. In 1911,
the U.S. Congress authorized the Weeks Act that gave the federal government the power
to buy land to protect headstreams to manage water quality and mitigate flooding. The
United States government first bought a 7,200 acre tract of land as the Monongahela
Purchase in 1915 and then expanded the area to the Monongahela National Forest in
1920, which would expand to today’s 919,000 acres. Through the New Deal and the
implementation of the Civilian Conservation Corps, the federal government employed
about 55,000 young men to reforest the national forest lands and develop burgeoning
tourism infrastructure. This drive toward economic development, conservation, and
recreation was later amended by the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of 1960 that
guaranteed that forest land would be administered equally for outdoor recreation, range,
timber, watershed, and fish and wildlife purposes to "best meet the needs of the American
people" as well as guaranteeing a sustained yield of renewable resources without
"impairment of the productivity of the land" (Public Law 86-517). Through various

13 These mandolins and guitars were used by artists that established the style and sound
of the American folk-music revival, Rock music, Blues, Country and Western Music, and
Bluegrass that dominated popular music worldwide in the mid-20th century.
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administrations, interpreting and executing these restrictions has changed the face of
forest landscapes and the communities that are encapsulated by them. 14
The booms and busts of the timber economy, dependent on cheap labor,
accessible timber stocks, and regular demand for timber, produced a large outmigration
from the region in the mid-20th century, to other areas in West Virginia and surrounding
states. In an interview, Pocahontas County arborist Ken Beezely pointed to the abrupt end
and short span of this boom, “The region from the Greenbrier [River] in, uh, for most of
Pocahontas County, had thirty-two commercial saw mills that were producing millions of
board feet a week, and you know, by 1939, there were three.” Timber companies,
sawmills, and manufacturers dependent on cheap timber (such as clothespin and leather
factories) closed shop, and many searched for work and opportunity outside of the
Alleghenies. However, this wave of migration was accompanied by a smaller inmigration of urban and suburban young people attempting to re-enchant their livelihoods
by seeking an agrarian lifestyle stripped of modern industrial consumption, often known
as back-to-the-landers. As such, the Appalachian region at large provided an ideal
landscape with low property values driven by out-migration and lower economic

14 One of the large current issues in the Monongahela, for example, has to do with the
benefits that counties housing the national forests receive from the national government.
Counties are eligible for Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILTs) to offset lost property taxes
from the tax-exempt land as well as funding from the Twenty-Five Percent Act, which
designates twenty-five percent of forest sales in the county to the use of the county school
systems. Recent decreases in National Forest cuttings correlate to lower federal funding
for the schools. However, the Secure Rural Schools program also provided greater
funding to schools in lieu of the Twenty-Five Percent Act. For example, Pocahontas
County received $461,304.56 from the SRS program for FY 2017 and $827,127.00 from
PiLTs. The volatility of this program (allowed to expire in 2015 and renewed in 2018)
contributes the precariousness of the local schools, as tax levies in support of schools are
regularly defeated in local elections, and state funding for education is a contentious issue
(U.S. Department of the Interior 2018)
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productivity (Salstrom 2003). These in-migrants sought out local knowledge on the
production of the material capacity needed to sustain their imaged livelihoods and leisure
from local, native residents, frequently adopting the material modes of production of
music, art, and food craft (Beaver 1992). If they could not learn from local community
members, resources like the Foxfire Books of folklore were available to teach craft and
ways to approach the environment for a population “grown weary of a plastic world” yet
wishing for a “welcome flow of income” (Wigginton 1972: 13). These in-migrants were
certainly a major force in keeping agricultural, craft, and music lifeways open and alive
during out-migrations. In an interview for this dissertation, Jim Morris, a cigar-box violin
maker from Hampshire County, praised this spirit of tradition. “Thank goodness for the
hippies that came around and were interested in living off the land and were interested in
how did they do it back then. And a lot them didn’t stick with it, but they wrote it down,
and they made notebooks, and they documented it so that was really important stuff.” 15
While the forest land has gone through contestations of commons defenses that
worked to establish wilderness areas and protection against clear-cutting in the
Monongahela National Forest (Newfont 2012), today cutting in the National Forest land
is restricted due to threatened species and changing regulations on timber yield. Most
cutting takes place instead on private land, where few regulations on environment
mitigation and yield increase profit margins. The regulations for cutting on private land
are primarily concerned with mitigating erosion and water quality, so few regulations

15 However, not all were happy about this change. Noted West Virginia folklorist and
musicologist Patrick Ward Gainer remarked about the West Virginia Folk Festival in
1980, “I can’t stand all the out-of-state hippies with guitars who think they’re playing
folk music. I haven’t attended the festival since I quit running it, 20 years ago.” (Strat
Douthat Sunday Gazette-Mail June 22, 1980)
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exist for which trees are cut and how harvests happen.

Figure 2.4 – Red spruce guitar tops belonging to Bob Rose, a maker in Randolph
County.
Signs advertising for the purchase of any standing timber or timberland are
common throughout the region. Yet, as land ownership studies have found, timberland
ownership is dominated by Timber Investment Management Organizations (TIMOs) that
manage forestland on behalf of investors – including large international interests – and
timber companies that cut on owned and leased land. Managed by foresters with
registered forest plans, these lands are free to be harvested in whichever technique is
judged most suitable for the parcel of land, including clear-cuts or a selection harvest
method. The resulting profit-motivated logic generally optimizes harvests of softwood
trees cut in thirty-year cycles and hardwood trees in sixty-year cycles, directed toward
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pulp, veneer, and lumber yields, but not more niche uses, such as instrument making.
After private forest lands are cut, they are frequently leased out as hunting grounds for
visiting hunters from more urban areas of the state and surrounding states. 16
As such, the forest environment is a space of competing, coexisting,
complementary, and contradictory approaches and logics. The forest has changed
immensely over the past two hundred years. The once plentiful varieties of megafauna
have been eradicated, with some species having been reintroduced, such as white tail deer
and black bear. Other species such as beavers, fishers, and river otters have been
reintroduced after the destruction of their habitat in the early 20th century. Trout are now
stocked in streams and waterways that were once the spawning grounds of many varieties
of native brook trout. Introduced species have effectively eliminated major species, in the
case of the chestnut blight (Cryphonectria parasitica) and more recent emerald ash borer
(Agrilus planipennis), while plants such as Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), Autumn
olive (Elaeagnus umbellate), and Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) have remade
the floral landscape. While West Virginia's current slogan of "Wild and Wonderful" may
be romantic, it belies a forest that is both young and managed. Instrument makers and
tonewood producers of various scales of production have played a role in the succession
of the forest landscape. By participating in the extraction of the “climax forest” of spruce
trees in the early 20th century and drawing attention to the paucity of large, slow-growing

16 This can result in interesting conflicts of usage. When not productive timber land,
timber companies typically do not monitor their holdings closely. Hunters on leases are
protective of what they see as their private property, while local residents may be
attracted to the forest commons represented by these open spaces that offer discarded tree
tops as premium firewood and foraging opportunities.
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trees in the contemporary forest, their practices reflect the changing composition of the
forest.

2.2

Working and Crafting West Virginia
With a telling history of labor movements and power, work in West Virginia has

been a contentious political economic issue since the state’s inception. From the mass
employment of enslaved labor in Charleston salt mines to the abject conditions of certain
mining and timber towns and the resultant armed conflicts between labor unions, private
interests, and state military, labor in West Virginian history has been fraught with
conflict. West Virginia has been a major site in U.S. labor history, including Mary Harris
“Mother” Jones’ work to organize coal miners in the early 20th century and the 1921
Battle of Blair Mountain that pitted coal miners wishing to unionize against a private
army hired by coal operators (Shogan 2006). Today, the political discourse in West
Virginia is articulated through the panacea of the concept of “jobs" aimed at addressing
the state’s low statistical rankings in categories like per capita income, unemployment,
disability benefits, and poverty rates. Jim Justice, elected as Governor while I was doing
fieldwork in 2016, ran on a platform concerned with primarily with job creation. His
campaign asked prospective voters “Tired of being 50th?” to embrace his position of
"Jobs. Jobs. Jobs." Like other places in the US, and the world, this framework posits the
specific wage labor of "jobs" against other kinds of economic activity and systems of
valorizing social and environmental life. In this sense, it is only capital in the private
sector that creates these jobs and people’s livelihoods and valorizes them against other
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kinds of work. Thus, work in service to capitalist enterprises becomes the central
politically divisive issue. 17
Caught up in this discourse is a form of regional myth-making that posits West
Virginians as "mountaineers," captured in the masculine, pioneer visage of West Virginia
University's mascot, normally wearing the buckskins, coonskin hats, and carrying the
long-rifle characteristic of the back-woods pioneer vision of West Virginia history. The
state's motto "Montani Semper Liberi" or "Mountaineers are always free" is a source of
pride for the state and a powerful rhetorical device. Following devastating events, the
trope is usually deployed as a call to symbolic action, a call to spirit and strength. For
example, after the mass-pollution of the water supply for Charleston in 2014, then Sen.
Joe Manchin called for the mountaineer spirit as a rallying cry. Yet it is also a call to
inaction: West Virginia mountaineers are expected to show the strength and
determination to bear the impacts of such environmental and political injustices, yet not
challenge the political and economic systems that give rise to them. 18
With specific regards to labor, this valorization of mountaineer spirit and work
ethic is largely directed at forms of gendered productive labor that have dominated West
Virginia, the extraction of coal and timber and agriculture (cf. Scott 2010). More recent
forms of production like factory work and natural gas extraction do not carry the same

17 In 2016, West Virginia’s legislature approved “Right to Work” legislation that was
then upheld by the state supreme court. Despite this legislation and an apparent turn away
from labor politics in the state, in 2018, 20,000 West Virginia teachers and public
employees stopped work and shut down schools for two weeks to negotiate for better pay
and health insurance coverage. Afterwards, many sought election to public office,
dismayed with the political process.
18 Rebecca Scott’s work Removing Mountains (2010) explores these issues through the
acceptance of mountain top removal coal mining and its intersections with gendered,
racialized ideas of cultural citizenship in the United States for people in Appalachia.
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symbolic weight but are cast by government officials as the future of a post-coal
economy as compared to other kinds of de-valorized labor especially in non-capitalist
frameworks. Given anxiety around the decline, tensions arise around what the future of
the state’s economy will be. Will West Virginia be reliant on corporations and enterprises
from outside of the state to provide wages and growth? What role will skilled labor play
in the future economy and how will workers be trained? What will the gendered
dynamics of the workforce be? Can tourism be a reliable source of income despite flaws
in seasonality and classed perceptions of the owners and employees of such work? Can
work that relies on an image of the primeval-ness of WV forested mountains co-exist
with large-scale extraction of clear-cutting and pipelines? Working in West Virginia, I
found that such questions were likely to be met with lively conversation and multiple
viewpoints in private spaces, while more public spaces gave way to statements of hopeful
optimism that belied the complexity of the future.
When considering economy as larger as and less measurable than jobs created,
wages produced, and increases in gross domestic product, the revitalization of craft and
foodways in West Virginia, as in Appalachia and the United States as a whole, has an
important role to play. However, while carrying a great deal of symbolic import, the
capital gains of craft labor and music are not seen as a real economic development, and
are normally cast instead as heritage preservation or something that is ancillary to the real
economic draws of job creation. Craft not in service toward a market enterprise in West
Virginia is undervalued and usually couched within an additive bonus for visitors to the
state rather than production for West Virginians themselves. Cara Rose, the Executive
Director of the Pocahontas County Convention and Visitors Bureau presented this
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challenge, “It's sort of like the chicken and the egg. Do you provide entertainment and
hope the people come or do you wait for people to come and start providing the service?
And that has been a real challenge, trying to figure that out. And how do you support that
if you are going to begin fostering weekly entertainment someplace, whether you know
people are going to come or not? How do you fund that if you aren't a hundred percent
sure that people are going to be there to support it?”
Music, particularly those styles named as traditional such as old-time and
bluegrass, persists as salient theme of cultural heritage and a large cultural draw for
tourists. The Vandalia Gathering in Charleston, the Augusta Heritage Festival in Elkins,
and the Appalachian String Band Festival in Clifftop, West Virginia are draws for
regional, national, and global audiences and participants in instrument and band contests.
Instrument makers, as well as other craftspeople, often participate in these events
primarily as musicians, but also exercising the space as a place to recruit new clients
through repairs and sales of instruments. These music festivals promote largely, acoustic
string-band music that is not solely representative of the state’s musical history or active
musical practices, yet draw tourists and visitors seeking what are promoted as authentic
Appalachian music experiences, largely read as white, northern European musical
traditions (cf. Hay 2003; Thompson 2012). 19 The Mountain Music Trail, running along
Route 219 through the Alleghenies, is a recent effort that attempts to market Appalachian
music, musicians, and venues to prospective tourists.

19 Visitors to the annual West Virginia Black Heritage Festival or the West Virginia
Italian Heritage Festival in Clarksburg would encounter different views on traditional
West Virginian music.
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The state persists in nominal support for craft and music heritage as economic
development. Now, “informal economies” of craft production recalling the aesthetics of
past agrarian livelihoods and situated in households are approached by the state as
opportunities for economic growth (Mencken and Maggard 1999; Oberhauser 2005),
such as the Tamarack Center and Tamarack Foundation in West Virginia, though they
persist in encouraging capitalist, entrepreneurial modes of development that do not
consider the meaning of craft work, but place it within a “jobs” discourse. The legacy of
economic development through craft in West Virginia has continued into the 21st
century. Craft economic development is normally phrased in two ways, as development
for artisan households with ancillary income from the sale of craft to a tourist market and
development for the state economy through sales to state-based institutions and related
tourist spending in other fields. While these perspectives are important to crafters and the
state institutions that support them, policies and evaluations based solely in economic
knowledge phrased through income often miss the whole picture and distill the
experiences of crafters into quantifiable and digestible demographics. These obscure the
other kinds of value that craft contributes to the material circumstances and meaning of
people’s lives such as craft as spiritual fulfillment, interpersonal relationships,
environmental connections, and unalienated work that I will explore throughout the
dissertation.
The “West Virginia Crafts Study” (WVDO 2003) and the “The Economic Impact
of Tamarack” reports (Price et al. 2008) are exemplary of this process. Both studies take
into account the craft and art process but ultimately transform it into terms only useful for
economists and state government employees, perhaps indicative of their relatively low
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rates of participation as compared to heritage projects undertaken in a participatory
manner. These studies represent what Susan Keefe called “Corporate Development” in
that they measure success of development through economic factors and believe that the
use rather than production of social resources is the prime determinant in economic
development (Keefe 2009: 9).
The first study was a general study conducted by the West Virginia Development
Office (WVDO) in conjunction with craft institution partners in 2003 based on a previous
survey conducted by the Craft Organization Development Association on a national
scale. The report did not include a definition of craft, noting that craftworkers are often
lumped into other categories by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Instead,
they sought participants who belonged to vendor and exhibitor lists of various state and
private craft organizations. Considering craft work to be an “invisible industry” in the
United States in its contributions to productive economy, the purpose of this report was to
assess the impact of craft as an ancillary income to participating West Virginia
populations. It focuses on the connections between craft and tourism, noting that craft
and craftspeople can be a tourist draw that further stimulates regional economies through
the consumption of other necessary travel commodities, e.g. food, gas, lodging (WVDO
2003: 2). Stating the importance of the self-employed characteristics of craftspeople, the
report situates itself in the histories of craft traditions and revivals in Appalachia.
However, it does not note, as have historians and anthropologists of Appalachia, that
those revivals were attempts to develop the area’s economy through tourist attraction
(Batteau 1990; Becker 1998; Martin 2000; Whisnant 2009).
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The report provides a sample of 11.2 percent (284) of the 2539 identified West
Virginia craftspeople who returned mailed questionnaires. However, it notes that this
population is only recognized in as far as they are already connected to craft development
services or organizations (WVDO 2003: 3). This excludes any craftspeople whose work
has been deemed unworthy of that acceptance or who have not sought out institutional
affiliation. By collecting data from this sample, the report aims to validate the economic
presence of the craft industry and to demonstrate its importance to economic
development through tourism (WVDO 2003: 4). Their data suggests that income from
craft made up 27.5% (mean) and 13% (median) of household total, representing $13,114
for the mean and $5,000 for the median (WVDO 2003: 8). Of the respondents, 12%
claimed that craft was their only source of household income (WVDO 2003: 8) The most
common ways of distributing craft goods, according to the report, are wholesale
enterprises (48.9%), retail sales (37.7%) and consignment to galleries (6.7%) (WVDO
2003: 9). Retail sales are commonly undertaken by the crafters themselves at craft
festivals or from their shop spaces (WVDO 2003: 16). No mention is made of why
people may not choose to enter such a market or how the meaning of craft objects may be
transformed at a symbolic cost to the crafter. Furthermore, the report seems to support the
idea that continued majority sale to wholesalers and does not examine the impact of sales
to wholesalers rather than by the crafter themselves, which seems to be crucial in the
production of craft musical instruments.
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2.3

Musical Instrument Makers in West Virginia
It is in this political economic and ecological context that I worked with musical

instrument makers in West Virginia. With no intent to categorize or describe an
archetypical West Virginia instrument maker or reify the category of Appalachian
craftspeople, I have tried through this project to interview a broad range of makers,
drawing lines of common experience while also pointing to differences among the many
people making instruments. I have also searched for examples of makers from the
historical record and have sketched here their presumed habits and livelihoods, based on
that evidence, to hint at the historicity of making in West Virginia. While some
controversy does exist about how West Virginia artisans or craft should be defined, it is
not my intention to define a distinctly “West Virginia” or Central Appalachian tradition
among instrument makers, but rather speak to the experiences of those who live in the
mountain state. 20 Through these interviews and archival research, I will sketch the
ethnographic context of the working conditions, the motivations, and the work itself of
people who live and have lived in West Virginia devoted to making musical instruments.
This will introduce the broader community of makers before I introduce, in subsequent
chapters, the specific individuals with whom I apprenticed.
The propensity of early scholars to focus on the strangeness of Appalachia makes
it difficult to sketch with accuracy the history of musical instruments and musical
instrument makers in the region. Scholarly documentation tends toward the strange and
peculiar like early wooden-ringed banjos, cigar-box fiddles, and other homemade

20 See for example Ballengee-Morris’ critique (1996, 1998) of the policies of Tamarack
and other state-run institutions.
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versions of popular instruments, alongside various versions of modified or improvised
instruments of many shapes and varieties, as seen for example, the Museum of
Appalachia’s catalog Musical Instruments of Southern Appalachia (Irwin 2007). Such
work has also erased the contributions of people of color to the meaning and form of
these instruments unless they provide adequate examples of deviation from what are
considered normal, traditional instruments. Furthermore, what has been considered
traditional tends toward the definitions of white Appalachian music foregoing other kinds
of historical instrument usage, as the Carolina Chocolate Drops’ Dom Flemons has
shown through his personal revival of musical bones.
Given the history of interest in these instruments, i.e. the tradition of searching for
the “traditional,” my work was often misunderstood as research into the traditional
instruments of Appalachia. 21 Yet archival photographs, the spread of mail-order
services, and the presence of instrument manufacturers in West Virginia must have meant
that inexpensive, industrially-produced instruments were available to West Virginians,
and certainly not only limited to banjos and dulcimers. Pocahontas County banjo and
fiddle player Mike Burns told me in his experience learning fiddle-tunes from the
previous generation of players that “the old-timers had kind of junky things. They had
plastic rims and screw necks. […] [Instruments bought at] Sears for 10-12 dollars,
handed down to the next generation.” 22

21 In one archival research stint, I asked to see the musical instruments in a collection
and was brought out only the mountain dulcimers, despite the handmade violins, guitars,
and banjos in storage.
22 For example, Sears-Roebuck’s cheapest violin in 1902 (with bow, strings, and set up)
cost $2.45, or about $70.00 dollars when adjusted for inflation. A violin made from solid
wood on Amazon.com today is comparable, costing at least $60.00.
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Given the booms of industrial production and extractive industry in West
Virginia, I expected to find instrument makers in service to the state’s population. By
cross-referencing lists of known makers from museum collections, regional scholarship,
newspaper articles, and local oral history with occupational data from census rolls from
the late 19th century to the mid 20th century, I was able to determine that there were few
instrument makers who were able to depend on making instruments for their entire
livelihood, a similar situation to today. Yet there were many instrument makers who
made a few instruments for themselves or family members in the state. Milnes’ (1999)
detailed investigation of dulcimer makers throughout the state points to a large tradition
of makers who produced a few instruments. Few examples exist of craftspeople who only
made or repaired instruments, such as Arthur Wilkinson of Clarksburg, whose occupation
is listed as a “repairing stringed instruments” in the 1940 census, or folks working in
closely related trades who are known to have made instruments, such as Edward McEwen
of Lewis County, who was listed as a “Repairman // Furniture shop” in the 1930 census.
More common is to find that makers, like Dr. Charles D. Rohr, were listed by their
occupation, in this case, a medical doctor. 23
Despite the proliferation of “folk instruments” in the documentation and
collections, makers were certainly aware of skilled techniques of making and selecting
wood. The Clarksburg Telegram in April 7, 1893, informed the readers of the process by
which old makers selected and processed wood. 24 While it does engage in a little

23 Dr. Rohr is said to have taken up violin making as practice for his fine motor skills
necessary for surgeries, and would go back and forth between the two practices
sometimes in his shop and office.
24 I also found an article with much of the same content from the Shepherdstown
Register in April 1, 1915.
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hyperbole, the basics of tonewood selection are there for prospective makers, and reflect
the methods of instrument makers and tonewood producers today.
The great violin makers all lived within the compass of one hundred and fifty
years. They choose their wood from great timbers fell in the South Tyro, and
floated down in rafts: pine and maple, sycamore, pear and ash. They examined
these to find streaks and veins and freckles, valuable superficially when brought
out by varnishing. They learned to tell the dynasty of the pieces of wood by
touching them. They weighed them thus: they struck them and listened to judge
how fast or slow or how resonantly they would vibrate in answer to strings. Some
portions of the wood must be porous and soft, some of close fiber. Just the right
beam was hard to find; when found it can be traced all through the violin of some
great master, and after his death in those of his pupils. The piece of wood was
taken home and seasoned, dried in the hot Brescia and Cremonia [sic] sun. The
house of Stradivarius, the great master of all, is described as having been as hot as
an oven. Tonewood was there soaked through and through with sunshine. In this
great heat the oils thinned and simmered slowly and penetrated far into the wood,
until the varnish became a part of the wood itself. The old violin makers used to
save every bit of the wood, when they found what they liked, to mend and patch
and inlay with it. So vibrant and so resonant is the wood of good old violins that
they murmur and echo, and sing in answer to any sound --- Detroit Free Press.
For a prospective instrument maker, this short vignette would give many of the key
elements of making successful instruments.
Using methods like these, some makers, like I.W. Allison, were well-known not
only in West Virginia but throughout the United States for their finely crafted violins, and
mentored other local makers (Gwin 1954). Allison and Charleston-based maker Harold
Hayslett are profiled in the illustrious Violin Makers of the United States (Wenberg
1986), alongside other noted American violin and bow makers. Others combed through
historical documentation to attempt to replicate the techniques of storied makers, such as
J.E. Hedrick of Charleston, West Virginia, who made front page news of the Charleston
Daily Mail on May 27, 1935 for his efforts to copy Cremonese instruments using archival
information and photographs. The owners of A.A. Hay’s Pastime bowling alleys in
Fairmont West Virginia, claimed to have had a Stradivarius violin that was made in 1713
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and brought to West Virginia in the early 18th century bearing “the name of Antonius
Stardivarious [sic] lettered on the inside and also the name of Elias Coe, of Fairmont,
who repaired the instrument in 1908 (The West Virginian, Sept. 12 1916). 25
Coexisting alongside this craft practice and knowledge were two examples of
factory production that do not exist today in West Virginia: Charles Pritchard of
Huntington, a “Manufacturer of Musical Instruments” according to the 1880 Census
record, W.A. Cantrell of Charleston, who owned the American Violin Company in the
early 20th century. Little is known of Pritchard’s shop, but a string of his instruments exist
in museum and private collections, bearing the marks of instruments made for mass
consumption. They are painted with faux-grain to emulate finer piece of rosewood or
tropical species of hardwood as well as the notes stenciled below the strings to aid
prospective players in the tuning of the instrument. The hourglass pattern of the
instrument has also greatly influenced the production of dulcimers in the 20th and 21st
century (Smith 1997).
W.A. Cantrell, the owner of the American Violin Company that operated out of
Charleston, WV, was issued a charter for $75,000 on Nov 19. 1915, having recently
applied for a permit to expand the plant on Pennsylvania Avenue and Charleston Street
(now Washington St.) on the West Side of Charleston, WV (Charleston Daily Mail
November 13, 1915). 26 I was not able to locate any employees of the factory in the

25 These kinds of stories are common fascination; an article written 40 years later
denotes the possibility of an Amati made violin in Charleston that was carried through the
Civil War to West Virginia as the payment for saving a child from a burning plantation
house (Morris 1957).
26 I searched for the building that would have housed the factory, but records seem to
suggest that it was demolished to make way for the I-64/I-75 overpass through
Charleston.
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census records or any other public record, but Cantrell was well-represented in local
press. The violin factory and its owner generated semi-regular news for the production of
instruments or Cantrell’s search for wood for violins. Cantrell was known to buy
tonewood in other parts of West Virginia, searching for the quality and quantity to feed
his burgeoning enterprise. An August 8, 1916 article describes his arrival in Beckley, WV
“in the interest of this company to buy timber for the manufacture of violins […] already
the sales of their product is taxing the capacity of the plant.” He registered a patent for
violin production machinery that could automatically produce violins with a range of
violin tones that were not dependent on the wood used in the process. In the one
interview I found with him, he promoted his company’s mechanization as allowing an
American enterprise to compete with handmade, imported products.
‘The violin industry,’ said Mr. Cantrell, ‘has been house and hand industry in
Italy, Germany, and Austria, and those countries have had an exclusive monopoly
of the business. Violins have never been manufactured by machinery until our
company undertook it. We have succeeded in accomplishing this, and we produce
by machinery a violin of as fine tone as any violin maker can turn out with his
hands. This has not been easy of accomplishment, but at least we have succeeded
after overcoming many seemingly insurmountable obstacles at the cost of many
years and many thousands of dollars. There are 300,000 violins imported into the
United States each year, representing a value of $2,500,000. When our present
plant, as planned, is completed, we will be able to turn out daily fifty thoroughly
tested instruments of the finest tone grade.’ (Clarksburg Daily Telegram, Feb. 23,
1916.) 27, 28
27 Through the early 20th century, factory production in Central and Eastern Europe
dominated the global market for violins. Ward (2005) estimates that between 1880 and
1914, 200,000 violins were shipped out of shops from Saxony and Bohemia per year.
28 The article goes on to claim that Cantrell gave a violin to Senator W.E. Chilton who
delivered it as a gift to President Woodrow Wilson. In a Feb. 25th, 1924 letter from
Chilton to Wilson’s former aide Cary Grayson, Chilton asked for the violin back
claiming, “It was not of much value, to me, because it was a new violin made here. It has,
however, a tone which is dead to an old-time country fiddler, which I am. Of course, it
has another value to me, it having belonged to President Wilson.” Grayson’s response
regrettably informs Chilton that the violin was misplaced. I was not able to locate it in my
research, nor any example of an American Violin Company violin.
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While there are no examples of this kind of factory production instrument maker
in West Virginia today, makers that I encountered and interviewed in this study practiced
a wide variety of techniques and backgrounds in creating a wide array of musical
instruments, including emulating the practices of instrument factories. Given the limits of
ethnographic fieldwork and sampling strategies, I could not interview all people whom I
encountered or to whom I was referred. I could not encounter all of West Virginia’s
instrument makers, some of whom passed away, moved away, declined to be part of the
project, or simply are not publicly known to be instrument makers in the state. Those I
met include makers of predominantly wooden acoustic instruments, such as guitars,
violin family instruments, banjos, mandolins, and dulcimers, but there are also makers
excelling at electronic instruments, such as the jazz basses of Roger Morillo, flutes and
wind instruments, such as the transverse flutes of John Gallagher, or the steel pan drums
of the school of crafters following the instruction of Ellie Mannette. While instruments
that feature heavily in Appalachian string band music are certainly common, they by no
means represent the full extent of instruments that makers in West Virginia craft and
encounter in their careers.
Even within the limited field of acoustic, wooden, stringed instrument makers,
who this dissertation primarily concerns, there is a wide range of expected consumers of
instruments and methods of exchange. Some consumers or clients, as I generally refer to
them, seek out handmade instruments to have a relationship with a maker who can
deliver a certain kind of tone. Others may seek an instrument that is made locally and
imbued with symbolic import of locality that may grant prestige in a performing group or
reaffirm geographic ties in an area where in-migration and out-migration present social
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barriers. The price of such instruments also varies greatly with many makers charging
thousands of dollars for an individual instrument, while other makers might give away an
instrument or charge a client the cost of materials. Instruments are given for charitable
causes, such as a youth orchestra or community raffle, or to friends in need of quality
instruments, especially in groups that regularly play together. However, such gifts do
cause tensions in the field of instrument makers. In interviews, a few makers considered
such gifts as undermining their ability to sell their own instruments to local consumers.
One maker claimed that the economic collapse of 2008 had driven such arrangements, as
he had customers opt to lose a down payment on an instrument and have a friend make
one for free rather than pay the thousands of dollars a completed instrument might cost.
The concept of tradition or authenticity of instruments and instrument craft was
important to a large of group of makers I interviewed. Generally, I found that makers,
with a few exceptions, who had moved to West Virginia from elsewhere were more
likely to consider concepts of tradition and authenticity in West Virginia and Appalachia
important, remarking that the craft had to be learned through grounded knowledge of
hundreds of years of tradition and be an expression of personal, creative fulfillment.
Others were more ambivalent toward the terminology, and did not seem to consider the
terms and categories salient in their craft. Ultimately, I found that demarcating a category
of “native” or “local” West Virginian was not especially useful, as makers who had
moved from other parts of the United States or other countries were as likely to
demonstrate similar skills, outlook, and prestige as makers born in the state. Some makers
who were originally from out of state were likely to draw distinctions between
themselves and other West Virginians, perhaps trying to more explicitly practice
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perceived West Virginian or Appalachian styles, venting frustrations about how people
may not recognize “Appalachian” instruments at craft festivals as their regional heritage,
or asserting a specific lineage or style of making that tied them to the craft in absence of a
placed genealogy.
Getting to the point where a maker can demonstrate these kinds of expression
depends on various strategies for acquiring and practicing the knowledge of instrument
making. Formal degree-granting institutions (such as the liberal arts oriented Associate of
Science program in stringed-instrument technology at Indiana University), schools of
luthiery, classes aimed at perpetuating cultural heritage, a range of apprenticeship
relations, informal advising relationships, and self-teaching through books, instrument
collections, online resources, and experimentation, are among the strategies makers
shared with me. Each maker had likely employed a variety of these methods in the
pursuit and practice of the craft. Informal relationships among makers seemed to be
important methods of sharing new ideas and techniques as well as soliciting advice,
though some makers referred to new tools, such as YouTube channels, as the best
materials. Several times during interviews, I would hear a phone ring in a shop and a
maker would patiently explain to the voice at the other end of the line a technique or
strategy, then relay to me that so-and-so is making a guitar and often calls up asking for
advice.
These mentor relationships were common among makers and were sometimes
formalized through the WV folklife apprenticeship program that connected a few makers
to students and apprentices. Nevertheless, the community of West Virginia makers is not
well-articulated. Instrument makers do not tend to have a good knowledge of makers
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throughout the state, unless they work in a business or heritage organization targeting
instrument makers. Most relationships exist through mentorship or more likely through
musical connections as suggested by violin maker Paolo Marks, “I talk to a few, but it’s
really isolating to be here. I guess you could be isolated anywhere, but to be in Cremona
or Brooklyn now, where there’s a dozen violin makers within 10 square miles, there’s
more possibility to see each other’s work. On the internet, I can see other makers work. It
would be nice to talk to other makers and see what they are doing." When I asked flute
maker John Gallagher a similar question, he replied, "I guess I am, but I feel so isolated
to tell you the truth because -- I think I would feel more part of the community if I had
more interactions. As a community as something active, I don’t really feel like a
community in that regard. More as a musician than a maker."
Most instrument makers work by themselves in small shops at their homes or
nearby their homes. The shops of makers tend toward intimate spaces, combining
personal interests, social spaces, home life, and work life. Frequently, they will be
primarily organized for large machinery in one space and then small machinery and hand
tools by a workbench. Wood or other materials are kept in nearby outbuildings or shelved
in the shop. Other instruments in various states of repair or some just kept as “wallhangers” compete for visual space with posters of famous musicians and instruments, and
a nearby almost-ubiquitous dusty boombox is plugged into a corner. Varieties of sawdust
accumulate in forgotten, fragrant piles begetting a sense of warm stillness. Frequently,
these shops are in basements, garages, rooms, or outbuildings, meaning that a visit to a
shop is usually a visit to a home. Thus, the private space of a home often becomes a
public space, where clients bring instruments to repair or try instruments in progress,
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friends may come to visit during work, neighbors might ask for help with a tool,
musicians might gather to play, dogs wander in and out, and family members poke their
heads in for a household query.

Figure 2.5 – Randolph County flute maker John Gallagher in his shop.
In these spaces, makers work in a range of formal and informal connections in
attempting to draw a living from the craft. No corollaries exist to the owners of
production of the 19th and early 20th centuries. Mannette Musical Instruments in
Morgantown is operated as an association between steel drum makers rather than a
factory enterprise. Andrew White, also of Morgantown, had licensed out his designs to be
mass-produced by the Korean-based company, Artec Sound Co., but still keeps a shop to
make custom guitars by hand and set up guitars imported to the United States. The
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financial outlay of materials, machinery, and tools generally leaves the work to those
with capital to incur these costs or social capital to borrow, barter, or receive tools,
though there are young makers who make do with little in the way of materials and tools
other than what is at hand. A few makers described making their first instruments with
hand tools in their homes or apartments with few specialized tools or machinery. Almost
all makers rely on repair work to fill in the gaps between instruments, embracing the
challenges presented by unique repairs or instruments and abiding the everyday repairs
required by the living stresses of musical instruments.
Often makers will have had another line of work, and be retired or semi-retired, or
be practicing in addition to their regular work. They may bring skills from other crafts or
industrial work, such as guitar maker Bob Thompson and mandolin maker Glenn Cecil
who worked at the Kaiser Aluminum factory in Ravenswood, famed violin maker Harold
Hayslett who worked as a pipe fitter for Union Carbide, and Reed Krack, who worked as
a stone carver before transitioning to musical instruments. However, former doctors like
Bob Rose of Elkins, policemen like Jim Morris of Hampshire County, and high school
teachers such as Don Kwalalek of Inwood also take up the craft both as a hobby and to
make ends meet. A smaller group has long been committed to instrument craft, having
learned young through schooling and apprenticeship and extended the craft throughout
their career, such as Glenn Rowsey of Morgantown and Paolo Marks of Lobelia.
Yet in interviews, makers reliably expressed to me that the craft was no sure way
to make a living, though if one could succeed, there would be no better vocation.
Competition with imported and domestic factory-made instruments and the lack of a
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safety net for craft makers limits their possibilities. During an interview at the West
Virginia String Band Festival, maker Jim Morris explained,
“I think the number one challenge is if people think they're going to be able to
make a living at it, they're probably wrong. Because you're not going to be able to
get compensated adequately for the amount of time and care that you put into it. I
think most of the people that are happy doing crafts are ones that already have or
still have a job and they’re able to do this as a fun hobby, something they really
love doing. And they sell a few here and sell a few there just to finance the
materials and pay for the materials they used. But I think that if anybody went
into it thinking, okay I'm going to start making a bunch of banjos and selling them
to make money, then they are in the clouds somewhere, because it’s just not going
to happen. There’s too many cheap banjos coming from other places in the world.
And people say ‘why should I pay five hundred dollars for that handcrafted banjo
when I can pay one hundred and fifty dollars for one that came from China or
came from somewhere else.’

Figure 2.6 – Tish Westman at a state craft festival.
Tish Westman, a dulcimer and bowed psaltery maker, described her years
working and traveling to craft shows with a mobile shop that she and her husband could
use to replenish their stocks before they could rely on the craft to make a living. “You're
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not going to have a large clientele that’s going to come through and drop two or three
hundred dollars on an impulse. So, being aware of what your market is, scheduling your
market to fit your needs, and being prepared with the right amount of inventory. I'd say
that's a big challenge. We've been doing it for long enough that we know kind of what
we're doing. We make a living out of it.”
In his shop in Elkins, John Gallagher described the precariousness that comes
with this work in West Virginia.
You're really kind of an outsider when you are an instrument maker because most
people have careers or jobs. And most people go somewhere to work, either a
college or a coal mine or a factory or a business, and somebody is providing them
employment you know. In that situation, I'm providing my own employment and
that's more precarious in some ways because there’s nobody guaranteeing me a
paycheck and I don’t have a union to represent me or a company to look out for
me, to the extent they do these days, which is not very much.
Particularly, the challenges of running a business or “having to keep track of the
taxes and paperwork -- all the chores to operate a business," as guitar maker Bob
Thompson put it, are difficult to manage given the intensive efforts of the craft. Bob
Smakula, an instrument repairer, articulated that this is most crucial with the challenge of
legal regulations on wood, “You know, I use ebony, rosewood, and a lot of mother of
pearl in the restorations I do. And if I was a builder, I would use the same things. And all
of a sudden stuff that was perfectly legal when I started in the seventies, when I thought
‘yeah, making instruments is going to be a fun way to make my living,’ it’s now turning
into a regulatory nightmare.” With a constantly evolving legal and regulatory framework,
the legality of practicing the craft can be precarious without a careful attention to, and
understanding of, environmental and shipping regulations.
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Furthermore, as generally self-employed, makers must also work to secure health
coverage and other kinds of insurance or rely on another household member to supply
such access. In the gaps between social safety nets like Medicare and Medicaid – where
makers who are not retired from another occupation must work – access to affordable
insurance maybe the only way they can continue to practice the craft without significant
financial hardship. One maker I interviewed, for example, pointed to the Affordable Care
Act as one primary reason he could continue to pursue the craft. In a craft that relies on
working with sharp tools and unyielding machinery in often-solitary spaces, the risk of
not being insured can present a significant obstacle to makers. Many of the makers with
whom I worked had some scar or were missing a part of a finger as a testament to a lapse
in skill with a machine or tool. My apprenticeships were likewise embodied through scars
on my hands from several slips of sharp tools.
Despite the presence of these occupational precarities and hazards, makers are
devoted to pursuing their craft. As Bill Hefner, a guitar maker from Mill Point stated, "I'd
like anyone making instruments to know, they got the best job there is." So what is the
drive to continue to “make” for instrument makers? Why do they invest a significant
amount of money and time into this work? Why is it “the best job there is”? A few
makers spoke to the compulsion of the craft, an internal drive to continue to create and
bring life to the materials they work with. Jim Morris described it as an alienating feeling,
The other problem facing a lot of craftsmen is people thinking you're strange or
weird, family members won’t talk about it, because you’re doing something that
you feel compelled to do that they don’t understand, you know, so they're going
to want you to spend less time doing whatever craft you’re doing and more family
time. That’s me talking personally [laughs]. And, if I don’t, I feel like something's
going to explode up there if I don't get that idea out of my head. And I think
anybody that's pretty passionate about what they're doing, probably the reason
that they’re passionate is the idea is in there and it’s burning and they have to do
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it. Otherwise, you'll go crazier than you already are. And I suspect -- I know
myself for a fact and a lot of other people, if they never made a penny doing a
craft, they would still be doing it. They’d still be making baskets or making
furniture or whatever it is they're doing. So the bottom line isn't to think about it
as going as a job or as a way to make money. The way to think about it is, here's
an idea and I can make this idea come to life. You know it’s like bringing
something to life almost. If you want to call an inanimate object alive. I believe
there's life in them cause its part of you and part of people's lives when they play
music especially.
Still others describe it as “getting in your blood” and as a way to fulfill your own
personal potential, in line with Dudley’s (2014) description of American guitar builders’
unique brand of “self-work” that coalesces with ideas of the performance of white
masculinity. Craft is a practice of self-improvement through continually refining a
material form that can always be furthered, worked upon, and maintained. Christopher
Zambelli of Beverly talked about how the practice of instrument craft is innately personal
and transformative,
Well in a lot of jobs, you sometimes peak out on whatever you are doing, and
there's no room for further advancement, or whatever unless you get a promotion
or something. And you are structured and dictated by that working environment.
So, in this business, there’s a huge difference in being able to control what you
want to do and evolve more so. So yeah, there’s much more potential to expand
your skills and develop your own potential more so. From that standpoint, it gave
me an opportunity to really explore other skills that I have, you know.
And you’re not confined to certain, as far as limiting your potential. Much more,
as you well know from your own experience, once you complete that instrument.
If it turns out successful there’s that connection you’ve gained. You’re a bit more
in unison with your potential then, so that becomes more of a
personal attachment to your work. Definitely, you are more associated
with the outcome and you have more connection with it. And that’s the
motivating factor for me and most other people who do the work. So it’s having
that personal involvement and starting something from the beginning to the end,
and having that attachment. And sometimes, in some work that you do,
you don’t see the connection to it. You don't see the outcome; you don’t fully see
or have the association with the completed [instrument].
This sentiment and drive is also articulated through the music that comes from the
completed musical instruments that embodies a tone specific to a preferred musical style
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for makers themselves or clients. While not all makers are musicians, being a musician
and part of a practicing community of musicians means that many makers connect their
craft to their social relationships, feeling an obligation to create instruments for the
people they play with. Pete Hobbie, a banjo and guitar maker from Hampshire County,
relayed this sentiment while I interviewed him at a small music festival,
I’m not a business man as much I as just enjoy the music, you know. That's my
main motivator. It’s just that my passion for the music has gotten me interest in
building my own instruments and that sort of thing. I have instruments out there
that I've sold to people I don't know as well, but most of the things I've made stay
pretty much in my immediate musical family.
Underlying these social, personal, and musical motivations are the relationships
that makers cultivate and practice with their craft materials and the landscape. Knowing
all the materials used throughout the entire crafting process – including how they extend
to the forest landscape -- constitutes a primary concern of crafters. Some learn to monitor
trees and forests for potential tonewood, and all learn to know the specific qualities of the
range of woods employed in making the acoustic instruments. These are integral parts of
the craft, and serve to imbue the craft with placed significance.
Bob Worth, a dulcimer maker out of Beckley, described the importance of having
a social relationship with the wood that extends from the source to the musician,
I knew who cut the trees and sawed the trees, so I have a connection there. It’s not
coming from some outlet, you know, in North Carolina or Texas somewhere, you
know. And the closer I can get to where the wood came from, that's important to
me. I developed a relationship with Ralph over a number of years. He was always
glad that someone had the interest in the wood that he sawed, and he would talk
for hours about it. You know I was -- I would want to go up there and get some
wood. It was never a five-minute visit. It was a three-hour visit. [laughs] And see,
there's that community. There's that human connectedness. And he would love to
see the things that I make because where the tree -- he knew exactly where the
tree came from -- Greenbrier county somewhere. Um, so I can tell people that this
walnut came from Greenbrier County. And people, people want to know that, and
a few occasions, I have made things for people that the wood came from their
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property. So I know exactly where it came from. And those people know that,
trees grows, dies, and if I can get it.
Marty Fair, who practices in Loudon County, Virginia nearby the West Virginia
border echoed this sentiment, bringing it even closer to home. Looking out his shop
window, he said,
It's different if you cut down a stump in your yard and its huge and you whittle
something out of it rather than cutting down an acre of Brazilian rainforest and
taking a mahogany tree and shipping it over. You want to conserve as much as
you can, but it becomes less of an issue. Probably, if you're in Brazil and there's
mahogany growing all around, they probably have a similar sort of feeling
about it as I would have going out here. I've got these poplar trees, which I'm
thinking one of these days, I'm going to probably start making as many parts as I
can out of poplar and you know take one of these trees down every five years. It
would probably give me enough.

These examples, like that of Chris’s warning that the craft and wood will get into
your blood, illustrate how the materials of the craft are not simply raw materials ushered
into a productive process, but an important social element of what compels makers to
continue to craft instruments. Through time-intensive interactions with forests -responding themselves to centuries of human interaction -- and the wood materials that
come from them, maker and material relationships form a core aspect of producing
affective meaning in the work of creating musical instruments. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I
will continue to draw out this theme in the specific case studies of my apprenticeship
with guitar maker Christopher Zambelli, violin maker Paolo Marks, and tonewood
producer and instrument maker John Preston.
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODS AND ETHNOGRAPHIC
APPRENTICESHIP
Chris had shown me the easy way to do it: wet the very thin plank of mahogany
and clamp it into a jig heated with light bulbs to gradually press the plank into the
double-bouted curve of a guitar side. It took us some practice to tighten the spring clamps
equally, and Chris showed me how to gauge the moisture in the wood by its pooling and
collection at the base of the plank. After thirty minutes, the end product was instantly
recognizable as a guitar side that met his strict criteria for straightness and trueness. Then
-- remarking that it was important to know how to do it both ways -- he showed me the
hard way. First, take a brass pipe, place a blow torch in the back and heat it until your spit
pops and jumps off the pipe's surface. Then take the wood, submerge it in a hot water
bath, and gradually bend the curves over the hot pipe, taking care to check it in three
dimensions against the patterns. As I moved down the length of the plank of rosewood
designated as a dobro side, I waited for the fibers to "release" as Chris had instructed, and
found the task much easier than I had expected. Chris left me to it, as he fiddled with a
bandsaw in the next room. I found that with the proper pressure and timing, the wood
fibers surprisingly acquiesced to the bend. With even weight from both hands, I felt the
wood cooperate and quickly rounded the three curves before placing the side into a mold
and leaving the shop, satisfied with the speed with which I had adopted the skill shrouded
in uncertainty.
The next day as I drove to the shop, I was informed that I had not gotten a
research grant that would allow me to continue in this apprenticeship. Beset with the
clouds of thoughts that cast shadows of uncertain futures, I sought to lose myself in work
bending the wood for the other side of the guitar. However, the wood twisted and resisted
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and would not release under the heat, water, and technique that I was sure I had
understood the day before. Every time I returned to straighten a sharp kink or correct
skew in one bout, another bout would move out of position, propelling a frustrating cycle
that prolonged the task I had so quickly accomplished the day before. As the blowtorch
supplied steady flame into the back of the pipe for one hour, then two, then four,
questions about the validity of my fieldwork, of my project, of my studies plagued my
thoughts and betrayed my once-steady hands. Near the end of the day, Chris came in and
checked on me, sensing my frustration. He gently admonished, “Now, you're going to
have to finish that yourself -- I won't do it for you. You said you wanted to do the work."
With quiet exasperation, I slowly worked through the final bout and nearly forced the
side into the mold with its companion from the day before. I turned off the torch, dumped
the water out the back door where the neighbors’ chickens had crept through the fence
and returned home to begin writing up the day's experiences.

Figure 3.1 – The apprentice bending a guitar side.
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This chapter introduces the ethnographic methods used in this dissertation
research and reflects upon my use of apprenticeship with makers of musical instruments
in West Virginia as an anthropological field method. I illustrate how apprenticeship
explores the forms of knowledge that are passed, formally and informally, simultaneously
through my situated practice of apprenticeship, as a student of craft and anthropology
itself.
I conducted preliminary and contextual research through a round of semistructured interviews pointed at drawing out the similar threads in the craft of musical
instruments with makers as well as other contextual information in interviews with
people working in tourism and heritage, timber and forestry, and music work. I began
with identifying known musical instrument makers through existing contacts and their
web presence, and continued through snowball sampling. I conducted these interviews
almost exclusively with makers in West Virginia to control for different experiences due
to influencing state policies and institutions, as well as my initial interest in the impact of
the state-based regional identity. Working with a population that is fairly limited, I made
my best effort to contact and interview as many instrument makers as time and resources
permitted. I analyzed these interviews in accordance with my central research questions
concerned with materials, forest environments, and the meaning of work.
I also conducted maker and artifact biographies (Gosden and Marchall 1999;
Kopytoff 1986) through interviews and apprenticeship to complement participant
observation that revealed other biographical elements that play a crucial role in the
production and value of instruments and instrument materials such as migration,
employment, education, apprenticeship, and kinship. Made possible by my status as an
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apprentice, I collected artifact biographies of instruments and tonewood to understand
their changing symbolic and economic positions through their transformation and
exchange. I visited the sites of cutting trees and logs, talked to foresters at logyards while
selecting wood, processed tonewood in shop, made instruments, and finally discussed the
possible futures of musical instruments and tonewood. This analysis drew out the
significance of transactions and transferals of materials, instruments, styles, and
technologies as well as their place in or relation to the forest landscape. Together, these
biographies allowed me to conceptualize genealogies of makers and instruments and
explore how makers position themselves and instruments within histories of craft, music,
and the natural resource economy in the region.
I found structured data (Schensul, et al. 1999) relating to material variables such as
stylistic modes, wood variety, and methods of manufacture triangulated well with artifact
biographies and maker narratives, and I considered categories of analysis through
conversations with makers. Analysis of these variables with makers opened conversations
about different discursive contexts in which their craft operates (i.e. economic, political,
and ecological), according to the meaning and importance of each one as defined by the
maker’s relationship with material and craft. I also conducted ancillary archival research
in state and local historical societies, archives, and museums to give the project historical
background through occupational and trade data on craft production of musical
instruments. These secondary data (Schensul, et al. 1999: 204-216) primarily served as
references to narratives of “traditional” usage, styles, and techniques as well as sources of
occupational statistics. Given the propensity of earlier Appalachian scholarship on
musical instruments toward questions examining concepts of “tradition” and “folklore,”
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many materials were limited in their scope of describing the lives and work of makers
beyond their instruments.
Ultimately, I found that ethnographic apprenticeship was the best way to engage in
the kind of participant observation necessary to explore my questions regarding how
instrument makers develop relationships through their craft. Though many ethnographers
-- if not all -- are involved in a pursuit of learning from and with those who they
interview, observe, hang out with, document, and speak with and for, apprenticeship
involves relationship-building between a mentor and a student through the attempted
mastery and demonstration of a specific skill or set of skills toward a manifest end.
Exploring questions of the materials of production in work settings (Cant 2012; O'Connor
2005) and the possibility of upsetting power hierarchies of expertise (Anderson-Lazo
2017; Coy 1989; Downey et al. 2015; Wacquant 2006), I embraced apprenticeship as a
primary method for research on craft labor, material environments, and the meaning of
work. In craft instrument making, I found that non-verbal, extended temporal
relationships arise between makers, the materials they use, and the forest environment in
which they live. I found these relationships could not be documented merely through
interviewing or more extensive participant observation committed to the study of a larger
population. Thus, I dedicated periods of months-long apprenticeships during this
dissertation research with a guitar maker, a violin maker, and an instrument maker and
tonewood cutter from 2016 through 2018.
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3.1

Apprenticeship and Anthropology
Apprenticeship as a process of skill-learning, sometimes disparaged as a vestige of

exploitative feudal labor regimes (Lancy 2012; Wolf and Silverman 2001), is now
experiencing a revitalization due to an emphasis on a need for skilled labor in the United
States and the global north as well as the potential for informal, situated learning in
developing more effective pedagogies (Lave and Wenger 1991). State-subsidized
apprenticeship programs have sustained skilled manufacturing employment in countries
like Germany despite flights of capital to the global south in search of cheaper labor
(Ydstie 2018). Still, during informal training, employers in the global north largely foist
the responsibilities of support on trainees (c.f. Allan 2017; Kuehn and Corrigan 2013).
These processes of labor education are marshaled into neoliberal regimes where this
focus on learning and skill is positioned as a pursuit of personal knowledge, and thus
reject or efface the total social systems in which apprenticeships existed that may provide
better protections for workers (Ainley and Rainbird 1999). Employers expect that the
training necessary to perform highly specialized crafts or occupations is fair
compensation for their employees’ (or trainees’) labor, eschewing the prior obligations of
the craftsperson to the novice during the apprenticeship, the guild after its completion,
and the social order to provide for the necessity of the labor (Lancy 2012).
Historically, apprentices and master craftspeople developed reciprocal
relationships wherein the apprentice served as cheaper ancillary labor and assured a
future for the practice of the craft while the expert taught and adjudicated skill (Lancy
2012: 114). Though demonstrating great diversity, apprentice relationships would include
an experiential, personal learning period wherein novices were trained not only in the
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skill of the craft or occupation but also in the associated contextual social and economic
relations (Coy 1989). Functioning as a “rite de passage” (van Gennep 1960) of the
novice, the apprenticeship would be a study of the craft but also guide the novice through
the accompanying social obligations, positions, and simultaneous situational knowledge
that enables master craftspeople to practice their craft within a community that requires
and supports their labor. 29
Seeking to more closely align fieldwork with people’s everyday lives through
“deep hanging out” (Geertz 1998) and potentially mitigate the inequalities and
representative exploitation of earlier anthropologists, anthropologists began to explicitly
embrace the mantle of apprenticeship as a research method with success beginning in the
later 1970s and early 1980s. However, critiques based in lingering colonial fears of
“going native,” academic anxieties about a lack of objectivity, and aspersions of outright
fabrication (Coy 1989) revealed that the relationships arising from apprenticeship did not
seem to fit the criteria of most 20th century ethnography that championed an objectivity

29 The academic apprenticeship model of professor and student dominates training in
anthropology and reverberates through ethnographic practice (Lave 2011; Miller 2013).
Academic pursuits follow a guild model wherein masters of the craft (professors) guide
novices and apprentices (graduate students) through the process of the craft before they
are expected to make a masterpiece (the dissertation) which is then adjudicated by guild
members (the dissertation committee) who permit entrance into the guild: in effect the
“rites de passage” (van Gennep 1960) of an anthropologist. Like craftspeople, we find
anthropologists potentially busy honing specific skillsets, engaging in esoteric linguistic
sets that serve to protect entrenched guild political hierarchies (Ntarangwi 2010),
producing piecework in exchange for institutional patronage, and frequently caught
within liminal spaces of subjectification. In craftwork as in academic work, global
political and economic conditions continually narrow the possibilities of livelihoods in
these models. In the United States, entrance to the loosely associated and organized
symbolic guild of anthropologists guarantees nothing except for the privilege to practice
the craft, with the labor of “apprentices,” “journeymen,” and “masters” often exploited
through systems of precarious labor (McGuire 2008: 119-122).
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rooted in the comparison of “outside” observations with “inside” understandings of
cultural phenomena.
In its most (in)famous use, the apprenticeship of Carlos Castaneda to the Yaqui
shaman Don Juan (cf. Castaneda 2008), anthropologists collaterally praised and panned
Castaneda’s methodology and conclusions. Some deemed the work unique and
groundbreaking for its insight into an alternative, lived reality (Wilk 1977). Others
critiqued the method for a lack of objectivity and significant documentation, noting
inaccuracies in details that belie the grounds of its conclusions (e.g., that Don Juan was
not demonstrably a shaman or Yaqui in the contemporary anthropological definitions),
and for documenting Castaneda’s personal process of self-realization rather than cultural
phenomena (Beals 1978). While discussion continues to simmer about the role of
Castaneda’s work, the contemporary critiques of his writings may represent a
generational uneasiness about the changing grounds of relationships in fieldwork,
anticipating the reflexive turn in the discipline. Overcoming the lack of substantive
evidence represented by Castaneda through recording specific dates, times, and people,
Tedlock’s (1984) apprenticeship and study of highland Maya divination was nevertheless
met with a similar critique (Colby 1983): that the study lacked objectivity and
replicability. Tedlock addresses this issue head-on, writing of the necessity for an
anthropology that is based in inter-subjective understandings between people rather than
objective abstractions of groups of people (1984, 4-5). The majority of anthropologists
now accept that people have conflicting, fluid, and intersecting identities, that writing
ethnography is always in-part a personal journey or auto-biographical (Behar 1996;
Rosaldo 1993), and that conducting participant-observation research in novel ways,
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especially through apprenticeship, changes how ethnography is documented (Downey et
al. 2015).
Adapting to new theoretical contexts for ethnographic methods, more recent
apprenticeship in research concerning work, embodiment, and relationality has been more
likely celebrated than critiqued for adopting the method (Downey et al. 2015; Locke
2017; Marchand 2001, 2008; O'Connor 2005; Wacquand 2004; Weidman 2012).
Approaching ethnographic relationships through apprenticeship in addition to verbal
techniques used in interview-based ethnography, anthropologists learn how people
become skilled and proficient in meaningful ways and understand the embodiment of
knowledge. Through the situated learning of crafts as varied as dance (Downey et al.
2015), playing musical instruments (Weidman 2012), masonry and woodworking
(Marchand 2001, 2008), glass-blowing (O'Connor 2005), and animal handling (Locke
2017), these studies emphasize the embodied aspects of learning and practice that
produce educated, skilled bodies and ways of knowing (Harris 2007). These
ethnographers stress that the non-verbal mimetic aspects of learning through
apprenticeship allowed them to experience the skill and embodied dispositions often not
articulated but central to understanding their craft. By embodying the craft knowledge
themselves, they also reform the ethnographic experience and relationship to materials
involved in the craft. Apprenticing as a mud mason in Mali, Marchand writes that the
"the physical object, like the tools used to create it, becomes an extension of the
craftsman's unfolding idea" (2008, 257), hinting at his understanding of masons’
particular relationships to the materials of production informed by apprenticeship.
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Extended work alongside makers and craft materials also opens the possibility of
the apprenticeship relationship as a source of potential collaborative ethnography,
contributing another aspect of knowledge creation beyond the bounds of the
apprenticeship (Lancy 1980). Alongside the “deep hanging out” of hours engaged in
sometimes tedious work, Downey, Dalidowicz, and Mason (2015) suggest that because
apprenticeship is a process of socializing and disciplining skill, it provides the
opportunity for research participants to critique the work of anthropologists, opening up
avenues for collaboration in locally-meaningful ways. While discussion in the workshop
or the dance studio may first revolve around critique of the ethnographer apprentice’s
technique, it may also provide fruitful metaphorical ground for describing and critiquing
the goals and grounds of an ethnographic project. Anderson-Lazo (2017) came to
aprendizaje through her project participants’ suggestion that she apprentice with a
Garifuna political storyteller to better understand how storytelling impacted emerging
indigenous leadership in Guatemala. This process of learning "from and with" gave her
the experience, skill, and knowledge necessary to pursue an anthropological trajectory in
pursuit of a "collaborative critical inquiry" between community members and
anthropologists. In short, her aprendizaje in the craft of storytelling became an expression
of political action and ethnography, rendering collaborative ethnographic projects
meaningful to non-anthropologist participants.

3.2

Becoming an Apprentice in West Virginia
In my ethnographic apprenticeships, I have largely followed these trends:

attempting to understand the meaning of the work of musical instrument making, access
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the processes of craft labor beyond the verbal, attend to the impact of craft materials in
these processes, and set the grounds for a more collaborative ethnography. Thus, I
organize my work through attention to the “meshworks” of material environments and
human action (Ingold 2011, 2013) in which craftspeople operate. These meshworks draw
focus onto the becoming-together of the skill of human craftspeople and the qualities of
materials, mutually influential through relationships of "correspondence" (Ingold 2013)
that impact the performance, success, and meaning of the craft through time and space.
This concept extends to the coexistent temporal and affective states of ethnographers and
project participants (Gatt and Ingold 2013), suggesting that ethnographers and those we
learn from are in a continuously remade meshwork building ideas, theory, and
experiences together. In my apprenticeships, I have tried to attend to the
"correspondence" of the skill of master makers of musical instruments, the physical
influence of craft materials and lived environments, and myself as an apprentice maker.
This approach resonates with the “communities of practice” model (Lave and Wenger
1991) that takes learning as a process involving a group of practitioners of varying skill
and involvement with the added element of including materials and their influential
qualities into the community.
As a unique type of ethnographic relationship that foregrounds intersubjective
learning and fashions anthropologists as novices, apprenticeship as method can provide
the opportunity for collaborative work and more equitable relationships displacing the
role of expert often assumed by social scientists (Coy 1989, Downey 2015).
Nevertheless, nuanced critiques of the categories insider and outsider and the
ethnographer’s multiplex positionality (Narayan 1993) suggest that even if an
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ethnographer is an apprentice, his or her position as a representative of former colonial
power, race or ethnicity, and gender may influence the expression of inequalities in
power and the ethnographer apprentice’s success (Johnson 1984). Thus apprenticeship, as
with all ethnography, requires careful attention to the intersecting positions of the
ethnographer. As I found in my larger study, instrument makers in West Virginia are
predominantly male, white, and speak to regional identity through their work and lives.
Thus, I was mindful of showing gendered male expressions and signifiers of my West
Virginia identity with my collaborators, as well as how my whiteness in relation to
racialized power in the larger national context may have shaped interactions and
relationships in various ways throughout my fieldwork.
Typically, private companies and trade unions sponsor apprenticeship programs in
West Virginia seeking to provide wages while training new workers in skilled labor
including -- but not limited to -- craft trades in construction, culinary occupations,
manufacturing, and public works. Within the craft of musical instruments, without a
larger sponsoring workplace (corporate or non-profit), the best option for sponsoring an
apprenticeship comes through state grants designating the work as “preservation of
folklife” or a “traditional craft.” By establishing these discursive and institutional
categories, the state does not fundamentally recognize these crafts as a form of potential
occupation, but rather as heritage protection, providing room for critics to decry it as
frivolous, wasteful state-spending. For example, in a 2016 report, the Cardinal Institute, a
non-profit dedicated to promoting free-market, conservative economic ideals in West
Virginia, singled out nine craftspeople who had received grants from the State Division
of Culture and History for less than 2,500 dollars as wasteful spending. Their report
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created a false dichotomy between different kinds of craft labor, valorizing “jobs” in
service to industrial production, by claiming that “non-artists must buy their own
professional supplies (wrenches, computers, tractors, scrubs, pens, and other tools of their
trade) as well as fund things on artists’ wish-lists,” (Cardinal Institute 2016, 24).
Private, non-profit organizations supported with public and private capital, such
as the Augusta Heritage Center or the West Virginia Humanities Council, provide most
funding for formalized craft apprenticeships. From 1989 to 2008 the Augusta Heritage
Center, with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, provided stipends to
enable about one hundred and fifty apprenticeship programs. With an “aim to facilitate
the transmission of techniques and artistry of the forms as well as their histories and
traditions,” the program provided for a year of training for a novice with a master maker
with small stipends for both teacher and learner (Milnes 1990). In 2017, the West
Virginia Humanities Council revived this program with funding from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, giving small stipends to a cohort of masters and
apprentices. 30
I began several rounds of preliminary interviews during the summers of 2014,
2015, and 2016 in which I interviewed musical instrument makers throughout West
Virginia about their craft and what they would be interested in learning from an
anthropological research project. My research interests attended to the materials of
manufacture, the political-economic contexts of heritage production, and the future of
work and the environment in a post-coal economic transition. Makers complemented
30 As these programs were not operating when I began my fieldwork, I relied first on
small grants from the University of Kentucky Appalachian Center and the Department of
Anthropology. Later, I received a grant from the Wenner-Gren Foundation which enabled
me to pursue full-time apprenticeship for the duration of my fieldwork through 2018.
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these topics through their additional suggestions and interests in other makers’
techniques, livelihoods, and use of different craft materials, such as wood from specific
species of trees.
In the summer of 2015, I travelled through the Allegheny region of West Virginia
(a region including Randolph, Pocahontas, and Greenbrier Counties) and met three
makers who agreed to host me in their shops as an apprentice to learn the basic skills of
their craft: Chris Zambelli, a guitar maker; Paolo Marks, a violin maker; and John
Preston, an instrument maker and producer of tonewood, or wood prepared for optimal
musical tone, all of whom chose to be named in this work. They were enthusiastic about
my research project and were amenable to hosting me for the months of instruction and
practice necessary for my project. Though I had rudimentary woodworking skills -- I had
most recently sharpened them in a community class while finishing coursework at the
University of Kentucky -- I had always regarded musical instruments with a careful
reverence that kept me from attempting any repair for fear that I would ruin the
instrument. The makers dashed this caution and reticence by immediately putting me to
work on real instruments for their clients and myself, so I was forced to quickly adopt the
skills and tools necessary to do the basic constructive work of building instruments. The
makers never gave me pieces of wood on which to practice cutting with a chisel or
rounding a guitar brace, as I practiced cutting mortise and tenon joints in my
woodworking class. Rather, I learned the about the skills, materials, and context of the
craft through successes and failures on real instruments, gaining a more sensorial and
detailed understanding of the creation (and sometimes simultaneous repair) of a musical
instrument.
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The everyday tasks of my apprenticeship depended on the maker but centered on
the woodworking tasks and tool maintenance that would result in finished instruments or
sellable tonewood. Apprenticeship with the guitar maker, Chris, culminated in a finished
guitar that was sold to one of his clients. The violin maker, Paolo, insisted that I make my
own violin as he had done when he began his first apprenticeship. In the tonewood shop
with John, and his sawyer Travis, we worked through a never-ending stream of wood
products that arrived as whole logs from nearby lumber yards, or roughly sawn pieces
from Romania, and departed as blanks ready for the final stage of construction across the
world. As such, the tasks in all three apprenticeships generally included woodwork with
saws, sanders and scrapers, chisels, and knives; shop maintenance and organization such
as tool sharpening and cleaning; moving and stacking wood for curing and cleaning; and,
occasionally, tasks beyond the shop, such as ledger keeping during wood sales, looking
after children, and chopping or gathering firewood. Throughout these processes, I was
keenly aware of when wood, instruments, and labor passed through and between
commodity states (Appadurai 1992). Without the resources to remunerate the makers -though they did not request it -- I worked where and when I could for makers in and
beyond the shop to reciprocate their knowledge, time, and shop resources. These
experiences were in part shaped by the makers’ diverse experiences with apprenticeship,
ranging from self-taught methods with little outside advice to protracted traditional
apprenticeships working for and with master makers, demonstrating how meshworks and
communities of practice extend temporally and spatially beyond the shop to other sites of
practice and experimentation.
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Chris had never apprenticed himself. When I asked how he learned, he replied
that he had taught himself, and demonstrated his years of practical learning through dogeared instruction books like Donald Brosnac's Introduction to Scientific Guitar Design
(1978) and a notebook that outlined the specifications, methods, and outcome of all the
guitars he had made, beginning in the early 1980s. His pursuit of the forms and bracing
systems, and the resultant tone, was guided by plans for factory guitars bought through
instrument supply companies and his lifetime practice as a guitarist and musician, as well
as a reference collection of guitars he found ideal for tone. Over the years, he would
occasionally call other makers to troubleshoot specific issues, but he never had the long,
protracted period of instruction usually associated with apprenticeship (Lancy 2012). His
knowledge of his principal tonewood, red spruce, was guided by a close relationship with
another nearby maker who had cut plenty of the wood himself and his almost mythic
reverence of the wood that grew on nearby mountain tops. With funding from the state,
he had previously hosted apprentices, though he seldom spoke of them and their work. I
garnered that they had been good workers and had the talent to practice the craft, but
lacked the enthusiasm to attempt to make the craft their livelihood.
On my first day, Chris filled in the lines of a spiral-bound notebook, with a long
list of tasks and ascribed dates by which they should be completed. He said that it was
important to know what you were going to be doing, as he had once worked a job where
you had to feel out the day’s tasks and it never worked for him, so he would do us the
courtesy of planning out each stage. In each task, he would first walk me through the
process by demonstrating the process on a couple of pieces, leaving me to finish the rest
of the work while he moved ahead. Throughout the process of building the guitar, he
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often drew such comparisons to his previous jobs unrelated to instrument making,
generally speaking of how his skills had not been valued or how managers had not
accurately explained their expectations. I worked in his shop in Randolph County on his
suggestion of roughly seven hours a day, three days a week, making exceptions for
doctor’s visits and other pressing appointments. On the last day of my apprenticeship, he
joked that I would need to call in and make sure that he was working the next week.
Although he had plenty of orders to keep him busy, he said my presence in the shop kept
him attentive to the tasks and on schedule.
Paolo had completed three self-described apprenticeships: a two-year degree from
an instrument-making program at a major land-grant university, and two traditional
apprenticeships working in the shops of master makers. The two-year program taught the
basics of the craft, demanding precision and detail in every step before progressing to the
next. To demonstrate the rigors of this program as compared to my apprenticeship, he
made a point of telling me that the first constructive task he was asked to do was to create
a perfectly round sound-post from a block of spruce by first squaring the post, and then
continually cutting the corners until it was perfectly round. After completing that
program, he sought to refine his skill and learn new techniques through individual
apprenticeships. After interviewing with several master makers in the Netherlands, he
settled with one who asked him to pay ten euros a day while he worked and learned in the
shop, or twelve euros if he ate lunch with the maker. Paolo told me that he had no
problem paying hundreds of euros at the end of his apprenticeship, as he was able to sell
the violin he produced for about three thousand euros. In his last apprenticeship with a
maker in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, he was asked to do repair work for the
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apprenticeship. While this is a common arrangement in today's shops, it contrasts the
classical luthier apprenticeships where apprentices do the hard work of “roughing out”
instruments.
This work is tough on the body and takes considerable physical effort in removing
large portions of excess material, yet is not as crucial to the final detailed touches of the
finished product. Paolo informed me that when inquiring with other potential hosts,
another typical arrangement that was offered to him was to have the apprentice make an
instrument that is then given to the master, who will sell it upon the completion of the
apprenticeship. During my apprenticeship, Paolo would describe if a method for a
specific process had come from one these master makers, or if it was an innovation of his
mastery. Beginning with his younger brother, he had several other apprentices to whom
he had taught these techniques, asking for little in exchange and insisting that the first
instrument belongs to the apprentice. When I asked why he did not require payment as
his masters had, Paolo told me that the apprentices always end up reciprocating by some
other means and that he was not too concerned with a formal process.
Building a violin for myself, I worked in the shop with Paolo thirty-five hours a
week for twenty weeks, or until I finished a specific task I had set out to complete in a
given week. Upon his suggestion, I began by refurbishing an old factory-made instrument
as an introduction to some of the basic principles and skills and to give myself an
instrument to practice playing. John, the tonewood cutter, supplied me the requisite wood
for my violin project, and I spent the winter in the shop building the violin from its initial
design to the finish work. Paolo had said that the apprenticeship should grow organically,
so whenever I completed a task over a period of hours or days, I would prompt Paolo to
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describe or demonstrate what the next task was to be. He would talk through the next step
and demonstrate the technique in a few deft movements, but I was often left to determine
the best way to achieve the form through mimicking his technique and then asking him to
assess my progress. Meanwhile, the demands of his two-year-old daughter in the shop or
the car engine Paolo was in the process of rebuilding would often draw us into other tasks
or diversions around the large farmhouse where he lived. As such, I was as likely to find
him outside of the shop in the house as in it, and I sometimes worked by myself through
the day on the occasional long or tedious task.
The tonewood cutter and instrument maker, John, had some instruction from a
regional master maker and celebrated West Virginia cello maker, Harold Hayslett, in the
process of making violins and recognizing suitable tonewood. However, most of his
knowledge came through thirty years of sorting through tonewood and trees in his hobby
turned vocation and his career doing fieldwork for environmental regulatory bodies that
gave him experience with the forest and industries dependent on it. His work in building
instruments was largely self-guided, and his knowledge of instruments was vast and
greatly influenced by his notable tenure as an old-time musician on the state and regional
stage. His sole employee, Travis, had worked with him at the Army Corps of Engineers
and began to cut wood in his basement as a hobby before joining the tonewood operation.
Travis’s expertise running the heavy machinery had been practiced on the job, and he
was working on building his first guitar under John’s tutelage. John insisted that the final
step before Travis could take over the tonewood trade himself would be to make a violin
so that he could understand how the wood specific to that instrument is located in a log of
maple or spruce. Understanding how the qualities of a specific piece of wood will
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correspond to the maker’s skill to make the instrument “sing” was important qualitative
skill that Travis, like me, was in the process of learning through apprenticeship, and
would be difficult to learn in any other manner. The recent revival of the Folklife
Apprenticeship Program had Travis looking to sharpen his skills in making instruments
and asking me which maker I would recommend he work with. At the same time, he and
John joked that he should apply for a more lucrative job training grant from the state,
implying that the state would not be interested in funding a niche craft, and pointing
toward the separation of occupational courses and livelihoods deemed as acceptable and
legitimate work practices as opposed to ancillary hobby labor and folklife.
During my tonewood apprenticeship, John prioritized tasks based on the
schedules of specific outgoing orders or incoming logs, given the temporal constraints of
customers, deliveries, and the looming threat of stains in the wood caused by moisture
and fungi. Given this near-constant supply of trees and demand for orders of unfinished
blanks, I joined in during disparate stages of production. One day I might be assisting in
sawing a log, and the next day I might be helping to select, clean up, and ship wood cut
five years prior. John and Travis constantly asked if I was getting what I needed from
them for my project, and so the tasks were more or less focused on participating in the
breadth of the process. These tasks included accompanying John on trips to log yards to
select logs to cut, moving and cleaning logs on the carriage of the sawmill, rough cutting
blanks in the workshop, and maintaining and organizing the stock. Given the technical
ability and training needed to use the bandsaw mill, I assisted where I could and
experienced the craft by moving or securing the logs while John marked the cuts and
Travis sawed the logs. The apprenticeship was also much more mobile as we would
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occasionally travel to nearby towns and commercial timber yards to assess potential
tonewood logs. Local craftspeople, friends, and clients also frequented the shop creating
an environment of community discourse by talking music, instruments, and politics.
Despite the differences in context, work schedule, and productive outcomes
during these apprenticeships, the long-term, task-oriented situated learning (Lave and
Wenger 1991; Marchand 2001, 2008) of this work as a method gave me insight into the
simultaneous verbal, embodied, and material expressions of work that would not have
been possible through interviews or less intensive forms of participant observation. By
working with and for makers, I came to understand how these interrelated domains
influence, resist, harmonize, and contradict the act of crafting and the transmission of
craft knowledge. From interpreting verbal instructions to feeling the non-verbal work of
transforming wood, the holism of the material and intersubjective relationships
accompanying apprenticeship define the experience and its efficacy as a field method.
Though verbal coaching or teaching is not always an essential aspect of
apprenticeship (e.g., Herzfeld’s (2004) examples of Greek masters forcing their
apprentices to “steal knowledge”), for ethnographer apprentices the primarily linguistic
media of ethnography requires that we verbalize craft knowledge to understand how
people make sense of the process. Recognizing my documentary commitments, the
makers with whom I apprenticed regularly coached me through the individual steps and
processes, offering their method, approach, or technique, and occasionally speaking to
the output and benefits of such a technique in seeking optimum tone. They would talk
through the steps and accompany with a demonstration that showed the basic approach to
the craft action, but the more nuanced details about how to negotiate specific material or
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technical challenges in those steps were more likely left for personal experience. Instead,
conversations about specific detailed processes, such as heating wood before applying
hide glue, would more likely steer toward the history of how other notable or influential
makers developed the techniques that are still practiced or how the makers were working
to refine these techniques with their personal innovations. They would also speak of the
origin and use of specific materials but were less likely to speak of their material qualities
unless they were being drawn into contrast with another potential material, such as the
use of sugar maple versus its softer but more unpredictable cousin, red maple.
As such, I found that verbal learning about the craft processes and the craft in
general occurred more often in tandem with my kinesthetic, material, and temporal
experience that inspired discussion not broached in our interviews. In our first meeting,
Paolo and I had briefly talked about the classical aesthetics undergirding the violin’s form
and his insistence that this meant that it aesthetically fit in any natural or human setting
due to its proportions. Reflecting the “golden mean” and natural proportions, he said,
makers frequently use the scroll of the violin as a quick gloss of the skill of the
craftsperson. He held his violin up in the window and compared it to a hypothetical horse
standing in the real pasture behind the house at the foot of a mountain. As I was
interested in finding connections between the craft of instruments and the mountain
landscape, I was excited to hear this line of thought and pursued it through the rest of the
interview. Later, I was slightly dismayed to find that Paolo had answered a similar
question in like fashion in an interview with a local journalist. Throughout my research, I
found that makers were very likely to have been interviewed several times by journalists,
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students, and film-makers and usually had some prepared summary responses, causing
me to question what unexplored insight (or new scholarship) my project might yield.
A year later, I returned to Paolo’s shop as an apprentice. While I was carving the
spiral shape of the violin scroll from a piece of maple, my increasingly infinitesimal
efforts to cut, carve, and scrape the rough shape of the easily chipping wood into a
smooth, flowing volute inspired further conversation about the classical aesthetics of the
form and the work of the instrument. As I reached further into the spiraling ears of the
scroll, ruminating on the process launched us into conversation about the limits of craft
work and making work and life meaningful. “The spiral is all about the flowing line, and
it can be applied to anything,” he posited, then referring to the motion and potential
captured by the spiral like a snake ready to strike, as he held up his arm swaying as if to
strike. “Perhaps,” he said, “people are looking for proportions to see a little light through
the darkness.”
Throughout the kinesthetic learning (Miller 2013) of the daily manual work of the
apprenticeships, I reflected on the bodily techniques and dispositions (Bourdieu 1977;
Mauss 2007) that are required to sustain success through the craft process. Minute
changes in the position, force, and control of the body can have immediate and recurring
effects on the viability of the instrument, as seemingly discrete processes accumulate in
the working form. Lacking a definitive language to describe with accuracy the changing
position, force, and guidance, the makers would demonstrate a task, and then leave me to
accomplish it. While working with bench chisels on the violin, for instance, I noticed
Paolo resting his non-dominant hand gently over the blade and neck to stabilize and guide
it while driving the tool with his other hand. He cut across the surface of the blade a few
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times, smoothly shearing away a curl of spruce and leaving a behind the perfectly flat
surface necessary to assure a strong gluing joint. I tried to mimic this stance and motion
but found myself unable to control the tool in the same manner as it skipped and stuttered
across the wood. As the months passed by and my chisel strokes accumulated in the
thousands, I found myself appropriately using the technique unintentionally, as my
method had gradually adapted to this approach to best cut the surface in the controlled
and precise manner necessary to leave a perfectly flat surface.

Figure 3.2 – Holding the blade of the chisel to keep it steady.
While working in the guitar shop with Chris, we frequently assessed the quality of
pieces of red spruce, mahogany, and various types of rosewood for their musical qualities
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through a technique called “tone-tapping.” With Chris’s instruction, I quickly learned
how to hold and tap the thin pieces of wood to produce a range of tones to determine its
viability for a guitar project. Holding the plank near a corner, he showed me how to strike
it with a knuckle or a small felted mallet and explained what the tones I heard were and
why they were significant, scanning through high, middle, and low tones and overtones.
Initially, I could reproduce the fundamental tone on the blank of wood and was skeptical
of the overtones that were not readily apparent to my ear. Months later, while testing
possible tops for an upcoming project, I was surprised and elated to hear both very high
overtones and very low overtones during the tone-tapping that I had once been skeptical
of hearing. Through the months of work and familiarity with the technique and material, I
could reconsider the range and diversity of tone that makers reference when speaking
about the relative success of an instrument, and therefore better understand how makers
position themselves in relation to each other and potential clients in the descriptive
language of tone.
Expressed through their material qualities, the wood and other craft materials
were also teachers in the apprenticeship process. Sustained work with the material fosters
a working relationship among makers and their materials. This relationship forms over
long periods of time through the processes of cutting, curing, and working the wood that
can coach a novice through the process without instruction from a master maker. While
cutting the channels for the purfling, or thin inlay running along the edges of the plates of
the violin, Paolo instructed me to use a small tool with two parallel blades to cut the
groove. Having spent considerable time shaping the maple and spruce into arched plates,
I thought that the tough, durable maple back would be the greater challenge given its
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resistance to being shaped by chisel and plane as compared to the soft spruce. However,
as I pulled the dual blades around the curves and through the wood, I found that the hard,
resistant maple had less definition between growth rings, allowing the blades to smoothly
cut through the winter and summer growth. On the spruce top, however, the difference
between the soft summer growth and harder winter growth rings is much more
pronounced, causing the tool to tend to ride straight through the summer growth, rather
than following the flowing line of the edge of the violin. While Paolo hinted at this
difference in his demonstration of the tool, he knew it took the direct influence of the
materials to coach my skill with the tool to complete the task.
In preliminary interviews, many makers describe their finished instruments as
being more than finished products, as lively, “singing” co-habitants of shop spaces and
subjective extensions of their work in the world. Some described this feeling as
compulsive, compelling them to continue expressing themselves through the labor and
craft despite the low potential to support a livelihood through the specialized craft.
Though I could empathize with the pursuit of a meaningful if less lucrative livelihood
through work in anthropology, I felt it also necessary to pursue a more profound
understanding of the affective and emotional aspects of this kind of craft production.
Through the long hours standing at the bench, cut hands and aching body, and obligations
sacrificed to complete the project, completing instruments in the apprenticeship
introduced me to the highly emotional and personal relation to the finished product that
makers had hinted at in interviews. Experiencing the entire process of making an
instrument from its roots in the surrounding mountain tops and hollers where red spruce
and curly maple grow, to creating a new three-dimensional form, to watching a friend
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pull the first musical notes from the instrument, was crucial for me to understand what
keeps makers motivated despite adverse economic and social conditions.
Throughout the violin project, I was a few stages behind Paolo who was working
on his violin for a potential client. As such, I was able to glimpse into the future process
to see what the next couple of weeks would hold for me, almost always underestimating
how his dexterity and facility with tools belied the complexity and challenge of working
with the materials at hand. He called my attention to how he had just removed the mold
that previously held the components together and glued the spruce top to “close the box,”
creating the instrument in its first unencumbered, three-dimensional form. I was elated to
see the instrument take this form, immediately challenging myself to arrive at this stage
as quickly as possible. I asked Paolo how he felt at this stage, and he replied with a laugh,
“it’s the closest we’ll get to giving birth!” 31
Despite moments filled with the positive emotions of accomplishment, I was also
occasionally frustrated with the unexpected tedium of the necessary minutia and methods
of instruction. I found, as Cooper (1989) had in a wood carving apprenticeship in Hong
Kong, that awareness of the processes of alienation as an ethnographer apprentice is no
antidote for the personal feeling occurring through learning and labor. While working on
the guitar for a client of the maker, I often confronted my feelings of alienation stemming
from the occasional tedium and boredom of making guitar parts in small batches for kits
or in a task that required rote near-perfection, with little to show for it. Though we often
discussed labor alienation, and Chris asserted that he was not alienated from his labor

31 Dudley (2014) takes Gepetto’s efforts to socialize the unruly Pinocchio as a parable of
guitar makers’ attempts to realize the already-present musical qualities of tonewood -- a
dream of imparting a piece of themselves into another being in the world.
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because he saw the process all the way through, I began to feel more and more detached
from the project, especially when devoted to a specific tedious task. Months later, when
the guitar was finished, we sat in the shop and passed the guitar back and forth, putting it
through the rigors of our different styles of playing. I found the guitar sang with a sweet,
yet resounding clarity in the key of A major, the voice of our collective effort.
Though I was surprised by the affectivity of bringing song to seemingly silent
matter, I had expected that makers’ emotions would change through such long and
potentially arduous tasks. However, only through my apprenticeship did I learn that the
knowledge and experience of living and being in the places that contextualize and
simultaneously influence the craft could only be encountered through apprenticeship in
the craft. Through accompanying conversation about the work or materials or shop talk
about hunting, politics, or life, the meaning of practicing craft in the place was revealed
in a much clearer sense. In interviews, makers referenced using local materials and
suggestive narratives of the craftiness of mountain people in response to questions about
the uniqueness of the place in which they live and create. Though they spoke to the
discursive ways in which craftspeople connect and are attached to their environments, I
was interested in a deeper, affective knowledge that was bridged through nonverbal,
working relationships.
One Monday, I came into the guitar shop and described my experience hiking Red
Spruce Knob, one of the tallest peaks in the area that is capped by a forest of the
eponymous tree. I told Chris how I wondered at their height, graceful branches, and how
they so thoroughly dominated the environment growing at all stages from the poor, rocky
soil. I also found myself lamenting that there were too few trees of the requisite size to
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use as tonewood for guitars, as I had carefully inspected the groves for big trees. Chris
nodded as I talked and suggested, “you are getting an emotional attachment to the red
spruce” which rang in my head along with his warning about beginning the
apprenticeship that “once you get done, it will be in your blood.” Apprenticeship
incorporates a way of knowing about the world that is simultaneously transmitted along
with the specific directions and instruction of craft that impacts bodily and discursive
knowledge as well as the perception of one’s lifeworld and social situation.
Committing to apprenticeship while doing the fieldwork of anthropology requires
the simultaneous labor of the constructive tasks of the apprenticeship and documentary
aspects of ethnography, i.e., writing up fieldnotes for hours after long days, transcribing
interviews, sorting and collating photographs and material collections, reflecting on
knowledge gained through the apprenticeship while also trying to document these
experiences to speak to a larger goal or audience. These tensions of time, effort, energy,
and work are not solely the domain of ethnographer apprentices, of course, but belong to
all anthropologists who must make decisions about the social and inscriptive work of
anthropology. Other anthropologists employing apprenticeship as a method have pointed
to the hardship of the simultaneous work that exposes its limits but also its unique
insights. Downey, et al. remark (2015, 8) that decisions to allocate time and effort must
be made, lamenting the "missed photographs, unfilmed performances, and absence of
recordings from which to transcribe verbatim quotes,” while also celebrating how an
emphasis on giving oneself to absolute participation in learning resulted in new kinds of
field relationships and understandings. As a process of becoming and the making of the
anthropologist as more than a documentary observer, these missed opportunities present a
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chance for the processes, ideas, and actions of a craft to be experientially etched in the
ethnographer’s actions and corporeal knowledge for the ethnographer to access later as
one might revisit field notes, photographs, and recordings. While writing, I often find
myself semi-consciously miming specific craft actions while searching for apt
descriptions in my more typical documentary materials. Rather than thinking through the
work of apprenticeship and anthropology as competing, they bolster and support each
other, providing the anthropologist with a more vivid palette to illustrate the lifeworld
and understandings they encounter.
Frequently, in my apprenticeship with Paolo, the violin maker, we would discuss
our prospects for the future of our work in luthiery and anthropology. One day, Paolo sat
back in his stool at the bench, admiring the closed "box" or body of his most recent violin
in progress. He began to speak of his first instructional experience at a large state
university's instrument craft program, and I asked how many from his class continue to
make a livelihood from the craft. He responded that he wasn't sure; but that the head of
the program had claimed that seventy-five percent of the program's graduates would go
on to make their living from of the craft. I thought this number to be somewhat untenable
given the demand for craft instruments and the long years of dedicated work to achieve
the requisite and skill. As I turned back to the roughing out work of the neck, I told Paolo
that apprentices in anthropology may not expect such favorable prospects in the
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completion of their study should they continue on in an academic setting.

Figure 3.3 – Apprenticeship extended beyond the shop with Paolo Marks (right).
My status as an apprentice also changed how I encountered the larger community
of practice in instrument making. Working with an established maker, and having
produced an instrument of my own, I was able to better relate to other makers during
interviews and they seemed more interested in the project and my research questions.
Attending a large, national instrument conference with John, the tonewood cutter, I was
advised by his colleagues on how to approach the craft, that is, to get involved in repair
and steer away from making with its physical and financial drawbacks. I was also
approached by young would-be instrument makers on how I came to the craft and asking
advice about how to get involved and learn. Responding that I was an anthropologist first
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did not seem to deter would-be advisers or advisees, as my position seemed to be set as a
practitioner of the craft.
Sharing this kind of knowledge in the shop about double work also provided the
grounds for building towards a collaborative relationship in the ethnographic project.
Working towards a material goal together is in itself a fundamentally collaborative
process, wherein decisions, advice, pedagogic methods, and affective relationships take
material form throughout the craft process as "correspondence" (Gatt and Ingold 2013)
between ethnographer and project participants. Apprenticeship appoints the ethnographer
to a novice position of learning rather than investigating (Coy et al. 1989; Anderson-Lazo
2017), ultimately creating grounds for a more even discourse about the research and the
lives of each person. Long hours spent perfecting craft actions and outcomes lead to
curiosity, experience sharing, tension, and empathy to establish grounds for dialogue to
influence the ethnographic project. In the shops, I would find myself exploring the
anthropological concepts alongside the makers as we learned through the process in
different ways. One day, when discussing his involvement in all stages of the guitar craft
and how it might differ from other vocational crafts where a person might only engage in
one or several steps, such as car repair, Chris excitedly proclaimed that his labor was not
alienated. He spoke of how seeing the instrument through the entire process, gave him the
satisfaction that he seeks from his craft, and from there our discussion revolved around
theories of alienation that we had each encountered in our formal, college educations.
These kinds of interactions were common in my apprentice work, as in preliminary
interviews, where I found that craft instrument makers who had taken to this solitary
work were often pointed and adroit theorists in their own right with lucid and erudite
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understandings of how their craft fit into their greater conception of the world. Our work
together was complementary and collaborative in that it extended the educational space
of the workshop to include conversations about the theory, methods, and conclusions of
my anthropological research.
While writing, this collaborative spirit extended to the artifact of the dissertation
itself. I sent out the chapter drafts to the makers and received their comments back. Some
only commented on slight technical inaccuracies that I had recorded in the course of the
apprenticeship, such as the relative density of a specific species. Others asked that I
consider the language they used in relation to their ongoing networks of obtaining craft
materials and clients for future projects. Conversations arose about how I interpreted
quotes and nonverbal actions, with makers providing alternate explanations and
interpretations. I also realized how legalities of the trade of tonewood and the
relationships between makers, other makers, and companies could be tenuous. Thus my
writing about them might cause undue tension in the livelihood meshworks of makers, so
I opted to not include some information at the request of makers.
To conclude, the placed, experiential, and collaborative learning of apprenticeship
offers new insights into research questions in the anthropology of work, innovative
methods in ethnography, and the revitalization of non-exploitative apprenticeship
throughout the world. Resonating with Lave and Wenger's (1991) attempt to rescue
apprenticeship through the use of situated learning, anthropologists might also use field
experiences with apprenticeship to recast our apprentice relationships within departments
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and professional organizations with attention to the non-discursive kinds of learning that
may (Cant 2012; O’Connor 2005) be occurring simultaneously. 32

32 Though anthropologists have rightfully called for the revitalization of apprenticeship
in educational spheres (Marchand 2010) and specifically through ethnographic field
schools (Wallace 1999), this move must be accompanied by the lessons from field
apprenticeships regarding the simultaneous experiential learning, with positive and
negative consequences, that become embodied, experienced through materials, and felt
by apprentice learners.
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CHAPTER 4. MAKING WITH RED SPRUCE IN GUITAR CRAFT
Christopher Zambelli, who has lived in the Allegheny Mountains of Randolph
County all his life, had been making guitars since he was a teenager. Beginning with a
guitar and little instruction in a high school wood technology class, he was later driven to
try again when a friend gave him a few books on guitar craft in the early 1980s at Davis
& Elkins College. While working for the local United States Forest Service office and
subsequently for the General Service Administration, he continued pursuing the craft as a
side project. He kept careful record of the dozens of guitars he had made in a small
leather notebook, recording small changes and the resultant tone of the finished
instrument in pursuit of the ideal dreadnought-style, steel-string guitar. As he refined the
tone of his instruments and explored physical and anatomical principles that guide sound
production, he became particularly attached to red spruce tonewood for the soundboards
of his instrument. Not only was there a local population foresting the peaks of
surrounding mountains, the wood had also once fed the C.F. Martin and Gibson
companies during their golden years of production, and – as Chris discovered – had
cellular properties that manifested in unique volume and tone in instruments. As
components of the mountain forests surrounding his home and the instruments that
defined acoustic steel-string guitars and mandolins in the 20th century, red spruce was an
integral part of Chris’s craft.
From selecting the tonewood to planning the instrument and through its
construction, Chris saw the process of making a musical instrument as labor of personal
expression, evoking a re-enchantment of labor through skill in a total process of religious
self-expression informed by his Christian faith. He felt that he had been given skill as a
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woodworker and saw his work as a dutiful expression of that gift. This spiritual
commitment was accompanied by enmeshing himself in the relationships with and
among materials to realize the project. Each stage in the process reflected Chris’s
commitment to bringing out ideal tone in the instrument through his skill of working
wood and recognizing musical qualities.
Comparing this work to the waged labor he had previously done, he said,
In a lot of jobs, you’ll eventually peak out at whatever you are doing, and you are
structured and dictated by that working environment. In this business, there’s a
huge difference in being able to control what you do, grow with your work, and
evolve. There’s an opportunity to expand your skills and grow your potential. And
not be somewhat confined to limiting your potential. Once you complete your
instrument, if it turns out at all successful, you’ll grow from that, and you’re more
in unison with your own potential. That becomes more of a personal attachment to
your work. You are more associated with the outcome, and that is the motivating
factor for me.
After I conducted an interview with Chris in 2015 in which we spoke about the
importance of red spruce and his efforts to maintain the affective labor of instrument
making, I asked him if I could return as an apprentice to work alongside him in the shop,
and our work began in August 2016. Since he had recently retired from work with the
federal government, he was looking to his established work as guitar maker as a
livelihood that would provide income for him and his wife. As his apprentice, I would
assist him in making a steel-string acoustic guitar modeled off a 1934 C.F. Martin D-18,
modified to for the neck to join the body at the 12th fret. It would be a close rendition of a
guitar that Chris had made in consultation with famed American musician and
songwriter, Norman Blake. We began work on the guitar in early August 2016, and the
project began in earnest with selecting the wood that would be used to create it, as well as
processing and sorting Chris’s tonewood stock for sale as kits and to other guitar makers.
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The client had a guitar of Chris’s at another point, but had regretted trading it, so he
commissioned another. With a deposit for the instrument, he sent along recordings of
Norman Blake playing a specific guitar whose tone he wished for Chris to emulate in the
guitar.
Our work took place almost exclusively in Chris’s workshop, a five-room structure
that he had built on the same property of his house. He started his shop in what was
originally a one-room outbuilding and expanded it to accommodate the needs of a guitar
shop, such as ample space and ventilation for machinery, storage, and spraying finishes.
The entry room had a table covered in finishing supplies as well as a jig to cut the rosette
into the top of a guitar, a rack with clamps of various shapes and sizes, and a table, which
Chris generally used to plan out the instrument. Dozens of guitar tops were leaned

Figure 4.1 – The construction area of the shop with guitar molds on the tables.
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under a window on the exterior wall. When Chris sorted through them, he seemed to have
a plan for them all. One top might be for a Herringbone D-28, another might be for a
dobro, and there were always tops that Chris set aside for personal guitar projects, though
he could never find the time to get to them. Frequently as we spoke about one guitar
project or another, he would reach for one of the tops, tap it, and listen intently, judging
the tone to see if it would be appropriate for the specific tonal requirements of one
instrument project or another.
The other room contained some of the large machinery as well as a table where we
assembled the guitar. The third room had a couple of bandsaws, a bench with a vice, and
was a storeroom of sorts, holding fine tonewood components and instrument accessories
that were not kept in the garage with the other tonewood. Working in this space for three
and a half months, Chris taught me the basics of designing and constructing a guitar,
often sparking conversations on the meaning of the work, the sound technology of the
guitar, and current events and political changes. Sitting on the shop’s stools at the end of
the workdays or during a break, we occasionally played music on guitars as a reference
for tone, and Chris adroitly demonstrated his flat-picking style through the catalog of
gospel songs his band had been playing.
At the outset of our work, Chris wrote down each step of the process in a spiralbound notebook and educated me in the basic principles of sound physics and plant
biology that he had found delivered a higher-quality instrument. Reaching for spruce
guitar top blank, he tapped the wood with the knuckle of his little finger and described
the tones that would come out of it. The client wanted a warm tone, so he wanted a lot of
overtones that would contribute a “diverse sound.” He spoke of overlapping frequencies
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that gave the warm tone to the wood we would be using. He connected this to the cellular
and anatomical structure of red spruce that was unique among the soft woods used for
guitar tops. Frequently during our conversations, he would to go into the assembly room
to his bookshelf and pull books on wood science, engineering technologies, and
instrument design. He stressed how sound travels through the material varies due to the
physical qualities. Chris called the concept of medium of transfer “pretty amazing” when
speaking of the diversity of tones that can be drawn from different woods, suggesting that
the density, grain structure, and stability of the different woods used in the bridge all
drastically influence tone. Through the design and construction of the guitar, I would find
this self-taught scientific approach to material and tone, spiritual beliefs, and the material
relationship to the red spruce and other guitar components contributed to the reenchantment of labor for Chris.

4.1

Selecting Tonewood
For Chris, the first step in planning the guitar is to select wood that will realize the

tonal qualities that maker and player wish to draw from the instrument. When
reproducing known models of guitars, it is a matter of selecting from a specific species
wood that has the best material qualities, i.e. straight, quarter-cut wood free from defects.
However, in other cases, when designing with a more open-ended project, Chris and
other makers rely on their experience in working with a variety of woods to suggest what
kinds of wood will deliver certain kinds of tones. For this project, he had selected
mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) for the neck, back, and sides that he had purchased
years before from a local wood processing company. That would leave us with the
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selection of a board of red spruce for the top or soundboard, which is considered the most
crucial piece in creating a lively, singing instrument because it carries the vibrations of
the strings through the entire instrument. Going through tops one by one, we pinched
each board in the corner, held it up to our ears, and struck it with small felted mallets,
listening to the tones and overtones reverberating through the wood. Through repetition
of this technique of “tone-tapping,” I learned to hold the wood at a node, or a stationary
point in the sound wave moving through the wood, to not dampen the waves and reveal
the full range of tone emanating from the wood. When he tapped the board, Chris would
excitedly ask me to listen to a range of tones that I was not able to hear until working in
the shop for a couple of months. Though all the spruce guitar tops we went through were
already worked up as “blanks,” planed down into thin, flat boards, they had started in
trees on a mountain top about a forty-minute drive to the south.
Sorting through tops in the shop, Chris revealed that “it was a job” getting the wood
out of the forest, inflecting the difficulty of moving the three-foot sections of log through
woods. In 1998, he had been approached by a forester from the USFS about the
possibility of removing some old red spruce trees to improve habitat for West Virginia
northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus fuscus) that make their nests in high
elevation spruce forests. He was somewhat surprised that the Forest Service would let
someone take logs out of what he called old-growth forest that had been overlooked by
loggers due to surveyors’ error. His surprise was rooted in the presence of the opportunity
in a time period he thought of as particularly restrictive in harvest for the USFS. Knowing
that such an opportunity would not come up again, he quickly agreed. However, he found
regulations on extracting logs much more difficult than he had expected. Forest
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Figure 4.2 – Chris next to a red spruce in the area where he cut his stock.
regulations prohibited the removal of the logs by machinery to preserve the soil and there
was no road on the National Forest land nearby the trees. He hired a logger to
professionally cut down the tree as to not damage it as it fell, and they worked to slice it
into sections that could be carried out by hand. Luckily for them, as Chris described, the
land abutted a private tract, owned by what was at the time Plum Creek Timber
Company33, that was still crossed with overgrown and rutted logging roads that would
permit All-Terrain Vehicles to remove the logs. Ultimately, they hand carried the sections
fifty yards to the private road where they loaded it onto ATVs and then onto the truck
bound for Chris’s shop.
While working, Chris had talked to the forester about the use of the trees and how
the project had been approved. The forester explained that the trees were coming to the
age where fungus and pests would begin to drastically affect their health, so it was best to
33 Weyerhauser acquired Plum Creek in 2015 for 8.4 billion USD to become one of the
world’s largest timber management and production companies.
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cut them for wood if possible. Chris said that while they worked they heard the logger
yell, and fearing he was hurt, rushed over to him. He had not been injured, but told them
that fungus had rotted much of recently-felled tree, and very little would be able to be cut
out of it. As a result, the unused portions and the tree tops would be left on the forest
floor, subject to human and non-human forces that would return it to the undergrowth.
At his home shop, Chris began work to delay the activity of the same non-human
actors that would be breaking down the wood left in the forest. He split the wood up into
large wedges known as billets, debarked it, waxed the end grain, and waited about three
to four months for it to dry out in his garage. Afterwards, he worked to get the wood into
“board form” quickly before fungi began to process the cellulose and create blue “stains”
in the wood. Such stains draw away from the agreed upon aesthetic clear-grained wood,
devaluing the tonewood and any instrument that it is used in. Finally, he would “resaw”
the wood into blanks and keep them in plastic bins to interrupt the lifecycle of beetles that
drill holes through the soft wood.
Parsing through the bins of stacked, book-matched sets, we looked at some of the
spruce we would select from for the top of the guitar. The fact that his spruce comes from
West Virginia and has a deep temporal connection to the human history of the place was
of great importance to Chris. Not only does it signify his personal connection to place and
the trees that formed the backbone of the forest that he lived and worked in, but
connected to the making traditions of the great North American stringed instrument
companies. While selecting wood, Chris acknowledged his personal preference, telling
me that based on his averages the ideal combination of red spruce and Brazilian
rosewood of the old Martins is the “holy grail” because it has a broad range of overtones
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and suits so many different styles. For Chris, it was “a difference of brightness versus
warmness.” He said that mahogany gives more bass clarity but has fewer overtones than
rosewood, and the preference is perhaps a difference of playing chordal rather than
melodic music.
However, for Chris, red spruce was definitely not exaggerated, and perhaps not a
matter of preference. “You really have to mess up a red spruce guitar to make it not turn
out,” he said. This is all despite the “fad now of people wanting red spruce” beginning in

Figure 4.3 – Chris grading guitar tops.

the ‘80s and ‘90s with a “wave of folks that realized the value of red spruce.” He then
said that he had a part in the drive back toward Appalachian spruce when he contacted
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Gibson about using his spruce when they moved to Tennessee in the 1980s. 34 They
accepted his offer to send some tops down, and they considered them for their F-5
mandolin production. However, Gibson decided against buying from him because he
could not meet their price point. However, he speculated that other suppliers had because
Gibson began to manufacture and market red-spruce topped mandolins once more.
Chris had recognized this shift take place in the larger community of craft
instrument makers as well.
But the people that I talk to -- they didn't really know, you know, they just
thought, well, you know, spruce in this area for many years, was used primarily
for housing industry construction. They just were not aware of the value that it
was a very unique wood for instruments. But I'd say most of the makers, and
especially in the past 20 years, you say this resurgence kicked in and now it's just
not only in eastern United States, but it's across the United States too. most
makers, you can pick up the phone and any really good maker. Even on the west
coast, would say, yeah, I know red spruce. Yeah. I'm using it too. Yeah, I guess
really caught on in a big way like a big wave.
Other cutters had sold to C.F. Martin Co. that “started chains” they expanded and
subsequently began marketing. Soon others had started writing articles about the wood
and suggesting its use to emulate the pre-war guitars. This drive gave Chris concerns
about market saturation, and he said that it doesn’t seem to make a lot of sense to fully
devote himself to the trade. This conversation led him to describe a Martin 1941 D-28
Herringbone that he had seen for sale on eBay with Brazilian rosewood, mahogany,
ebony, and red spruce on sale for sixty-five thousand dollars. He questioned whether the
quality of the wood was much better than his, and thought better of the quality of red
spruce he had harvested.

34 The Gibson Company moved from Kalamazoo, Michigan to Nashville, Tennessee in
1984 in a trend of moving factory production to cheaper labor markets in the United
States.
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As we sat at the planning table and chatted, Chris exclaimed, “Guess what they
found out about red spruce?” He continued that his friend, an engineering professor at a
nearby college, was researching the structure of red spruce and discovered that the
“roofs” of the cell frequently collapse and create doughnut-shaped cells in the wood. This
gives the wood unique material properties, as this phenomenon occurs more frequently in
red spruce than any other type of spruce, Chris explained. However, he mentioned that
there were similarities between red spruce and its European and Western American
cousins, and that they also made good tonewood for guitars. Drawing these comparisons
of local woods and woods situated in a broader international circuit of exchange was a
near-daily conversation for us in the shop. We often discussed how local trees might be
substituted for the imports demanded by the American steel-string aesthetic tradition due
to continued international and national restrictions and a paucity of reliable resources.
Though Chris argued that suitable native alternatives such as white oak, walnut,
and cherry existed, they were more often left stacked in the corner, while mahogany and
East Indian rosewood were privileged for the projects we worked on while in the shop.
Referencing a sale of boards of sassafras to another local maker, Chris said, “That
sassafras rang like a bell. We’ve barely touched on [the use of] local species.” Though he
had found customers expect the traditional tonewoods utilized by the trend-setting
golden-age instruments, he was seeing a shift to makers accepting North American,
sustainable alternatives.
The larger conversation concerning materials and sustainability in the world of
guitar building, explored by Kathryn Dudley (2014), promotes a discourse on the use and
procurement of sustainable materials, yet continues to push large production of
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instruments using threatened species and lumps together factory producers with small
makers as allies for better or worse. In 2017, I was at a national-level conference with
luthiers, and a representative from a large tonewood and instrument company discussed
the possibilities for future wood-buying. He steered the conversation toward the adoption
of alternative woods, while also advising that makers buy as much ebony as possible
now, as it would soon be on the track to be listed on the Appendices of the Convention on
the International Trade of Endangered Species. The Appendices to CITES establish
which species should be controlled or outright prohibited in international trade, and
include many traditional guitar tonewoods, a source of great consternation for guitar
makers in the United States.
These traditional tonewoods are caught up in international regimes of legality and
consumer and producer desire for the both the material qualities of the wood and the
symbolic gloss of craftsmanship they often carry. Dudley (2014) suggests that the “ghosts
of empire” persist in a market that requires makers to use certain desirable “exotic”
woods, yet neoliberal ideologies emphasize holding individuals culpable for possession
of woods that may have been acquired before international regulations prohibited their
use and international trade. In a craft trade that depends on international marketing, due
to the primacy of the American steel sting guitar in the global music scene and the high
prices of these instruments, this can be detrimental to guitar makers who are regulated
and fined in the same ways as large corporate producers. For example, when the Gibson
Company was raided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 2009, Gibson launched a
campaign to get individual craft makers to politically identify with the company as fellow
makers and push back on governmental regulation (Martinez-Reyes 2015). As Dudley
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(2014) and Greenberg (2016) have also shown, I found that makers confront the
uncertainties of changing policy by stocking up on this wood to resist price changes in
the future as well as engage in “cannibalizing” other wooden objects made of tonewood
quality species.
Chris frequently mentioned how lucky he was to buy extra materials from large
instrument companies in previous decades where the wood was of higher quality or bore
distinctive traits that are favored in the market for artisan guitars. We used many parts
that had been made in the C.F. Martin Company Factory and sold through their
“Guitarmaker’s Connection,” a retail store that sells used tools and downgraded
tonewood, or directly to Chris. Tail blocks, neck blocks, sides, and fingerboards that had
come from Martin were common in the shop, waiting to be custom fit to the projects
Chris was working on, having been cast away from the uniform necessities of an
assembly line. Sometimes, we marveled at how the sides had maintained their shape for
over 20 years sitting in the shop, and other times, their status as factory rejects was clear,
bearing defects or being under the specifications for thickness or width. However, this
did not mean that they could not be used. The differences of factory production that
requires mass materials at exact specification and the craft labor oriented toward one
singular instrument meant Chris could use his skill to modify the factory parts to work.
Referring to a stack of ebony fingerboards, he joked that “Martin might want these back.”
They had uniform black coloring that is increasingly hard to come by, but had been
sanded unevenly on the surface in the factory. Within thirty minutes, Chris was able to
modify the fingerboard to fit his specifications and the customers’ expectations.
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For other needs, Chris looked to sources of tonewood to repurpose for guitars.
While I worked in the shop, he often referenced a guitar he wanted to make with spruce
from an old piano. He had stripped off the soundboards, shaped them, and rejoined them
into guitar tops. He was looking forward to using tonewood that not only had been aging
for so many years, but that had musical vibrations and sound waves passing through it
that might give it that extra material quality to produce a remarkable instrument. Though
Chris was unsure if the piano had been made with red spruce from the region, the fact
that it had a prior existence as a musical instrument and a connection to musical tone
made it a meaningful addition to his personal guitar project. 35
These stockpiles of materials collected over years of craft practice reflected a
larger anxiety and concern of the future of certain tonewood for Chris and many other
guitar makers. Makers are aware of the scarcity of these materials and seek to acquire
them when they can, looking for good prices and quality wood through dealers, other
makers, or on eBay or other online sources. No guitar shop is complete without shelves
or even an entire room filled with stocks of various tonewoods, local and imported.
Nevertheless, Chris said that he was looking to move a lot of the material, as he did not
think he end up using it all in his career. He thought that some of the wood might have
appreciated about 100 dollars in the fifteen years he had it, and wanted to move it along if
he was not going to use it himself. He was concerned about using the wood on guitar
projects, and told me about a friend of his that had died leaving his tonewood to be
undervalued and sold cheaply. He had a plan about what to do with all the wood, and he
35 Having a musical biography plays into some instrument makers’ requirements of their
instruments. “Cannibalizing” other instruments in this manner as some makers say, or
playing music on a radio inside a guitar before selling, for example, are ways makers
assure the wood has a materiality of music before it leaves the shop.
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was working on selling it if he could to other makers, keeping its sonic qualities known
through other makers in absence of its wooden voice. However, he also was always
looking for a deal of his own, and would reluctantly engage in the improvisational give
and take of buying and selling tonewood, especially as certain materials became harder to
come by.
He lamented that countries that source traditional exotic tonewoods had no
sustainable forestry programs at the times of peak harvest that might have provided
protections for the species and the instrument craftspeople that use them. Selecting and
caring for the tonewood when beginning the guitar not only speaks to the temporal
relationships at play in making an instrument, but the greater political ecology of guitar
craft and forest resources. Though craft guitar makers comprise a small percentage of
woodworkers, critical issues of forest protection versus use of wood materials play out in
the craft where industry production is so tightly ideologically and economically tied into
the local craft. Thus, makers like Chris are left to negotiate their localized livelihood
practices taking place in their shops not far from their home through global policy
articulated in national laws. He felt that there was inadequate education and unmeasured
response in regulation of the movement of controlled wood species for both small makers
and large companies. Chris said, “You’ve got to have some level of discernment,”
expressing concern about the social consequences of heavy fines on small makers that
could be potentially doled out by regulators.
While talking about local forest resources, Chris said that, “Locals want to use the
resources of the forest” while “some people who live in urban areas do not understand
this way of life and want [the forests] to be preserved.” For him, it was an issue of local
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sovereignty and a failure of people not living within those environments to recognize a
needed balance in resource regulation policy. He said that he didn’t want to stereotype,
but continued to talk about how some people from some urban areas did not seem to
understand how foresters can manage needed resources sustainably, suggesting that
perhaps being away from those resources detached urban people from their use.
He pointed to the Amazon rainforest and explained “they did not have reliable
and sustainable forestry guidelines for years and years. Now cattle and agriculture are
there, but how can you stop people from making a livelihood? What one person sees as a
valuable resource another person may see as destruction of an ecosystem. So the key is to
find a balance between the two.” He referenced the CITES treaty as an example of an
efficacious effort that allowed countries to enforce rules that worked best for them, using
an international framework and national policies. However, within the United States, he
was uneasy about how climate change regulations might affect materially productive
livelihoods and suggested that some policy makers in Washington don’t may not
understand that “one shoe does not fit all feet.”
Chris had been invited to speak at the World Wood Day Symposium in
Washington, D.C. a few years earlier. He said that his message was that “wood brings a
lot of value into our lives” but some people don’t want to see that. There’s a special value
to having a “personal connection with wood being furniture makers or in the arts,” but the
key question was “can we have sustainable forests with our demands?” He said that we
need a balance to accommodate overpopulation and overconsumption. When I asked
what he thinks of his own consumption of wood products, he responded thoughtfully,
stating “Maybe I over-consume, but the shop is just part of my existence.” He saw the
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collection of wood as necessary part of ensuring the material and financial circumstances
of his craft and livelihood in the future. Having such a collection of wood was an
investment in his ability to provide for future customers and diversify his business in
selling tonewood if the need arose.

4.2

Building the Guitar
Although the general stockpile of wood had been selected, it still remained for us

to find that specific piece of spruce that would be the top of the instrument to match the
mahogany neck, backs, and sides Chris had already chosen. In each of the blanks that he
had cut years before, we looked for “in-check,” where evaporating water escapes too
quickly and ruptures the fibers, creating cracks in the wood. Wax along the edges keeps
the water in longer and makes the wood take longer to dry as the moisture is forced to
evaporate from the face of the wood rather than the ends. Chris told me that the lines of
the cells are “kind of like a pipeline,” evoking an image in my mind of the incoming
pipeline into the region and how residents were voicing their concerns about how liquid
would move through that medium.
As we looked over the potential candidates, Chris talked about how the strength to
weight ratio of red spruce was one of the characteristics that made it an ideal tonewood.
Its relative lightness would require less energy to vibrate the top and project sound. As he
flexed the wood between his hands, he also demonstrated how its relative cross-grain
strength would handle the stress of the string tension that would pull on the thin wood.
Drawing a finger across the minute ridges on the surface of the wood, he explained the
difference between springwood and summerwood in the grain. Springwood (the lighter
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rings) has larger diameter with thin cell walls, and summerwood has a smaller diameter
with thick cell walls. A wider grain with more springwood will give you a better bass
response, he explained, but customers often use the density of the summerwood as a gloss
for the quality of the wood.
Regardless of grain density, all tonewood should be quarter-cut, Chris added. By
cutting the log radially into “pie sections,” the maker can best capitalize on the strength
of the fibers by keeping them whole and in line. The wood must also have minimal runout where the grain is not exactly straight and flush through the piece, he explained, as he
demonstrated how the wood split evenly when broken with a piece of scrap. Finally, we
checked for “ripple” or lateral movement in the grain to make sure that sides would be
equal and straight.
From wood that met these properties, we planed a few tops to the approximate
thickness to see which one would make the top of our D-18 style guitar. 36 Pushing them
through the contractors planer in his garage left us covered in downy spruce dust and
revealed some dark stains inside the wood –a period of stress in the growth of the tree -and very dark brown lines in the rings of the grain where sap had been trapped. As Chris
looked at the two pieces of wood, turning them over to evaluate which side would be
better up, he reiterated the importance of the book-match to meet the expectations of
what a guitar top should look like. He said “I really enjoy this part, laying out the wood
and seeing the relationships between the patterns.” He flipped the pattern around and

36 The D-18 – along with other Martin D-size guitars – became synonymous with
American music during the folk music revivals and rise of Bluegrass of the mid-20th
centuries. Their large size provided a loud tone that could compete with the other
instruments of a string band and they were likened to the large battleship, the HMS
Dreadnought, that inspired the name of the series.
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around on the wood, looking for the place that would avoid the major flaws in the visible
part of the guitar top. The most important aspect was to keep the straight edge of the
pattern in line with the grain. When Chris cut the wood, the straight edge followed the
grain perfectly, demonstrating how straight the tree had grown.
Chris was pleased with this set of tonewood, which had been cut about 20 years
before, saying that the aging had seasoned the fibers, stretched out the wood, and made
better tone. “Older instruments have a peak,” he told me, alluding to the “golden age”
instruments that he said are peaking in tone right now at fifty to seventy years. Thinking
through the “natural process of wood” developing and maturing as it ages, even once it is
in a guitar is a crucial aspect of the planning for Chris. “Some people might not care
about the state of their guitars in fifty or sixty years,” he said. But he was concerned with
how the tonewood would age beyond his shop and continue to season, reminding me of
his conversations with the forester about the lifespan and harvest of a tree. If an
instrument also has peak liveliness before a gradual decline like a tree, the process is
opened once more for further material production of new guitars and guitar parts. As I
would find looking through old guitars with Chris, many had tops that had replaced or
augmented over the years though they still retained considerable monetary value.
Chris enjoyed this process of selection, though it also frustrated him as a guitar
maker and occasionally seller of tonewood. He felt that the demands on visual aesthetics
were too stringent and drove unrealistic expectations of the natural medium. He talked
about the small variations in color on the surface of the wood and asserted that “people
get too hung up on the wood” and that “as wood had dwindled away, you have less to
choose from you have to accept slight cosmetic variation.” Tops of guitars “are individual
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interpretations like paintings” and different people will have different views. With red
spruce “it’s the nature of the beast” to have small defects and discolorations, so the
aesthetics of perfect wood in guitars “are not realistic to look at it in that kind of way.”
I asked him if he classifies his wood into different categories and which class this
one would belong to, having seen labels of “economy” on some pieces of wood in the
shop. He said that the classes are cosmetic and his range runs A, AA, AAA, AAAA, and
Master Grade. He considered that the piece of wood we were working with would be

Figure 4.4 – The plan for the guitar.
master grade except for the fact that it had some compression wood where the wood had
grown quickly, but that was purely a cosmetic issue. Wishing to demonstrate this, he
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then picked up the wood between fore finger and thumb and began to tap it with a felt
tone mallet, listening for “mid, low, high end tones” and trying to measure “how much
energy it takes to get a response.” He handed the tool and wood to me, and I tried to get a
sound, blindly mimicking Chris’s mallet strikes. After some adjustment, I started to hear
a range of tones, and Chris asked which one I preferred. I found that I could not parse out
the individual frequencies, but after several more strikes my ears settled on a mid-range
tone that seemed to be particularly resonant. Chris decided to use that piece and put it on
the planning table where he had stacked a series of patterns for the instrument.
With a top selected along with its potential tonal properties, the next stage was to
plan the instrument from a set of specifications that Chris had created mimicking
Martin’s model with his own modifications. This was a process of assessing material
correspondence: knowing how materials will work and respond to tooling and
construction, checking constantly transforming pieces to keep them fitting together, and
ensuring the scaffolding of producing musical tone. Joining the two pieces of the top and
back in a bookmatched joint would be a crucial measure of this correspondence and the
future of the instrument, as the failure of these joints could be catastrophic for the future
liveliness of the instrument. With this in mind, Chris had designed a clamping jig that
would assure even pressure in the joint as the glue dried. However, before gluing, we had
to make sure that edges of the joint that would run through the middle of the back and top
were perfectly flat and flush to maximize surface contact and minimize the probability of
wood moving in the joint.
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In this process, Chris taught me to rely on materials and environment as indicators, or
points of correspondence with the wood, through the task. He placed the pieces on the
table -- placing one piece slightly offset beneath the other -- and checked it with a long
level to attempt to see if the line was straight and flat through its whole length. As the
mahogany for the back was not flat, Chris showed me how to use the level with
sandpaper glued to its flat edge and sand the mahogany joint flat. He assured me that
checking the sandpaper for an unbroken line of sawdust and evenly piled dust on the edge
of the wood would show me when it was done. I found it challenging to apply pressure
evenly with two hands against the edge of the wood, but soon the red sawdust began to
pile up in the peaks of the minimally undulating edge.

Figure 4.5 – “Bookmatching” wood.
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As I attempted to get the material level, I gave the pieces to Chris to get him to
judge whether I had, and he showed me that light could be used as a secondary indicator
for the flushness of the joint. Holding the two pieces together and up to the light, he told
me if any passed through the joint, then it was not perfectly flush. As I awkwardly
clattered the boards together in the attempt to hold the joint flush and up to the light, we
could not fully decide whether one spot was flush or not. So, we turned to the third
material test by placing the pieces in the gluing jig and tightening them with wedges and
clamps that held the boards down and together. We could see the slightest of gaps, so I
returned to the table and worked the level back and forth on the piece, beginning to feel
the arduous nature of this task. I continued for another thirty or forty-five minutes until I
felt that the joint was ready and it fit snugly with no light passing through. When Chris
asked if was learning anything, I told him that I was surprised how long it can take to do
the simple introductory tasks. He responded that the patience necessary in instrument
craft was the quality that most creates an instrument maker.
With the spruce top, Chris first pushed it across the rotating blades of the shop
jointer, which cut an almost perfect joint. I replicated the process of clamping and
checking with the level, but I had to do very little work with the sandpaper-covered level
to get the joint right. When I held it up to the light, the joint was almost perfect. This
contrasted to a rosewood back that I had also practiced with. After working on it for over
thirty minutes, it appeared that it had not become any more flush, and in fact was
becoming worse. The red dust piled up on the middle, but its pleasant fragrance was not a
consolation for the tedium. Chris chided that I should keep up as patience was required in
guitar craft, but after my shoulders began to burn from the lateral motion and my back
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began to ache from bending over the card table, I asked Chris if it might be better to run it
over the jointer again. He did it and the joint came out almost perfect.
We then glued the center joints on both the mahogany back and the spruce top
with a jig. Clamps pressed the center of the pieces down so they would not buckle as we
tapped wedges into the edges to bring the joint tight. The relatively long working time of
the wood glue we were using allowed us to adjust the wood and bring it perfectly
together, as well as clean the joint with wet rags so that no glue would show dried onto
the surface of the back or top. When we removed the pieces from the back, I worked to
sand off any glue that we had missed in cleaning and Chris tone-tapped the wood,
producing a clear tone and a satisfactory result.
The sound-productive qualities of the top and back are greatly diminished without
signature braces that make the D-18 and carry its sound throughout the instrument.
Turning to the task of roughing them out, Chris understood that they should all be made
in comparison, so he pulled out a pattern for the D-18 top with all the braces and
measurements traced out in ink. The pattern was written on heavy gauge cardboard that
was torn off in one corner, but the ink copy of a 1934-1939 modeled Martin dreadnought
was neat and without errors. Neatly crossing the top with angular extensions recalling a
Germanic rune, the braces are normally considered the most important design aspect of
drawing out tone. Chris emphasized that they allow for strength, flexibility, and are
crafted to enable desired sound waves to carry through the entire instrument. Having all
of the curvature in the braces smooth and flush would allow the “top to work as a
complete unit.”
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While sighting down the thin strips of spruce that were going to be repurposed
into the cross braces, he said that we would use the tight grain pieces for the treble side,
and the wider grain for the bass as they would permit different kinds of sound waves
through them. He tried tone-tapping both, and we both heard higher and lower pitched
knocks reverberate through the wood. Chris said, “you can learn a lot by just tapping on
your braces” and continued to knock on them to chase out the sounds he wanted. He was
looking for the potential sound in it and how it would be shaped, as the braces have a
slight curvature to them that pushes the top into a convex shape that keeps it stable and
strong with the stress of the strings.
After tracing his patterns on the brace, he showed me how to sand down to the
curvature and gave me the rest of the pieces to copy his method. Following his
instruction, I rocked the piece back and forth on the belt sander bringing the spruce down
to the line and checking it for squareness and straightness as I went. Besides constantly
sighting down the wood and checking it with the square, Chris showed me the other way
to check the bout was to put it on a flat table and wobble it to feel whether it was running
down the bout flat and even or twisted to one side or the other. He prompted me to try,
saying, “feel that to see how it moves.” I took the wood and rocked it back and forth,
feeling the flat plane of the curved surface and imagining the contact it would have with
the back when we glued it on.
Although machine work offers considerable expediency in some steps of the craft,
the commitments of time to the machinery can sometimes offset their cost-saving. To be
an instrument maker, one must also be a mechanic to fix the machines. Belts and blades
need to be changed regularly, and machines exposed to years of sawdust, oil, and heat
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inevitably fail. There were several times in making the constituent pieces that the belt
sander or bandsaw would break down, giving a slight shudder or knock before requiring a
repair that might take the better part of an afternoon. In reinstalling a blade or belt,
knowledge of tuning mechanics is absolutely necessary to continue the process.
However, maintaining and repairing machines also gives makers a corporeal knowledge
of how the tool functions: feeling, hearing, and smelling the transforming material
through the machine.
Once the curvature was established, we laid out all the braces and glued them into
place with a series of clamps. Some had to be fitted into others snugly to allow them to
work together as a unit, so they took some working with a small saw and chisel – as well
as many pencil reference marks. The back braces also had a strip go through the center to
add strength to the center joint, and give Chris a place to place his brand on the center in
a similar fashion as the higher end Martin guitars.
We constantly referred back to the other components that were clamped together
inside an external mold: the sides and the neck and tail blocks. The tail block had come
directly from Martin, and Chris had made the neck block and blank from mahogany
based on a Martin design. Nearby our working table, a couple of patterns for neck
profiles sat next to a large block of mahogany where he had stenciled out two necks to be
cut from the one block, heel to head. Chris showed me how to cut the blocks and how we
would sand them to fit into the curvature of the sides and back of the guitar. To dovetail
the neck blank into the neck block, we attached angled patterns to the pieces with doublesided tape and pushed them through a table saw. These pieces created an angled cut as
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Chris pushed the blanks along the straight fence of the table saw, assuring that the
dovetail joint would be the best fit.
Chris had sides that were already bent, but we practiced on two other sets for
future projects on the heated brass pipe he had clamped to a work bench. As he bent,
Chris said, “it’s definitely an art of trying to bend wood. It’s a specialty. Some people
tend to have a knack with it. Other people struggle with it. Sometimes its just
experience.” At about an hour in, it began to become clear how difficult this process can
be, as the “one place it bends and another place it changes” with the rosewood that he
was trying to bring back to a serpentine curvature. Referring to his heated bending jigs,
Chris said, “Now you can see why you build your bender, as it gets time consuming.” We
tried it in the mold, and had to cut new shoes and use clamps to get it to fit into the mold.
Ultimately, Chris used a wet rag, a heat gun, and his mantra of “one more time” many
times to get the side to stay sure through the whole mold. I got a little frustrated with the
process, and thought maybe that’s the part some people don’t get about the work. Chris
said, “I’ll bet you never thought we were going to finish bending that wood” and told me
about how hard it is to work with the rosewood as well as “your putting wood into
another state” and it resists by going back into its “natural state.”
We took an hour getting the sides of the guitar straight to get it ready to attach the
neck block. Chris iterated that “it’s being contrary” and that “wood is wood” and “when
you bend it, it isn’t always predictable” as we continually adjusted and flipped the mold
onto its side to see if the “hills” or bouts of the sides were running parallel to one and
another. Once we found the spot with some ripple in it, he suggested that we would use
an L-shaped piece to correct the ripple when the top is glued on. We then spent another
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hour flipping the mold over and over in order to get the neck block set into place like we
had done with the tail block. After cleaning and brushing the glue on, we clamped it
tightly onto the sides pushed against the mold.

Figure 4.6 – Using evaporating water in the wood as an indicator while bending the
sides.
With bracing attached to the top and back and the sides awaiting in the mold, the
skill of working pieces down from their rough states to finished component laid before
us. Working with hand tools and machines, this reductive process is a “meshwork” of
skill manipulating the material qualities of the wood with those of the tools and
machines. This largely rests on embodied skill that is extended through machines and
tools and a relational materiality rooted in continued practice and exercised through
points of correspondence. In Chris’s shop, I joked that pencils, pencil erasers, and blue
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masking tape were among the most important tools as they created the basis for the
corresponding marks, effectively making the correspondence a material phenomenon.
Success at quickly shaping and assembling the material components is reliant on
the combination of embodied skill and measuring material correspondence. For example,
finding midpoints is crucial aspect of designing and building guitars, as the largely
symmetrical instrument is largely based around a midpoint that runs through the length of
the instrument. When preparing the curvature of the tailblock of the guitar, Chris had
asked me to find its center. I fumbled around with a micrometer, trying to do some
mental math, and he interrupted me to ask if he could show me something. A skill that he
learned from an old banjo maker, he told me, was to get good at eyeballing the center of
things. He held the block near and far from his gaze, and then made a quick strike with
the pencil lead, saying “that looks about halfway to me.” Once he measured it, it was
indeed halfway between. While I often would have to measure many times, Chris’s “eyeballing” of measurements was often spot-on, a measure in itself of his practice.
As we worked to finish the fine-tuning of the top by sanding the spruce board and
scalloping the braces, he said “You’re probably getting pretty bored aren’t you?” Getting
the spruce top and mahogany back down to the appropriate thickness and removing
pencil marks and stubborn streaks of glue was tedious, but seeing the pieces start to
assemble produced a noticeable excitement in both of us. After we had cut them out to
within an eighth of an inch of their outline, and installed the rosette around the cut out
sound hole, we were ready to tune the bracing for the back and top. Taking the back,
Chris tapped it a few times, and commented, “Listen to that come to life.” Pleased with
the outcome, he would work on bringing the bars down a little with the fingerplane in
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order to do the preliminary tuning. As the back braces are largely structural, the more
intense and skilled effort goes into tuning the top braces.
With all the braces brought down to the dimensions documented in the plan, he used a
chisel, a fingerplane, and a small sanding block to “scallop” the braces and tune the top.
This process removes weight from the braces, letting them vibrate more freely while not
negatively affecting this structural strength. Chris asked me, “did you ever take physics?”
and then began speaking about how the sound waves move through the media of the
guitar top and how the bracing impacts the possible range of overtones. The scalloped
bracing contours provides strength yet “unstiffen” the brace to give flexibility that bass
waves need in order to set wood into motion. Chris said, “scalloping theory provides
more flexing for the wood” which gives a wider array of overtones. When I asked why it

Figure 4.7 – Shaping the braces and tuning the top before gluing.
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is more important to have more overtones, he suggested that it makes the sound more
pleasant and “woodier,” giving it a warmer tone.
He checked the dimensions against notes in a small leather-bound journal from
1984, his record of twenty years of guitar craft. While the models might be the same, he
said, you have to think through every guitar top individually because its stiffness will
change the resultant tone. He then tapped on the tone plate, a brace through the middle of
the top, and over the tone bars that run into the bass side of the instrument. Chris said that
adding the bracing had pushed the tone up a “notch” as it typically does. Before gluing on
the bracing, the needle on the electronic tuner had read as an A – which Chris had written
on the top -- and then to Bb when the bracing was put on. He tried different angles,
different distances, and different tuners to try to assess the range of overtones that the top
might produce. At first, I could only hear the principal tone, and was skeptical that the
overtones could be observed and manipulated. However, after about ten minutes of tonetapping the top, I began to hear a very high-pitched overtone that I had not noticed
earlier. As I discussed in Chapter 3, this was a turning point in my understanding of how
the musical tone and understanding of the materials relate to a specific bodily disposition
that allows makers to clarify and refine musical tone.
With the braces attached and preliminarily tuned, we were ready to begin
assembling the guitar box or body. We had the sides and blocks in place, dovetailed the
neck and neck block, planed down the sides and tops, sanded everything to thickness, cut
the soundhole and inlaid a rosette around it and were ready to take it to the next stage.
While maintaining material correspondence through measuring, marking, and pieces in
this stage was crucial, errors were easily corrected by making new pieces or modifying
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the process slightly. However, in the assembly, the materiality of the adhesives demand
practiced precision and control to bring the instrument into its recognizable form.

4.3

Assembling the Guitar
Bringing together different types of materials into specific forms requires the

mitigation of uncertainty and risk in the shop to bring the materials into the form of a
musical instrument. It is at this point, that many of the uncertainties of materiality
manifest, as pieces are fixed into position, and more or less guaranteed to be part of the
form. Bringing together the different kinds of wood with hide glue requires that the
maker have knowledge of how the materials respond their environment of the shop, to
each other, and to the movements and pressures of the maker and tools. The different
qualities of different types of wood that have been cut in myriad ways respond differently
depending on humidity, and the hide glue that Chris insisted on using has a short working
time before it “gels up” and will not make a strong joint. As such, the constructive phase
requires mitigating many uncertainties expressed through material agencies to produce
the beginning of the three-dimensional form and the singing qualities of an instrument.
The repetition of these processes fixes makers to specific kinds of activities and
practices to assure success in what is a very uncertain process. While I sanded the top, for
example, Chris got the tail block in shape for gluing, and I joined him in the assembly
room to put it all together. Working within the external mold of the guitar, we made sure
that the sides were pressed evenly against the walls and did a “dry run” with the six
clamps and to make sure that everything would fit in smoothly and squarely. Chris had
cut a couple of pieces to specifically fit in the curvature and the clamps each had their
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own place and purpose. We checked all the edges with a paint knife to make sure they
were pulled in tight and began to prepare the wood for gluing. After scrubbing the block
and sides with alcohol so no remaining sawdust could ruin the stability of the joint, we
heated it, brushed it with hot hide glue, and fixed the clamps in the order we had taken
them off. However, the bottom clamp was not tight enough and the bottom came slightly
undone. Afterwards, Chris blamed it on the humidity, and assured himself that it would
end up coming out alright, as we could re-clamp it and it was largely wood that would be
cut away in a later step. After so much practice and planning, Chris found it slightly
frustrating that the wood had come undone. He said that he had friends who had tried this
kind of thing but they would not have had the patience to persevere through so many
hours of work. After we were sure the block would not come undone, we left it for the
night to set and harden.
Though he had blamed the humidity, Chris did not seem to mind the atmosphere
of the shop as much as managing the interrelationships between components up to this
point. I noticed that even though there was a temperature and humidity reading in the
shop, Chris did not seem to pay much attention to it, opening doors and windows as he
pleased, or sometimes letting it get sweltering hot, until the point that he would drip
sweat onto the guitar and have the spend time cleaning it off. However, one day as I was
leaving, he made a point to tell me that the humidity would be just right between 40-45
percent relative humidity that would provide a good a average to put together the body
and minimize the impact of fluctuation in the future.
As summer gave way to autumn in the mountains, the weather became a cause of
consternation. Outside the shop, the clouds and incoming rainstorms showed that the
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seasons and the weather were changing. Chris worried that fluctuations in humidity could
drastically change the dimensions of the wood, which would make the guitar body
unstable when put together. Chris told me that the lower humidity that came with fall
weather would be better because guitar expansion is not as bad as contraction in stressing
the joints. However, he added, “I’ve had bad experiences when the weather began to
shift” as the daily changes in precipitation and temperature greatly affected the
atmosphere within the shop.
Managing the construction of the instrument also requires managing and existing
within different scales of time, from years and seasons to seconds and minutes. Though
the wood ages for years and changes with seasonal shifts, the hide glue that Chris insisted
on using can only be worked with for a few quick minutes before it becomes ineffective.
As a result, Chris showed some anxiety in doing the process quickly, and always insisted
on doing it a few “dry runs” first. After the glue was applied, there was only a couple of
minutes of “open time” where the pieces could be adjusted and clamped into place before
it began to change chemically and “gel up.” If it were to gel, it would make a very weak
joint because the glue would not chemically bond with the wood properly. As such, Chris
used techniques to expand this working time to affect the material. He kept the glue warm
and liquid in a hot pot and he would also use a heat gun to warm the wood first to allow
for more working time. We did this when gluing in the blocks, strips of spruce for
additional support, and the kerfing that runs along the sides to provide a larger surface
area to fix the back and top on.
Gluing in the strips with hide glue was a particularly salient example of Chris’s
attempts to manage the ultimately uncontrollable. He would keep the glue in the
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refrigerator to stymie the growth of bacteria before heating in the pot, attempting to
control its material phase in the crucial instant of joining. Furthermore, the strips we
glued in did not provide an intentional function of sound or support, but rather served as
stopgaps in the event of crack in the side. If the side were to crack due to environmental
change or mistreatment, it would be stopped by the small strip on the inside of the
instrument chemically bonded through the glue to the side.
Named after the kerfs, or partial cuts along the lining allows it to be bent, kerfing
is generally made of Spanish cedar and is one element that guitar makers often elect to
buy rather than make to save time. We installed it in lengths at a time, clamping our
progress in place, to accommodate the short time frame of the hide glue. As with the
gluing of the braces, we used a heat gun to heat the wood and quickly brushed the glue
from a hot glue pot, so that it would remain clear and liquid, ensuring a tight joint once
clamped down. The smell of the Spanish cedar dominated the shop in these times as the
hot air lifted the distinctive smell out of the wood and into the shop air. Afterwards, I
used a finger plane and a sanding block to bring the kerfing level to the sides, while
accommodating the curvature of the back. The Spanish cedar came off easy as I brought
it down to the level of the mahogany sides and cleared the hardened drips of glue.
Removing glue drips was a crucial aesthetic step and was a “sign of the quality
craftsmanship to be clear of glue,” as Chris told me. The material came off quickly, but it
also created a lot of dust that itched on my arms and made me sneeze, causing me to
retrieve my respirator before I could finish the task.
The uncertainty of success was palpable when attaching the back and top to the
sides, a process that would effectively “close” the box and make adjustments to the
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interior of the guitar much more difficult. Chris was definitely anxious about the process,
which essentially could only be done once so required patience and precision. We
mounted the body of the instrument into a large clamping jig, and practiced screwing
down the clamps several times before we could glue the top on. A wooden ring in the
shape of the edge of the guitar body went between the clamps’ jaws and the body, and we
further added pressure by tapping edges into the spaces where the top was not closing
completely. We placed the wedges along the mold, exactly where we would need them
when we glued. Despite the heat of the end of the summer, Chris brought a gas heater
into the shop to heat the room to 104 degrees Fahrenheit (40 C) to give us more time to
work with the hide glue.
Furthermore, as Chris described, this was the process by which Martin had made
so many guitars in their glue room in the early 20th century. Highly skilled workers would
heat the wood pieces on the large radiators before assembling the guitars that would come
to dominate the world’s vision of acoustic guitars. With the gas heater blowing and
though the rest of constructive process, the temperature rose with the stress of the
process. While we ran the dry clamping, screwing down the jaws and tapping in wedges,
Chris kept an eye the humidity; it never went above 49 percent in the day. Perhaps
assuming that I thought the process was excessive, Chris warned, “you might try to
predict what will happen, but this part is what makes the guitar.” He explained that if you
can keep the humidity constant when bringing all the components together in their fixed
form, you could mitigate fluctuations that would damage the assembled instrument.
Sweat dripped down our faces in the increasingly hot room, and the smell of the
gas heater combined with the smell of the Spanish cedar and mahogany as we quickly
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heated the gluing surface on the sides. We each took a brush and quickly spread the glue
into a thin layer across the surface. We lined the top up on the sides with small pins we
had drilled into the neck block, and worked hurriedly to bring the jaws of the clamps
down and tap the wedges into place. Now held into place in the clamping jig with a snug
fit, glue squeezed out of the sides of guitar, and Chris and I used rags wrapped around
flathead screwdrivers to scrape up the gelled glue. Once we finished, Chris was
noticeably less stressed and pleased with the outcome of our work together. “You just did
a highly specialized task,” he complimented, adding that he thought only a few people in
the Martin factory would be trusted with such a task.
As we left the guitar in the jig and waited for the glue to cure, I thought of how
the timeframes of success had changed so rapidly. From the crucial seconds of applying
glue to leaving the form for days, the materiality of the process had caused a shift in
attention to time and managing the scale of time as assuring the success of the instrument.
This was somewhat ironic, as I had encountered musical instrument craft shops as places
where occasionally time seemed to stand still. Makers are dedicated and engrossed in the
craft, and act more on the rhythms of the day and breaks in the process than time on the
clock. For instance, in Chris’s shop, there were two clocks whose arms did not move, and
Chris carried neither a cell phone or wore a watch in the shop. Rather the day would start
and stop with the beginning or ends of tasks in making or if outside events intervened,
such as lunch or personal tasks or appointments. He was always task-oriented, and
projected those tasks throughout the days and weeks into the future. Being involved
through the entire process of creation requires that the maker be able to switch between
these different kinds of time, managing the hypercritical small scales of seconds in glue
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timing and the large scales of years in maintaining and looking after tonewood. At both
the beginnings and ends of the instrument craft process, there is a lifetime commitment to
the wood and the instrument. Chris was acutely aware of this, talking about what lives his
instruments might have after they leave the shop and, importantly, what happens to the
tonewood during makers’ lives.
Many times I heard makers speak about having a lifetime supply of wood. Chris
told me that he had worked hard over the years to accumulate enough quality wood for
his needs, now having enough that he might sell unused stock to other makers or as
assembled kits online. Despite tonewood’s sometimes-precarious materiality, if properly
cared for, it can still last beyond the life of the maker. Chris expressed concerns to me of
what might happen to it should it outlast him. He spoke about a friend who had passed
away and left a large store that was not valued by family members and sold off as cheap
lumber. Others had written into their wills what the wood was to be used for and what it
was, so there would be no confusion.
As a result of these anxieties and a desire to make some extra income, Chris was
buying and selling tonewood sets for future guitar projects and as a way to keep his
business diverse and not too reliant on making. One day I came into the shop, and Chris
was excited to show a couple of sets of tonewood he had just purchased. “Chris,” he
posed to himself, “why would you get these sets if you were just selling other ones?” He
admitted that “once you get into this wood stuff, its kind of an addiction in a way.” One
of his friends described having a personal connection to Brazilian rosewood, buying it
and checking in on it. Chris laughed as he remembered the friend referring to them as his
babies. Chris agreed though, adding, “the wood is part of your history, what you are and
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what you do.” However, the same friend was thinking of giving it all up given the
changing regulations of the trade and use of such woods. Chris said that there seems to be
a lack of clarity and that people were unsure of what the future held, extending the
temporality into an uncertain future.
Our conversations about the time of craft abated when the glue dried, and we
were ready to take the guitar out of the mold for the first time. At this point, we had to
rout out the overhanging edge of the back – glued in the same process as the top -- to get
the guitar out of the mold. We flipped over the mold, and attempted to push out the guitar
body so it had a little more space to rout out the back, but Chris cautioned, “it may not
want to move.” I asked what the difference would be in routing out the mahogany instead
of the spruce, and Chris told me that the mahogany would be more brittle and a little
harder to work. He said that you had to “feel how it pulls” through the wood in order to
guide it, but approached the mahogany much faster than he would the spruce top because
of its more uniform grain structure.
We pulled the body out to “see what we got,” as Chris often refrained in the shop,
and inspect the edges to make sure the top and back had pulled in tightly around the
entire perimeter of the instrument. We removed the exterior mold screws and found the
body of the guitar together by itself for the first time. Chris inspected it to make sure that
the top and back had pulled on correctly, and I was amazed at the form that had emerged.
It felt as if it had been born out of the mold, taking recognizable shape for the first time,
and I felt compelled to study the edges and bouts of the box. As I felt we had completed a
major accomplishment, I asked Chris what he thought of the process. “It’s rewarding
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because of the labor,” he said, but cautioned that we had a lot of work to do before we
had a successful instrument.
The first work on the assembled body was to go inside and clean up glue and
pencil marks from the inside. While looking inside the instrument, Chris remarked that
we had “take care of the interior work” as that is part of what makes a quality craft made
guitar. He tone-tapped the body and seemed happy about it being a G, as it had risen in
tone in the assembly and he would have some room to tune it back down to F# to
accommodate the bass-forward tone requested by the customer. As we continued to
refine the instrument, Chris said, “there’s relationships you should start to see develop” in
creating the ideal tone.
He took out a small square of carpet, set the guitar on it, and then had me work on
sanding the sides for cleanup and to even out the bouts, which appeared to have a slight
skew when we looked at it. I sanded out the small variations, checking against a square as
well as the burn marks, pencil marks, and glue that were material signifiers of the
correspondence of planning and construction in the earlier phases. I found there to be an
irony in the erasure of such marks that signified the connection of the maker to the
materials. Chris continually told me that people look for such signs as glosses for quality
craftsmanship, and I would come to find material signifiers of a maker’s absence or
presence would be a major defining difference between guitar craft and violin craft. 37

37 A few months later, I attended a national guitar makers’ conference where I was
advised by a maker and repairer to pursue repair work as a main vocation. He said that it
was a more stable and dependable livelihood, but one that required that you leave no
trace in the attempt to keep the instrument in its original condition. In my apprenticeship
with Paolo Marks, a violinmaker, I would learn that interior signatures or stamps often
accompany violin repairs as a calling card of the quality and genealogy of the instrument.
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The next step was to rout out the spacing for the purfling and binding that would
run around the perimeter of back and top. We bent purfling in a similar technique as the
sides, turning the thin, straight line of the laminated black and white wood strips into a
serpentine curve that mirrored the guitar body. The binding, made from a mock-tortoise
shell plastic, then wraps over purfling and the corner where the sides meet the top or back
and protects the wood from knocks and cracking. While some maker use knives or planes
to cut the channel that the purfling and binding sit in, Chris uses a router and a special jig
to work around the body of the instrument. The router saves considerable time, but can
also cause catastrophic cracks in the wood if the fibers are not taken into account. As we
pushed the spinning blade around the edge of the instrument -- first Chris and then myself
controlling the throttle and movement -- Chris made careful note of which way the router
would need to move to work with the fibers. He sketched arrows on each bout denoting

Figure 4.8 – Routing out the edge of the spruce top.
which way to move the router, so that we would not catch a wood fiber in the wrong
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direction and risk a crack through the length of the instrument. With his careful attention,
we completed this step without incident.
In order to glue in the binding and purfling, we used acrylic glue that offered a
longer opening time than the hide glue. However, the binding resisted the curves of the
bouts, so Chris and I had to work closely to hold them in place, and use blue masking
tape to hold it in until the glue dried. As we worked hand over hand around the
instrument, I marveled thinking of how Chris does the task himself, as it presented
enough difficulty with both of us. The blue tape held it into place until it dried, and when
we peeled it off piece by piece, the box of the guitar was almost completely constructed.
With the box completed, we moved to the next task that Chris had listed out in the
spiral bound notebook in which he had listed all the steps, carving and attaching the neck.
As with many stringed instruments, understanding the relationship between the neck and
the body of the instrument is the fulcrum upon which an instrument’s success hinges. As
we worked at the small table in the front room, he started to fine-tune the joint that we
had cut on the table saw. He first filed out the groove in the neck joint to fit the dovetail
and tried the joint to see how it would fit. He wanted to take off some of the wood so that
the back of the joint would fit well and snug and “not have a lot of play.” The goal of this
process is to bring the neck flush with the sides, keep the dovetail tight across the body,
yet leave some space for alterations in the future. Chris said, “You always need to be
thinking about future repairs,” as he pointed to the space in the around where the
fingerboard would be placed where other luthiers might inject steam to loosen the hide
glue.
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The alternative in many guitars to this time and skill intensive process is to run a
bolt through the neck block and screw it into the neck. I asked Chris why he chooses to
perfectly fix the dovetail rather than use the bolt-on neck, typical of inexpensive factory
produced instruments. He told me that the dovetail has more contact, more transmission
or “conductance” of soundwaves between the neck and body. Though the bolt-on necks
are pulled in tight they are not physically working as a single unit as they are when the
glue physically bonds the woods together.
Chris then removed wood that that he found wouldn’t need near the front of the
joint. He took the neck to the bandsaw and used a small angled block to cut off the angled
edges of the neck heel. I asked why he did not just angle the table of the bandsaw, and
Chris said he didn’t know; that’s just a way to do it. He came back to the table and took
off small amounts of wood with the file from the front, so that the back could fit into
place. He would check it by pressing the joint in and the seeing if there was any space for
the neck to move around. However, he also had to simultaneously check to make sure
that it was centered in the guitar. We would take a long straight edge aligned with the
midpoint of the bottom of the body, pass it over the soundhole, on the top of the body,
and across the top of the neck.
It was slow work, as any wood removed could not be replaced. If too much
material was removed, a small shim could tighten the joint again. At one point, Chris
used a spit-soaked oak shim to try and get the joint right, but did not end up needing it.
For these reasons, Chris said that setting up the neck is a crucial process and “some
people don’t like to fool with dovetail because of the specifics” and unless you have the
woodworking skill and patience to seat the neck correctly. In order to do so, the maker
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must keep in correspondence with five surfaces that impact the joint in four directions
and the angle of the neck in relation to the body that determines the height of the bridge
saddle.

Figure 4.9 – The four directions to be kept in correspondence while setting the neck.

We repeated the process of using a file or sandblock to remove a slight amount of
material and fixing the neck into place. For each check, we would use a clamp to bring
the wood in tightly to the joint to “see what we got.” We repeated this process twenty to
thirty times, checking each direction, the angle in relation to the body, and its trueness to
the midpoint. He asked me throughout the day if I found what I was expecting in the craft
process. I responded that precision seemed key and I didn’t mind taking a long time to do
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anything. Chris commented on the competition in the craft and industry and how
important it was to do quality work. “You find yourself at the mercy of the
competitiveness of the market” and so you need to be precise and do good work.
As we worked I asked him more about the personal connection to the guitar, and
he responded, “The thing about the guitar is, if it’s something to you, it continues to be
used, and you have that personal connection, the ongoing effects of your work and
labor.” As we fit the neck, a visitor had come to the shop, who had also visited a couple
of weeks prior. He was surprised that we were still working on the same guitar project.
As we got back to work, Chris mentioned the comment the visitor had made and said,
“some folks just don’t understand the nature of this work. They think it’s a smaller thing
so it must go quickly in making it.”
Once Chris was happy with the joint, we turned to finishing the neck, which
included the headstock and carving the profile of the neck. As with many aspects of the
finer work, it took making special tools and patterns to finish the task. For the neck
profile, I took measurements off of a Martin guitar Chris had and made three patterns to
replicate the neck at three different points. For the headstock, I needed to make three
pieces: a cradle to hold the neck while I worked on it, a dowel sanding block, and a long
squared piece to take out the squared part of the end of the slot. While the carving of the
neck went fairly quickly -- using an angle grinder and then a rasp, the headstock was
much more detail-oriented and took finer work. We had laminated a piece of rosewood
onto the squared headstock to match Martin’s signature design, and a piece of paper with
the design of the slots that would go through the headstock. At first, we used a router and
a jig to get the slots through, but it took a considerable work afterwards to get the angles
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square and matching. The three materials laminated on the headstock, the paper, the
rosewood, and the mahogany, contrasted in durability and made the task more difficult,
but with some planning and reference points, I shaped out the slots. From this point, we
could install the tuners and Chris could carve in his mother of pearl signature initials on
the headstock.

Figure 4.10 – Chris setting the neck and checking preliminary tone.

As I worked, Chris came in and asked if I was getting a sense of how much work
goes into one of these guitars including the artistic elements. I had already been thinking
about that as I shaped the slots and realized how specialized a piece of wood the neck
was, with contours to fit a hand, a base joint to fit the body, strength to hold the strings,
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and evenly spaced holes to accommodate the tuning posts. He said that “some people just
think these things grow on trees” and don’t appreciate the time that goes into them,
having their expectations governed by factory produced instruments.
We then worked to install the truss rod, an aluminum and carbon rod that extends
through the neck crucial to maintain tension to resist the strings. We slotted it into the
neck using a router, and covered it with a veneer of mahogany. While some makers
create a space in the headstock to access the nut that allows one to adjust the tension,
Chris insisted on putting it inside the guitar. Putting the access through the neck block
allows the maker to keep a solid veneer on the headstock, and, importantly, this is the
way that Martin does it. We were then able to glue the fingerboard on using a couple of
pins set into the neck and move onto the final step of construction, the fretwork.
Using a spool of fret wire from a small guitar company while doing a repair on
one of their guitars, Chris showed me the process. With a series of small files and saws,
he demonstrated how to open the fret slots up slightly, hammer them into the slots, and
finish them by filing down the sharp edges and polishing the surfaces. There are two
important material aspects to consider. The immediate is that inserting the wire into the
slots causes the fingerboard to cup, so you must cut the slots wider and wider as you
progress down the board. As the space between the frets reduces with the scale of the
instrument, the added material of the wire can cause the ebony board to cup, stressing the
glued connection to the neck and body. The other is to consider other makers or repairers
that will ultimately have to refret instrument in the future. The slots need to have
sufficient width, so that the teeth that hold the fret wire in place do not tear out the wood
fibers along the fingerboard. As I finished, my thoughts, dulled by repetition, moved to
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other tasks, Chris came in and approved my work. He said that I could probably pursue
fretwork as an occupation on its own, but that I might become a little weary of the
repetition.
As I polished the last fret, Chris had been fitting a bridge onto the top by attaching
a piece of sandpaper where it would sit, and working it over the almost imperceptible
curve of the top. As he scraped the ebony piece over the sand paper, it left clear marks
denoting the high points that still needed to come down, so that the entire piece was
completely flush with the top. Once he had completed that and fit the small bone pieces
that would function as the nut and saddle – the two pieces that suspend the string over the
body – he said that the constructive phase of building the guitar had come to a close.

4.4

Fine Tuning and the Finished Guitar
The fine-tuning of the instrument involves applying its protective finish, adjusting its

final tone, and setting up the instrument to be playable. Chris used techniques that he had
developed over years in a process of trial and error and intensive documentation.
Unfortunately I was not with him in the final steps, as my schedule and funding
prohibited me from staying on with Chris. In this final stage, Chris applied the final steps
of adjudicating the ideal “tone” of music in the instruments, established the final
aesthetics inspired by the golden age of the C.F. Martin Company, and realized the final
form that the instrument would take in his hands and the beginnings of the instrument’s
life beyond.
In Chris’s adjudication of tone, he leans heavily on applying scientific principles to
methods of his own design. At the intersections of sound physics and cellular biology,
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Chris referenced texts and terminology to measure and explain why certain materials
interacted so well. He would negotiate these scientifically informed principals with his
own process of figuring things out through reference points and different kinds of
measuring correspondence. For instance, while we worked, Chris sometimes played the
CD that the client had sent of his ideal guitar. This was an important part of
communicating the ideal for Chris.
I even say provide some music for me, pick out your best guitar, like here on record
or something or some type of CD or something and send it to me so I can listen to it
for awhile and begin to understand where you tell me versus actually what I'm
hearing because people can describe sound. But it's actually, you know, you can do
that to a point. But actually when you hear something it's more clarifies exactly what
they were saying, you know, that supports what you're saying. So for me, I'd rather
hear something or if I can't get that, you know, give me a super good description of
what you want, you know, in terms of balance of sound or what you wanted.
I figured this was mainly for inspiration until the body was complete. At that point,
Chris held up the guitar to the speaker of the CD player and listened to how the tone of
the music was reverberating through the instrument. He seemed pleased with the result
and asked me to help him with another test to see how the box might turn out
acoustically.
He said that the measure of the volume of sound a guitar was capable of producing
could be measured by how much air it could displace from the cavity in the middle.
While I first thought this would be a matter of measuring the spatial volume, Chris
complicated my assumption by suggesting that the flexibility and vibration of the top
acted as a bellow that pumped the air out. So he asked me to strike a match and hold the
flame in front of the sound hole while he tapped the soundhole with a felt mallet. The air
from the guitar moved the flame, though it did not put it out, as Chris had hoped. He
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admitted that the test was not too important, and that the real test was honing in on the
correct tone for the instrument.
One day while working on setting up a factory guitar for a friend, Chris brought up
the principles of how tone is cultivated in the guitar. When you pluck the E string, he
said, you get a fundamental tone of about 82 hertz per second and then as you move
down the neck you can isolate those tones, getting half the overtone at the 12th fret
halfway down. The top has to be designed to be responsive to these tones, keeping what
he called “forced oscillation” of the top in correspondence with its resonant features.
Sometimes, he said, makers will put fine salt on the top and pluck the strings to see where
the top is going into motion to respond to the tones and fine tune to make sure everything
is oscillating without stressing the top. Chris said that other luthiers rely a little more on a
tried and true mechanical process than he does. “I try to use a more quantitative process
so that you can see the relationships better.” Referencing other techniques, he said, “Why
back years ago before they had electronics, they probably had to do it that way,” but now
with the technology, and the scientific knowledge he had in his books, he was able to
have a different perspective.
While Chris applied these principles to the tone, he was also guided by the
mechanical and aesthetics traditions and practices of the C.F. Martin Company,
essentially replicating factory instruments from the 1930s and 1940s. From the placement
of the label, to the square edges of the headstock, design of the outline, and even fabric
strips on the inside of the sides, he constantly referred to Martin techniques. More
concretely, he was also getting parts and jigs from factory settings, such as factory rejects
from Martin that could be adjusted for new instruments.
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Figure 4.11 – Chris checking the tone of a “golden age” Martin against the guitar in
progress.

Through each stage, Chris’s collection of Martin guitars was also present and used as
references for tone and shape. We often used a 1969 12-string Martin for reference for
measurements. I had used the neck as a model for the shape of the neck on the guitar we
were building, and earlier he had used it to measure the distance of the back braces. He
was slightly thrown off because the guitar body was smaller than he had anticipated and
he played a few songs before realizing that the longer scale of the 12-fret guitar would
change the proportions. Finally, Chris used a 1940s D-18 as a model for tone in the shop.
At certain points, he would bring the guitar into the shop and play it to the guitar-inbecoming as an inspiration for tone and finally as a reference.
The reliance on Martin parts, techniques, and instruments presented an interesting
juxtaposition of attempting to create a craft instrument in the style and material shadow
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of an instrument principally produced in a factory setting. With some techniques, it
appeared as if we were attempting to create factory line production for only one
instrument. Chris relied on ideas and imaginaries of how the Martin shop had done things
in order to replicate the company’s success at making instruments renowned for their
tone. He would use factory forms like jigs in order to reproduce a consistent form if not
the exact tone that went with it. However, he was acutely aware of how his work was
different than a factory, in that he embodied the entire process from processing tonewood
and design to the final instrument including its sale and work. “People think that work
progresses as it does in a factory,” he said as worked one day in response to a visitor that
had asked, “Are you finished? Is that another guitar?”
Chris told me that my questions and presence as an apprentice influenced him to think
more deeply about his work. One day, he suggested,

Your questions have made me realize personal connections and influences. It gives
meaning, once it gets in your blood. People who really appreciate art and wood -especially people who play music -- it really impacts. Then you are trying to use your
own personality to make adjustments. There’s a lot of wonderment and creative
thinking. There’s a lot of personal connection. The end product is personal
assessment of your personality and skills -- the transferal of personality to wood. It
seems to be reflective of you as a maker.

Chris talked about how he had been in a sociology class in college and they talked
about alienation, about how an auto worker is trained to do parts of the process without a
personal connection to see the project all the way through. He feels that doing the entire
process gives him a satisfaction to know how it was done and done right, saying
explicitly that his work was not alienated. He mentioned that the customer we were
building for called him up and requested a guitar based on the one he had previously sold,
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and that he really appreciated the uniqueness of the instrument. He continued that this
really made that work meaningful to him. He said that it was pushes the work beyond the
mechanical and technical to the social level.
As Chris had used the word meaningful several times, I asked him how he would
define the word. He said it was difficult, but it was about achieving personality through
craft. He felt that is was about achieving the destiny of what skills you are attuned to and
have been endowed with by God and therefore are compelled to practice. He told me a
story about a album that he had recorded that a nurse had listened to while recovering
from a car wreck. She told Chris about how the album had helped her recover from the
wreck, and it made him realize the scope of his craft in making instruments and playing
music extend much further than the shop.
He acknowledged his family history of music that enabled him to explore these
talents and his spiritual destiny. This got him into a theory about artistic people and how
they don’t always appreciate their talents and try to see how the “grass is greener in other
pursuits.” They can get into ruts of impatience and frustration and try to pursue other
things. People “who can’t play a radio” don’t understand how people who can play might
just put down their instruments. He said, “artistic people tend to be more sensitive to their
environments” and that it can positively impact the mentality of the maker to keep on
producing.
While the work is rendered meaningful through the work with the materials, the
connections to the red spruce, and the extension of Chris’s work into social and spiritual
realms, the work is still highly contingent on his ability to make a living from it. We
would sometimes speak about the politics of developing diverse economies in
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Appalachia, and Chris normally brought it back to his own practice. He mentioned that he
had once talked to another local business owner about how important it was for a
business to keep diverse, and now he tried to keep his own economic activity as diverse
as possible in order to make up for short falls in demand in certain areas, i.e. making
guitars, selling wood, creating kits, and doing repairs. Having helped him with the sale of
tonewood and kits and with repairs, I wondered if he thought of trying to increase the
production of the shop. I asked if he ever made extra guitars to sell on consignment or if
he even had the desire to. Chris responded that he did not have the time and was going to
really push to make guitar making as a full-time effort work. Though he was recently
retired, he needed the added income for the obstacles that arise in health and home.
He told me that he had recently applied to teach woodworking at the local prison, but
ultimately was not hired due to hierarchies in the hiring decision. The hiring panel told
him that he was almost overqualified for the job, and liked the idea of having the
prisoners make musical instruments with one interviewer even asking Chris to take a look
at his banjo. I asked if he thought that the prisoners could make musical instruments, and
he replied “yeah, with my instruction and guidance.”
I left Chris’s shop in this period of uncertainty, and in the last couple of weeks of the
apprenticeship, Chris spoke how he was going to miss having the help around the shop
and how he might need some other motivation to work in the shop. Right before I left, he
joked that I would need to call him the next Monday to make sure that he was still
working and not caught up in the other distractions life throws your way. However, when
I returned to shop a few months later, I found the guitar completed and two other
instrument projects in progress.
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I welcomed the smell of mahogany, rosewood, Spanish cedar, and spruce as I felt the
plywood floor flex beneath my feet again. Along with two dobros in progress, I found the
guitar with finish shining and ready to play. After many hours of sanding and coats of
nitrocellulose finish, the guitar gleamed in the light and provided a tone equally brilliant.
As I played it, Chris chided, “Like a factory guitar isn’t it?” His comment resounded with
one of the great ironies of this kind of craft guitar production in which factories attempt
to produce and market guitars as individual hand-crafted artisanal objects, while handcrafting artisans seek to replicate factory techniques and factory products, albeit of a
different time.
I found it to sing a series of resonate overtones when played in the key of A and
found a pride of my own in seeing the instrument before he shipped it to the customer.
Chris later sent me a review from an online forum the customer had reviewed it. The
client told the story of how Chris had made a Martin-style guitar of his own design
influenced by conversations with Norman Blake, and how he had wanted a new 12-fret
“pre-war” D-18 style model after he traded the first away. He described the tone as
crystalline and piano-like and his great pleasure in the finish and detail of having a
handmade instrument. Happy with wood from trees that had rooted and grown for
hundreds of years in the forests of West Virginia, he complimented Chris’s connection to
the wood that he harvested himself and vowed to reacquire the other Zambelli guitar he
had sold.
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Figure 4.12 – Chris playing the finished instrument.
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CHAPTER 5. PURSUING CREMONESE IDEALS IN VIOLIN CRAFT
Paolo Marks, a violin, viola, cello, and mandolin maker, lives and works in
Hillsboro, WV in a large, boxy American foursquare farmhouse that houses his family of
five and his instrument shop. I conducted an interview with him in the summer of 2015,
and worked with him at periods in 2016 and 2017 as an apprentice violinmaker. As I was
finishing the apprenticeship with Christopher Zambelli, I began to visit Paolo on my off
days. He recommended that I purchase an old violin to refurbish and learn the basics of
violin construction before going through the process of making my own. In his measured
way of speaking, always poised, he often brought levity to the craft through jokes in our
conversations and accompanied instruction with a glint and a smile.
His work meshes well with the family’s household that emphasizes sustainable
practices and a close relationship with the forest surrounding the small valley. While his
work was less tied to the timber of the immediate forests than the other craftspeople I
apprenticed with, the family was entrenched in forest knowledge and livelihoods. Paolo
cut wood to heat the fireplace from a nearby timber stand, the family frequently camped,
hiked, and foraged in the forest, and Erica, his wife, was a seasoned forest forager and ran
a nearby nonprofit that stressed practical ecological and livelihood knowledge. Working
from the house, Paolo could also take care of the children while Erica was working, and
their youngest child was a frequent companion of ours during lunch breaks.
He admitted that that the house’s position in the rural valley was sometimes a
challenge, but that it fit into his idea of a livelihood. He told me,
It takes a long time for people to notice you. If I opened a shop right on the main
street in Brooklyn, by the next month a thousand people would go through there.
But that’s not specific to West Virginia, that’s kind of a rural challenge. It takes
some time, and you have to drive more to get things and show things. Other than
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that, I mean you can make a violin anywhere, and I much prefer to make it in a
surrounding like this, and at home. That's the nice thing about violin making, you
don’t have to go to an office. You can be a father and take care of the kids and if
you have twenty minutes you can go to the shop and work. If I had to drive to
Lewisburg or something, it would be more difficult.
Paolo’s shop took up a third of the ground floor of the house, consisting of two
rooms that he modified into a large shop. About half the shop was taken up by the large
machinery needed for the woodwork and working on car mechanics, namely, a table saw,
a large bandsaw, a small bandsaw, a large lathe, and a drill press, all fitted to an external
dust collection system. A large wood stove was in the middle used to heat the shop –
seasonally used to boil maple sap into syrup. Large windows opened up on the far end of
the room where there are two workbenches and a sink. Tools hung from magnets or
hooks above these primary working spaces for easy access. In the corner, there was a
shelf stacked with tonewood, as well as a series of violins in various states of
construction and deconstruction. Any light besides the sunlight that streamed through the
large windows came from series of lamps on booms that swing to the various work
stations. There was slight patina of sawdust, oils, glues, solvents, and children’s
scribblings on the room, but it was normally neat and orderly with instrument and car
parts and tools packed into milk crates or other improvised storage containers.
In this place over five months of apprenticeship, Paolo would teach me the repair
and construction of violins and how to bring out wood’s musical capabilities. Before we
started he told me, “[The violin] is more like the [human] voice. You can really emulate
the voice. Which is what a lot of music is, trying to emulate with your hands, what people
can do with their voice."
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Figure 5.1 – Paolo’s main workbench.
5.1

Practicing The Basics On A Factory Instrument
We agreed that the first thing I should do is purchase a violin in need of a tune up

to learn the basics of the instrument, before beginning one of my own. After buying an
instrument from a Canadian attic on Ebay, I brought it to the shop and started my
apprenticeship. He estimated that it was probably a factory instrument made in the early
20th century in central or Eastern Europe, though it bore a label proclaiming it to be a
Jacobus Stainer instrument. Without any other markings, we assumed it to be made prior
to 1891, when the McKinley Tariff Act of 1890 came into effect requiring that all imports
to the United States be marked with a country of origin. Looking into the violin for clues
as to its origin, we peeped through the end peg hole and saw that there were no corner
blocks and that the bass bar was carved into the top, rather than being an individual piece
that had been carved to fit the curvature. Both qualities are indicators of a quick
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industrial, craft production. Paolo described how these factories were generally set up, so
that a single person would only do one specific job in the process, often taking any
possible shortcuts.
Paolo had me open the instrument, that is, to take the top off of the body and
remove the neck from the body of the violin. To do that, we would have to break the
bonds of the hide glue holding the instruments together. Despite the availability of other
glues with easier application, hide glue has remained a mainstay in violin making due to
its physical qualities. 38 Paolo described the difference between hide glue and wood glues
as being a difference between chemical and mechanical bonds between the wood. Unlike
wood glues, also known as carpenter’s glue or aliphatic resin, that wrap tightly around
wood fibers to hold the joints together, hide glue forms a chemical bond with the wood.
It creates a strong joint with very weak shearing proprieties, meaning that it can be
broken easily with a tool if a repair is needed. Wood glue will often require steaming to
remove the components without ripping away wood fibers and damaging the wood
components of a violin. While makers debate about when and where to use hide glue in
guitar making, every joint except the permanent joints of the bookmatched top and back
plates is glued with hide glue in a violin. This is indicative of how violinmakers project
the long future of their instruments, understanding that their instrument will need to be
repaired for some reason or another inevitably.
Grasping the violin body in one hand and with the waist between his knees, he
stuck a palette knife into the joint of the top and ribs of the violin. He began to work it
around the perimeter, shearing the bond of the glue and opening the joint. He gave it to
38 Hide glue is produced by boiling animal hides, usually cow hides, and processing the
resultant hydrolyzed collagen.
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me, and I immediately struggled to pull the knife through the joint with the ease and
steady pull he had applied. The knife jumped and stopped as the glue cracked and I
pushed it through to open the top. With the top off, I removed the neck with the palette
knife, and then carved out the old neck and tail blocks that we found to be cracked.
Inspection of the inside of the violin revealed the hurried work of the 19th century
factory workers. The top was still rough with the strokes of the tools used to rough out
the arching and micrometer revealed that it was too thin in some areas. I smoothed out
the top to the best of my efforts with a scraper, after Paolo told me that violinmakers
seldom use sandpaper. Scrapers keep the fibers smooth rather than roughing them down
to a soft texture, keeping the wood as complete as possible to conducting sound more
efficiently. I worked on carving out the neck block and noticed a pin knot running
through the whole block that was making it harder to carve. When I drew Paolo’s
attention to this, he said, “Why would they do that? I mean, it’s such a small piece of
wood,” questioning the attention to detail and the economy of production for the factory
instrument.
To replace the blocks, he pulled several pieces of quartersawn spruce from a scrap
basket under the bench. While they were waste from a violin top, they would be large
enough to glue onto the flattened areas of the interior of the top and back. Taking a worn
down dull butcher knife from the magnetic strip, he split the wood along the growth ring
in order to get a perfectly straight edge to work from. He said that “it wants to split that
way” when hitting the knife with a fretting hammer along the summer growth, alluding
the craft knowledge of how a material will behave and the potential of material agentive
response to human action. He then instructed me to use a plane to square up all the edges
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of the block, and to use a straight edge up to the light to see if any light comes through as
indicator of its squareness.

Figure 5.2 – The factory violin during repair and restoration.
Before I left, he told me I should get a block plane of my own and that we would
make a knife, stressing the personal necessity of having your own carving knife for
making violins. The next time I returned with a block plane and chisels, Paolo instructed
me on the proper technique for sharpening tools as a precursor to any future work. Using
a combination of a large turning water wheel and sharpening stones of increasingly fine
grit, he honed an arc into the beveled edge of the blade of the chisel. The bevel ensures
that only a small area is needed to create a sharp cutting edge when the blade is
sharpened. Taking the blade from the block plane, he used a jig to hold it into place as he
moved it back and forth across the wet stone to remove the worn and chipped edge. He
then took it to a ceramic sharpening stone, where he showed me how to get the final
edge. Pressing the blade against the sharpening stone, he told me that you can feel where
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the bevel wants to be, clicking his tongue as he found the angle where the blade rested
perfectly against the block. I followed his lead and used the water wheel to sharpen the
blades of my chisels. I found the water cooled the edge of the blade so that you can
remove a lot of metal without changing the chemical composition of the metal through
heat. However, the cool water also made me oblivious to the fact that I had also begun to
sharpen my finger while I worked, exposing the subcutaneous tissue in my finger as well
as a new cutting edge for the chisel.
He checked the sharpness of the blade on his fingernail, taking a small shaving to
see how smoothly it cut, and said that I had the tools sharp enough to continue. He
stressed the importance of sharp tools and said when the wood feels like it is resisting
your work, it’s a matter of sharpening your tools. He said that Japanese makers and craft
woodworkers tend to hone this relationship through their tools that are designed in such a
way that emphasizes their sharpness. He described watching videos of contests in Japan
where the goal was to cut the longest and thinnest ribbon with a blockplane from a plank
of wood. He added that the planes are also designed to pull in towards the crafter, and
that he thinks its all part of the total aesthetic that is self-reflective in the craft process. In
response, I asked him whether he has any aesthetic or total philosophy to the craft, and he
responded, “There’s no magic to it, it’s a craft that anyone can learn. There’s no secrets
among violin makers.” He balked when I asked about how some people consider it to be
magical, rebutting, “It’s about knowing the materials, working with the same tree for 50
instruments.” 39

39 Paolo’s thoughts on Japanese aesthetics and techniques and his own work recall the
concepts of ikigai, a reason for being cultivated through self-refelection, of craft and the
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I was beginning to get a sense of the materials in bringing the box to a close.
Paolo told me that I would need to seize the end of the blocks, or saturate the surface with
glue, which would otherwise soak into the wood’s end grain. Paolo pointed me to the
glue hot pot, which had an old jar sitting in a bath of hot water. Inside the jar was a
mixture of hide glue granules and water that he said should have the viscosity of watery
gravy. He demonstrated the consistency, by letting it fall in drops on the outside of the
hot pot. I noticed that it was thinner than the glue that I had used on the guitar project,
perhaps to allow easier deconstruction of the violin. I brushed the glue on in three coats
with a linden bast brush, a thin piece of the bark of the linden tree that had been frayed on
one end. Paolo said that unlike brushes made from bristles or hair, the linden was
lipophobic and would not combine oil with the glue, ensuring a clean joint.
While I worked, he started working on a back of his violin pulling ribbons of
wood off a piece of maple with long languid plane strokes to establish a flat working
surface. This was the first step of producing a violin for one of two potential customers.
Looking into the grain revealed from the clean cut of the bench plane, I reflected on the
sense of curiosity and wonderment that he seemed to have approaching new pieces of
wood. He looked at each piece of wood and highlighted its individual qualities rather
than pointing its flaws. Even those flaws that might normally disqualify a piece for a
violin project seemed to be aesthetic features rather than hang-ups for Paolo. This violin
would be one of several projects he would work on during the apprenticeship in addition
to finishing a Chinese-made violin, repairing a mandolin he had made for a friend,

kosei, or personality, of craft materials that Dorinne Kondo (1990) describes in artisanal
production in Japan.
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repairing a harp, setting up a viola for a customer, and a range of small tasks that seemed
to appear daily in the shop.
Before I could close the box on the violin, Paolo advised that I add “cleats” onto
the back joint to make sure that it did not come loose. I made centimeter-by-centimeter
spruce blanks by splitting the wood as I had learned with the blocks, and glued them into
place along the back joint with a series of clamps. When they were dry, Paolo illustrated
how to feather the cleat into a pyramidal shape, so that it became part of the form of the
back. He took four cuts with the chisel, moving the blade slightly diagonally through the
wood as it descended toward the back and establishing the first of what appeared like a
string of vertebrae emerging from the joint. I followed his instruction and cut the cleats
well but left small marks where the edge of the chisel had touched the back at the end of
the cutting stroke. I looked at Paolo’s example and saw that he had left no such marks, an
illustration of the control he had over the tool.
While we listened to a debate about President-elect Trump’s potential economic
politics and their impact on jobs on the radio and Paolo’s daughter played with blocks
nearby, I dry clamped the body, using small circular “spool” clamps around the body and
wooden “cam” clamps to pull down at the neck and tail blocks. Paolo had instructed me
to use a small piece of wood to make sure the clamps applied pressure on the neck block.
However, when it looked like I was going to take too long, he grabbed some scrap paper
– an old blueprint from the county’s ski resort – and showed me that paper often is the
best solution. Though it looks messy, the ability to crumple and adjust thin sheets gives
you a flexibility that wood wedges do not. With clamps surrounding the body of the
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instrument and having only applied glue with a brush, I was puzzled on how to continue
until Paolo showed me the technique of applying glue.
He took off a few circular clamps at the c-bout, and said we would use the knife
to get glue into the joint. He took the same palette knife we had used to deconstruct the
violin and dipped it into the thin glue. Pushing the knife in to the joint, he worked across
the open space and then closed it back up with the clamps. He turned it over to me and I
immediately found it to be much more difficult than he made it look. The knife caught in
places and was hard to move without cutting into the wood on each side. Though it was
blunt, it was so thin that it could easily catch the top of the ribs. There also appeared to be
too much glue on the knife, prompting me to ask Paolo about the amount and consistency
of the glue. He said that as long as the joint was flush, you could use very little, very

Figure 5.3 – Gluing up the body and neck of the violin.
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diluted glue because of the strength of hide glue. I worked around the body of the
instrument and spent considerable time cleaning up the drips of glue that had fallen
through my efforts.
With the box closed, I turned to refitting the neck of the instrument in the heel
joint and along the fingerboard surface. I struggled with planing the maple, as the blade
would often get caught up in the wood, and I was unable to push it through without
feeling like I was taking too much off. Paolo first suggested that I better adjust the blade
in the tool, holding it up to the white wall and using the plain background to determine
how even it was set and the depth at which it cut. The cutting went smoother, but the
maple of the neck and the ebony of the fingerboard still had some wave resisting the tool
as I worked them down.
As I worked on planing down the fingerboard and gluing it onto the neck, I asked
Paolo about some of his past instruments, and he replied that he does not really keep up
with his instruments that well. He added that he thinks it better if he doesn’t see then
again because that means that there are no errors or necessary repairs. Our conversation
turned to how incidental or coincidental events can transform our expectations and he
was curious about anthropological explanations of how the world works. I told him about
E.E. Evans-Pritchard and Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic Among the Azande (1976) and
how anthropologists have talked about magic not necessarily as an intentional act but
rather as an explanation of events that we see purely as coincidental, such as finding the
perfect tonewood.
This piqued his interested, and he proceeded to tell me of stories of his past
instruments. He told me a story of an instrument that he had made that was destroyed
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when its former owner died. Another had survived a house fire, but retained the smell of
burnt vinyl that affected Paolo through the repair. He also recalled a repair job he did
after a violin was crushed by car. He said that person still calls him to thank him for
restoring the family instrument, even though Paolo did not think it was a great job given
the severity of the damage. One of his first apprentices had actually come to him in
similar circumstances, but then asked if he could do it himself and Paolo instructed him
how to do the basic repairs through his instrument.
As for his own instruments, Paolo said that he doesn’t have a large collection of
instruments. He owns and still plays his first violin, which shows the wear of years of
playing, and contrasted materially with the violin he was working on during my
apprenticeship. Drawing on an old proverb, he said, “What is the old saying? The
shoemaker’s children go barefoot?” to describe his instrument that he sometimes lends
out and is admittedly rough on, knowing that he can fix it if need be. He doesn’t have a
drive to collect instruments, seeking instead to concentrate on the variation of tone in the
production of his instruments.
The last major phase of putting the factory instrument back together was to refit
the neck into a dovetail joint in the neck block. Paolo instructed me to use a chisel to
clean up the heel of the neck and to be careful to let the chisel do the work of keeping the
surface flat. “The chisel wants to take out the high points,” he told me, alluding this time
to the agency of the cutting edge. However, I struggled to hold the blade of the chisel
down with one hand while cutting across the surface, and as a result, the material was
difficult to manage. Wherever I would get it in one dimension, the other dimension would
go out when a bump or bow might appear. After some time carving and checking the
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dimensions with a flat edge of a millimeter scale to check the surface, I finally achieved
flat surfaces in all dimensions.

Figure 5.4 – Paolo demonstrating how to hold the violin while cutting the mortise.

The complementary part of the joint would be the mortise in the body of the
instruments, and Paolo illustrated how to cut out the slot that the neck would fit into. He
took the body of the instrument between his legs and held it against the edge of the
workbench to provide stability as he carved. I took over and the mortise went fast. As the
neck is slightly angled to make it easier for players to access the treble strings, the neck
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joint must be conceptualized in three dimensions. Paolo explained, “There’s the left to
right which centers the fingerboard over the top, the front to back which controls the neck
projection, and the rotation clockwise-counter/clockwise which creates the slightly higher
“over-stand” on the treble side for ease of playability.”
Once it was close, Paolo instructed me to rub chalk onto the heel and then
carefully place it into the joint. After removing the heel, the chalk served as an indicator
of which areas of the heel were touching the neck block. After each fitting, I carved away
the high spots marked with chalk until the entire heel was covered with chalk dust,
illustrating that the two components would fit together perfectly. As with the blue tape
and pencil makers in constructing a guitar with Chris, the chalk served as signifier that
made material correspondence visible in the craft process.
It was time to glue and clamp the body and neck, but Paolo recommended that I
use a hairdryer to heat up the joint to extend the working time of the hide glue. As he
looked around the tall shelves of the shop, he was unable to find the tool and suggested
that I use the same method that Stradivarius had used since he didn’t have a hairdryer. He
took a small lamp down from a shelf that had a crystal font and a small chrome top with a
wick sticking out of it. It was a spirit lamp, Paolo noted, adding that it does not produce
any soot. He showed me how to heat up the wood of the heel over the flame of the lamp,
moving the body and heel in slow circles above the clean-burning, bright flame. I joked
that he told me there was no magic in the process, yet there we were moving things in
concentric circles above the “spirit” lamp to make sure the joint held. I heated up the
pieces of wood and glued them into place, and Paolo jokingly asked if I had said the
magic incantation.
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With the neck installed, the violin only had finishing touches and set up in order
to be restored back to a singing state. I would need to fit the bridge, set the soundpost
inside the instrument, clean up the fingerboard, and fit the tuning pegs. Without these
elements in place, the instrument cannot function to produce optimal musical tone. The
placement of the removable bridge is crucial to the instrument, as even the highest quality
instruments can be undone by a bridge that has not been properly positioned and fitted.
Bridges are typically made by companies that specialize in producing the perfectly
quartersawn pieces with distinctive cutouts.
Responsible for the direct transfer of the sound waves from the bowed strings to
the body for resonance, Paolo explained how they rock back and forth on a microscopic
level as they transfer sound from the bowed strings through the instrument. Full contact
and correct placement is necessary to transfer sound on both the uneven surface of the top
and through the bass bar inside the instrument. Using a slit business card and a flexible
scale to measure through the f-hole, we found that the bass bar was not in the standard
placement in the instrument. Paolo said, “with an instrument like this, who knows?” but
suggested that I continue to try and fit the bridge. Laying a piece of improvised graphite
paper on the place where the bridge would fit exactly, he moved the bridge slightly back
and forth. When he lifted it, we could see the graphite as a measure of the correspondence
of the wood; there were some high spots that I then had to take down until the entire
surface of the feet was covered in the graphite.
Paolo told me to cut away the high points with his homemade knife. After
watching me attempt to cut away from myself -- as I had been instructed in Boy Scouts as
a child, he told me to grip the knife in my fingers with the blade facing toward me and
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curl the fingers into my palm to cut with the blade. This was a much more exact way of
cutting and allowed me to control the knife’s movement through the resistance of the
wood. I worked for hours afterwards taking bit by bit, but eventually had it perfectly
flush with the uneven surface. Afterwards, I had to remove material from spots on the
bridge, carving out the “heart,” “feet,” and “kidneys” of the piece of wood to direct
soundwaves and remove material to make the wood more flexible and improve the tone.
While these parts of the bridge are indexical of their shape, we joked about what
role they might perform in transmission of sound, i.e. the heart pumped the sound
through and the kidneys purified a distinct tone. This tradition of naming parts after
human or animal body parts extends though the entire instrument. On the scroll, the high
points are often known as the eyes, while the protruding edges are known as ears. The
edges of the scroll box are referred as cheeks. The bottom of the neck curls around to
form the heel. The upper bout is also known as the shoulder, the C-bouts are known as
the waist, the sides of the instrument are the ribs, and the top and back plates are also
known as the belly and back respectively. These terms are used interchangeably among
English-speaking violinmakers – and extend through German, French, and Italian -- and
speak to a personification of the instrument, whereas its tone speaks to its actual
liveliness.
With a scraper, I then refinished the fingerboard, which was worn down in spots
and bore the oil and grime of years of playing. As I worked, Paolo peeked over my
shoulder and commented that the material could show what kind of players had played
the instrument in the past. Based on his reckoning, they had been people who generally
would have played melodic music in the first position – colloquially known as fiddle
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tunes – rather than symphonic music that might require the use of the many hand
positions on the fingerboard. Feeling somewhat reserved about removing the material
signifiers of the instrument’s past owners, I scraped away the hard ebony, and soon the
fingerboard appeared untouched by a violin player.
The matching ebony tuning pegs also bore the shiny marks of polished use, albeit
from the maple of the peg box rather than practicing fingers. I threw the mismatched set
that had come in a plastic bag along with the violin in a scrap box and began to fit the
new pegs that we had ordered from a luthier’s catalog. I cut off the extra length, and then
used the peg-shaver, a tool similar to a pencil sharpener, that cut the ebony in thin sheets
as I rotated the peg inside it. After dozens of rounds of turns my thumb and forefinger
began to ache, but I continued on, motivated by the prospect of a finished instrument. My
thumb blistered because of the durability of the ebony, but I soon had the four pegs
roughly fit. Paolo told me to place the pegs in the holes that I had cleaned up with a
reamer and spin them around. After withdrawing the peg, he placed it to his lips as a
measure of the heat that was created though friction in the two contact points. He
instructed me to lightly sand down the areas that were hottest, until the pegs fit well but
were not too tight on one side or the other.
Finally, I installed the soundpost, which was cut from a dowel of spruce. Paolo
joked that the English word was inadequate as compared to the French âme, or soul, that
violin makers often use to describe the piece. Sitting underneath the opposite foot of the
bridge as the bass bar in the instrument, the soundpost conducts sound from the top and
the bridge through to the back of the instrument. It is held into position by only friction,
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and care must be taken to assure that it does not dig into or pressure the back or top. As a
result, it is perfectly fitted inside the instrument, making its installation difficult.
After measuring the inside space and cutting the dowel to size and correct angles,
Paolo showed me how to spear the instrument on a soundpost setter, feed it through the fhole, and position it with the other end of the tool. I worked the better part of the day
feeding the soundpost into the f-hole, positioning it, hearing a woody clink as it fell
down, and trying again. With a little guidance from Paolo on how to use the tool in
concert with the body of the instrument, I found it was easier to brace the tool against the
inside of the back to apply variable pressure in a similar fashion as holding the knife
when carving the bridge. Once the sound post was in position, the final test was to make
sure that it was not too fixed in place. Paolo took of the end pin that holds the tail piece,
peered through it, and squeezed the sides of the violin. This caused the top and back to
slightly separate and the sound post to fall with a clink. Paolo said that this meant that it
was not too tight, but worried that it might be too small or not fit properly. He explained,
“A properly fit soundpost should not fall when the sides are squeezed, instead a small gap
opens between the top of the post and the belly and the post remains standing. It will only
fall if the angle of the bottom of the post does not match that of the back arching or if the
violin is not laying vertically. If no gap appears when the sides are squeezed you know
the post is too tight.”
After many attempts to set the soundpost according to these criteria, I realized that
the post was too small and cut a second “soul” for the violin. I returned to the cradle that
held the violin while I positioned the soundpost, and set it up again. With that in place, I
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strung up the violin and listened to Paolo pull the first tones out of a renewed instrument
that had been sitting quietly in an attic for so many years.

Figure 5.5 – The spruce soundpost as seen through the endpin hole.

Figure 5.6 – The bridge, the “German” knife, and a finger plane used to modify it.
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5.2

Planning and Design of a New Instrument
Now that I had learned the basics of the violin and practiced the woodworking

elements of the craft, we turned focus to the main task of the apprenticeship: building a
violin of my own. While many violin makers meticulously copy famous violins by
exactly replicating their dimensions -- going as far as replicating exact pock marks and
blemishes on the instrument -- Paolo generally builds his instruments based off of
established proportions. He takes measurements of famous instruments from posters or
schematics and, rather than using the measurements exactly, uses them to establish the
proportions of the instrument. He found the process brought more satisfaction when
discovering and expressing the relationship of the proportions of the instruments,
especially in replicating the “golden mean” proportion found throughout nature. 40 In our
initial interview he said,
Anytime you are in nature, these forms that we're making, these violins are based
on proportions that you see all the time in nature unconsciously. Like if you see a
beautiful horse, you don’t see a leg, a tail, a head, a back. You see a horse. It's one
thing. It looks perfect. It’s a horse. It’s beautiful; it's proportionate. It’s correct,
and it’s exciting to look at. It looks like it has motion even if it’s standing still.
The same thing with the violin. If the proportions are right, you don't say, "Oh,
there's a f-hole, there's a purfling, there's the edge." You see a violin and it looks
right. Proportions are right and it looks like a single object instead of … it’s more
than the sum of its parts. It becomes alive. It becomes like a horse, you know?
And that's difficult to do because if you make something that’s not proportionally
correct, your eye will see it immediately and it’ll stand out and so look like the fhole is too big or the scroll is crooked or the thing about the scroll that’s kind of
interesting. I once asked a violinmaker, why do they put a scroll on the top?
Aesthetically, it looks nice, but acoustically has no purpose. You could put
anything up there. And he said, because it’s the hardest thing to make. And what
40 Paolo often referenced the golden mean as a reference to the golden ratio, which is the
numerical representation of Greek ideals of symmetry, proportion, and harmony. Paolo
equally referenced these terms in describing how instruments fit into the natural world.
The numerical ratio, written as φ, has been used a reference for principle of Classical and
Renaissance design. Its prevalence in the natural world appears to an issue of contention.
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he meant was, you know, that the scroll, that shape, that spiral, which you see in
plants and in shells and in that proportion, the golden mean. The way that plants
grow. The way that plants grow is all proportional. And that proportion, if it’s a
little bit off, you see it immediately. If you saw a shell that was kind of lumpy on
one side, it would look unnatural. So to make a scroll that is proportionally perfect
is very difficult, and if there’s a little mistake, you see it right away.
He had established the proportions of the instrument needed to fit the generallyaccepted dimensions of the instrument and gave me one of his designs to base my mold
on. He unraveled a sheet of drafting paper and gave me a piece of plywood that would
serve as the interior mold of the instrument. Paolo used a method of proportional units in
a common ratio to plan the dimensions of the instruments. Likening it to the division of a
string into lengths that vibrate at different frequencies, he said, “Everything is based
proportionally, so that’s why it looks nice, but that's why it sounds nice. You know if you
took a string and divided it exactly in half, you'd have an octave. You can divide into
fifths and fourths, and you’d get different intervals.”
Walking a compass through the length and width of the planned instrument, I
would then use the compass to trace patterns of overlapping circles on the piece of ¾ inch
plywood. Paolo told me that you could find all of the lines of the violin in these
overlapping circles; it was just a matter of following them. Indeed, as I inscribed the
circles across the surface of the wood, I began to see the outline of the instrument across
the surface of the wood. I traced the lines of the instrument in, drawing in the corners of
the bouts and the spaces where the blocks of the interior would fit into the mold.
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The interior mold is the hallmark of making in the Cremonese tradition. 41 The
components are secured to the mold on the inside rather than the exterior as Chris and I
had done in making the guitar. While some makers do use exterior molds, Paolo told me
that the interior mold variety was more typical of the Cremonese makers and gave each
instrument their “individual charm” as their personality came through the little changes
that happen as the pieces are attached to the forms. Exterior forms are more typical of the
factory-produced instruments like the violin that I had recently finished refurbishing.

Figure 5.7 – The figure of the violin revealed in the scribed circles.
After “finding” the violins forms in the series of concentric circles on the
plywood, I cut out the shape as well as the spaces where the corner, neck, and tail blocks

41 That is, in the style, of Antonio Stradivari (1644-1733), Giuseppe Guarneri del Jesú
(1698-1744), and Nicola Amati (1596-1684) who resided and made instruments in
Cremona, Italy.
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would be glued in to begin the construction process. I had to check the squareness of the
all the edges and established a square edge with a plane or chisel where necessary
because small inaccuracies in the mold would compound as more and more parts were
added, with the relatively stable material of the plywood resisting any attempts to make
small alterations. With everything square, I cut the blocks from spruce that would serve
as the scaffolding upon which every other component was secured and used a small
amount of glue to “spot glue” them in. Paolo then showed me how to sand the mold with
blocks glued in on a large surfacing plate so that all of the blocks would be perfectly flat
and even in relation to each other. Each pass over the large, perfectly flat stone screeched
as the blocks rubbed over the sand paper adhered to the block’s surface. As sawdust
accumulated on the surface, the blocks became increasingly in-line, and soon their
smooth surfaces revealed that they were matching.

5.3

Selecting Tonewood
Now that the scaffolding had been erected for the remainder of the construction, it

fell upon us to select the wood for the back, top, neck, and ribs of the instrument. After
negotiating a day when we could make the forty-minute drive to the nearby town of
Lewisburg, Paolo agreed to accompany me on a trip to buy wood from a local tonewood
dealer (whose work is detailed in the next chapter) in combination with his visit to a local
double bass player in need of a repair. Along with his daughter, we loaded up into my
truck and headed out of the small valley where Paolo lives and to the regional center. We
pulled up to the Old World Tonewood shop and were greeted by John Preston and Travis
Holley, who took a pause in working up tonewood to show us around. John described to
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Paolo the basics of his supply chain before delving into the material qualities of his
tonewood.
As we walked through the shelves stacked with blanks and hanging slabs of
poplar and maple, John talked about using the local species of red maple versus the
European maples and how their densities and depth of the figure affected the ability to
curve the arching and the scroll. Paolo mentioned that he was normally working with red
maple, but John suggested that the European maple would be better for a first violin
project. Paolo asserted that I should buy this best possible wood I could afford and John
said that plainer, less-figured wood would be better for my first instrument. Between the
two, they negotiated what they thought would be the best starting material, and Paolo
seemed to have faith in my skill as a wood carver from his limited experience.
I erred on the side of caution, and John selected a few options of backs, necks,
and sides that seemed to match in color and figure. The top had a small pitch pocket and
the neck had a bit of bark inclusion, but he illustrated that both would carve out and not
impact the final product. John mentioned that these are issues he generally works around,
but they are hard to sell as pictures on a website. He gave me the wood with a receipt, but
mentioned with a smile that I could work it off during my apprenticeship with him.
Paolo was also interested in the wood, and he perused the shelves of sawn wood
and knocked on a couple of slabs of maple that were hanging in the wood shed. He said
that he had been working off of a piece of maple that he had for the past few years, but
was interested in buying some new stock, particularly the maple one-piece backs.
However, given his propensity to work off of one large piece of wood for an extended
period of time, I wondered if he would buy anything.
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John and Paolo talked about their material preferences in working with different
species of maple. John preferred the lighter color and weight of European maple that
made it easier to carve, whereas Paolo said that he was looking toward the red maple, as
he was finding a greater desire for local wood from his clients. John had one-piece
mandolin and violin red maple backs to sell, and Paolo was interested but said that he
needs wood that has aged at least ten years. John’s had not; the longest was about seven
from the early days of his business and most was about two to three years. So, ultimately
he was not interested in any of the maple. However, he was interested in the spruce as he
was running out of the wood that he had bought from an international violin supply
company. When he mentioned this, John seemed to know the exact company and
speculated that it may have come from Romania, or perhaps Poland or Germany. As the
wood is sold primarily by grade, it is difficult to tell the exact provenience of the wood
without working with someone like John who buys directly from Romania.
While he had been using the red maple, Paolo said that he doesn’t sell his
instruments using language of local woods and that he would use any wood if it has the
qualities he is looking for. If a customer came to him looking for local wood, he would
find it but stress the primacy of the tone. For this same reason, he said, violinmakers
often do not have to deal with the circulations of CITES-listed species because violins
have to be made out of specific woods that are not threatened. He said that ninety-nine
percent of violins are made with the same kinds of wood because they have been proven
to make the best sound. He speculated that this probably had to do with the differences of
the plucked and bowed instruments and how the quality of the wood and replicability of
tone might be more difficult to capture. He explained that when bowing an instrument,
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the vibrations are constantly feeding into the instrument rather than resonating on
intervals like plucked instruments. He likened it to the instrument speaking and trying to
achieve a human-like voice. If the tone is off slightly, instruments can sound uncanny, so
makers look to the replicability of materials. However, the fact that these were the
tonewoods of the Italian makers who established the parameters of violin craft has
implications on the decisions of today’s makers.
When we were driving away from the shop, Paolo said the tonewood was a good
deal, but whether you spend seventy-five or five hundred dollars, it doesn’t really matter
when you have such as drastic transformation of value in instruments. If you are able sell
an instrument for seven thousand dollars, for example, "it’s almost all in the labor." He
suggested that I would be able to sell my first instrument for about one thousand, five
hundred dollars if I executed it well, so the input of the cost of the wood was not as
important.
Paolo, years before, had been making all the wooden components of the violin,
including all the fittings, such as the chin rest and the tuning pegs. In his shop, he had a
basket of old fitting made mostly of hard, imported woods such as cocobolo and
rosewood, which are regulated by CITES appendices. He had some chinrests that were in
the shape of leaves that he made for people who were allergic to plastic, and said that
now he often uses a non-allergenic chinrest, he added the “the environment is allergic to
the plastic.” However, the intricacy of the fittings created a tension of productive time
and earning money, and so he had to decide to use only purchased fittings rather than
ones he had made. In this case he had decided that the labor time was not worth the added
cost of manufactured fittings. Ultimately for Paolo, using those materials was a matter of
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time and labor, rather than their regulation under national laws and international
agreements.

Figure 5.8 – All of the constituent tonewood of the violin (bar the accessories).
5.4

Construction of the Instrument
On the bench that I regularly used at Paolo’s shop, the wood laid wrapped in a

piece of plastic, and I excitedly anticipated bringing it into form. I looked over the mold
and began to daydream about what the instrument might look like once completed.
Working side by side in the shop, using largely hand tools, I thought of how this
arrangement might reflect workshops of the vaunted Italian makers whose forms we were
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attempting to recreate. We frequently discussed those makers in the shop, whether
through a discussion of a particular technique or an occasional bit of trivia that Paolo had
picked up over the years. Thinking through the process of acquiring the wood and
“roughing out” of the instrument which I was about to undertake, I asked Paolo if he
would be able to tell where Stradivarius’s work started and his workers’ or suppliers
work stopped. Stradivarius and the other Cremonese makers would have had to employ a
crew of apprentices, journeymen, and tonewood suppliers to produce the sheer volume of
instruments they did. 42 He wasn’t sure but did talk about how Strad’s – as he is often
known colloquially -- work got noticeably worse as he got older. Paolo speculated that he
definitely did the finer work, i.e. scraping the final arching and the final scrollwork, while
assistants probably did all the roughing out and more physically demanding work. Paolo
described how the shop became a family trade, but the sons did not deliver on the quality
of Antonius and took on other paths such as dealing the instruments of Cremonese
makers throughout Europe. He added that Strad would likely have had a relationship with
his contemporaries in Cremona, but suggested that understanding what actually happened
in his shop was probably conjecture.
Even though many contemporary makers of violins seek to replicate the
instruments and techniques of makers like Strad, I was curious if anyone was still
maintaining the political and labor organization side of the craft. I told Paolo that I
understood that guitar makers in the United States initially came from the cabinetmakers
guild in Europe and sought to escape the restrictions of the guild system in the United

42 In the seventy-one years Stradivari signed musical instruments (1666-1737), he
produced 1,116 known instruments.
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States. 43 Paolo suggested that the violin makers would have been a luthier guild, starting
by making lutes and as they went out of style, focusing their attentions on the viol family
of instruments. However, he acknowledged that a lot of luthiers probably did some other
wood work, “you had to do what you had to do to make a living” adding with a smile,
“maybe some of them even repaired diesel engines” as a nod to his own side project of
rebuilding a Volkswagen diesel engine.
I asked him how he identifies himself as a worker, and he said that he was a
luthier, but will introduce himself as a violinmaker if he thinks people may not know
what a luthier is. Around the region, he normally just says violinmaker or fiddle maker,
which often prompts people to describe a member of their family that had made a violin
or two. He hears that comment a lot and it is often followed up by a request to do some
repairs on old, homemade instruments.
As our conversation steered back toward the guilds, I asked Paolo if he belonged
to any professional organization. He said that he had bought a membership to the Violin
Society of America in order to enter their violin competition a few years ago. The

43 This is a crucial aspect of how the C.F. Martin Company depicts the history of their
company starting with the founder, Christian Frederick Martin. According to the Martin
Company’s historians (C.F. Martin & Co., Inc. 2018), Martin was caught in a dispute
between the Cabinet Maker’s Guild and the Violin Maker’s Guild of the famous Saxon
musical instrument town of Markneukirchen. The violinmakers sought an injunction
against cabinetmakers who made guitars, writing, “The violin makers belong to a class of
musical instrument makers and therefore to the class of artists whose work not only
shows finish, but gives evidence of a certain understanding of cultured taste. The cabinet
makers, by contrast, are nothing more than mechanics whose products consist of all kinds
of articles known as furniture[…]Who doesn’t recognize that a grandfather chair or a
night stool isn’t a guitar?” (Gura 2003: 36-37) While today’s C.F. Martin Company
illustrates this as a drive away from the restrictions of guild-controlled labor, I have
found that these undertones still pervade understandings of guitar craft by other types of
instrument makers.
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competition was mainly about earning status that could elevate a maker into financial
success, as the winner could get a ten-year backorder from the renown of placing. He was
around the middle of the pack, but added that it was a valuable experience as he got good
feedback on his instruments and their quality at that point in his career. The judges first
look at the finish of the instrument, which cannot be too glossy but must be worked into
the instrument as to see “into” the grain of the instrument. The texture of his instrument
was a little too glossy, an aspect he said he has since remedied. The other point he picked
up was that the violin has to be based on some known model of famous instrument
maker. If it is too unique, it is hard to adjudicate because it becomes too subjective. Some
people in the competition will attempt to recreate instruments, such as those replicating
Guarneri who include small scraper marks and other asymmetries associated with that
maker. Paolo said that “at the time [of the competition] my instruments were kind of my
own” so he worked to conform a little more to Strad’s design and metrics in later
instruments. However, he added, the Cremonese were not trying to win competitions; “it
was about an honest way of doing it.”
On the same day, I received a comment from a colleague on a Smithsonian
Magazine article (Blakemore 2018) that added fresh fuel to the debates about the
singularity of Stradivari’s instruments. The article explained recent research that
suggested that Strad had dipped his tonewood in mineral baths prior to its use and
speculated that this could have been one secret of his singular craft. My colleague, who
had led an effort to 3D scan Cremonese instruments articulated that while this is true,
materials scientists often overlook the mastery of the maker in attempting to find an
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answer. In other words: why can’t it be that Strad (and his workers) were exceptional
craftspeople that were attuned to the relationship of wood and the skill of craft?
Paolo agreed with the statement adding that individual pieces of wood are always
different. It was up to the maker to use their skill of working with a specific piece of
wood within the given metrics of violin building to create a successful instrument. He
had stopped his work on his own violin project to engage in the conversation, and I could
see that he had roughed out the top (without the aid of an apprentice) and was now using
only a scraper to work down the arching. Extending our conversation to this process, he
said that some people use a template to establish the curvature of the arching but he never
does. Strad never used templates, Paolo said, and Paolo’s teacher had told him if you
begin to use them, then you can only ever use them, and you will never have a feel for the
nature of the instrument. The piece of maple had a smooth curve like the gentle
undulations of the pond in the field behind the house, and I marveled at how he had really
captured the look of natural curvature. He said that it looked like fabric in the color and
form of curly maple that had been draped across an object, likening the idealized curve of
a catenary that captured the imagination of enlightenment architects and designers. 44
The aura of projections of Renaissance and Enlightenment ideals ran quickly out
of the workshop, as soon as I began the first process of construction. The gentle hum of a
spindle sander – one of the few power tools I would use in the construction of the violin –
precluded any conversation. Paolo showed me how to clamp a block close to the
sandpaper-covered spindle to form a “fence” and run the rib blanks through,
incrementally bringing the block closer and closer in. I ran the ribs through the spindle
44 A catenary is an idealized curve that is assumed when a cable hangs under only its
own weight supported at its ends.
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sander to bring them down to the rough thickness, about 1.3 mm, making enough for my
violin. As I fed the pieces through the makeshift sander, I reflected on the plasticity of the
thin strips of maple. They were very uniform and felt almost manufactured to
specification in how well they were quartered and processed. However, once I began to
bend them to fit my mold, I would find that they were not so plastic.
That afternoon I worked on trying to bend the ribs to the correct curvature. I used
Paolo’s bending iron that he had modified with a kitchen dimmer to get the correct
amount of heat. It took about thirty minutes to heat up the point where water jumped off
the hot iron. Paolo said that I should use a spray bottle to spray the wood, but when that
couldn’t be found, he told me to use the large half gallon mason jar of water to dip the
wood in. Laying a handled brass strap across one surface of the maple, I followed Paolo’s
instruction and pulled the wet maple across the hot surface of iron. Ideally the wood is
bent in one quick motion, but I bent it slowly across the surface and heard a crack across
one of the curls of the wood. I tried again with another piece, and Paolo advised me that I
was not holding it tight enough. The wood needs to be held strongly against the iron, so
that there are no gaps between the wood, the iron, and the strap, effectively leaving no
gaps where the wood might rupture. He demonstrated and put his whole body into
holding the wood against the iron with the strap. With the iron clamped in a bench vice,
Paolo held onto the strap with his thumbs on the inside holding the piece of wood
straight, and his two forefingers holding onto the small leather-covered wood blocks on
the end. He then leaned back and pulled the small piece of wood around the hot iron as
the water hissed out of it. He said to bend it until you hear the water escape in order to
keep from burning it. He jokingly said that I needed to be harder with it, and that “violin
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making is violent work.” On my next attempt, I felt the wood release and a small crack
appear almost immediately. I looked at my diminishing pile of rib blanks and found that I
would need to make some more.
While planing the ribs earlier in the day, Paolo had told me to make sure the
angles of the curls of the maple are all going in a certain direction, as is the standard
practice for violin maker. He likes them to run towards the neck, but it is up to me to
decide. I had joked about using the red maple ribs I had worked up for him to make it a
little different, but was now in the position where I was going to have to use other wood
to make new C-bout ribs. He pulled a couple pieces of red maple and we discussed how it
would look, ultimately agreeing it would appear too patchy. He suggested that I cut a
little off the neck blank and use those pieces, so I found an area outside the pattern of the
neck and sawed and sanded the new ribs to size. The next morning I found that Paolo’s
direction served me well, and bent the sides of the C-bouts with little adjustment needed.
He showed me how to strap the sides into the mold using a system of dowels and rubber
bands that would hold the sides in position, so that when dried fully, they would
accommodate the curves of the interior mold.
I glued the completed ribs into position on the blocks. Paolo advised that I cover
the edges of the mold with tape, so any glue that escaped would not adhere to the mold.
The glue gelled quickly in the winter cold of the shop, so I had to return a couple of times
to bring the wood back into the blocks. I noticed small gaps in the blocks where the wood
resisted the sharp curves of the corner blocks that had not been in Paolo’s instrument, but
applied a little more glue to close the gap and continue on.
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After a weekend bout of flu that kept me from one of the semi-regular music
events that Paolo, his family, and neighbors participate in, I returned to the shop. I
removed the excess wood from the C-bout ribs to bring them even with the corner blocks,
but felt weak in my hands, keeping me unsure and uneven in my work. I finished, but not
without some chipping, and then moved to start shaping the corner block to its final
curvature, but the corner block once again popped out of the mold. Once I had that back
into place, I bent the rest of the sides to conform to the body of the mold.

Figure 5.9 – Ribs glued into the blocks of the C-Bouts.
Following the same method as before, the very first one I tried cracked with a
jagged edge running along one of the curls of the maple. I had to cut the small piece of
wood off at the cut, and I consulted with Paolo to see if it would work because it would
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not make it to the center of the joint. Paolo lamented that I should have started with the
lower bouts, because if you make an error, you can use the shorter length up top.
However, I was already working with smaller lengths on account of the earlier breakage
on the C-bouts. He assured me that these would go easier than the C-bouts and he was
correct. I was able to match the curves in few attempts and glue the ribs into position.
While the glue cured, I laid out the neck of the violin with measurements from a
poster of a Stradivari violin and cut off the excess. John had cut the neck blank with a
right angle along one of the edges, which Paolo appreciated, as it allows you to cut out
the outline of the neck straight through the block of the wood. As I cut with the small
bandsaw, I thought of how John considers his experience as a maker as an addition to the
tonewood he supplies. In this case, his decision to make a ninety-degree angle in the
block saved me the effort of squaring off a side of the block. Paolo told me to go ahead
and drill the holes in the peg box at this time, though some other makers do not. He had
learned in one of his apprenticeships that this method would save time in the long run, as
I could better drill the holes perpendicularly through the block in its rough state. Using
the drill press to drill the holes clear through the neck, I first had to take a digital angle
reader and make sure the table was even. It took a couple of tries, but I managed to get
the table flat with a piece of plywood and a shim to get it even.
As with almost every step, I asked Paolo what to do next, and he advised to keep
on working on the neck by working up the scroll and peg box. I laid it out with patterns
based off of a Strad design, making small marks through holes in a pattern that
established the spiral of the scroll and what would be the negative space of the peg box.
Handing me a saw with a long handle wrapped in bamboo, Paolo advised that I use a
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Japanese-style saw to begin making angled cuts to established depths that would allow
me to rough out the scroll. Unlike so-called western-style saws that cut when pushed,
Japanese saws cut when pulled and have a smaller blade kerf, allowing for a more
controlled cut. I laid out the angled lines and depths, and began to cut lines across the top
of the neck, using a large gouge to remove the waste material. Paolo told me that the
wood tends to break along the waves of the curl, so it is important to take it slowly and
feel the material through the chisel. As I progressed around the inclined spiral of the
scroll, I found what I assumed to be a shape I was incapable of carving began to take
form. Paolo worked on the diesel engine on the other side of the shop, and he remarked
that refurbishing the engine was like making a violin in that it was not complicated but
involved a series of thousands of small steps. Paolo’s assurance that violin craft was not
magical but rather a commitment to following a series of steps was materially
manifesting. However, keeping the order and technique of the myriad steps in physical
practice was no easy task.
While I worked on the scroll, Paolo had begun arching out the interior of the back
of his violin. Though “Strad didn’t have a drill press,” Paolo used a drill press and set up
small piece of board with a piece of hot glue stick protruding from it that would be used
to drill holes at a relative depth in the back. This is the same technique, he described, that
Strad’s workers would have used to save time in carving out the back of the violin, albeit
with a mechanized tool. After drilling he used a series of curved planes, gouges, and
scrapers to bring the inside arching to the correct depth and made it perfectly smooth.
Twisting and torqueing the maple back in his hands, he showed me how flexible it had
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become. I had previously noticed how flexible the wood was when he was finishing the
back, and I could see the wood bending and flexing as he carved into it with a gouge.

Figure 5.10 – The tools and steps of cutting the scroll.
I was very surprised to see the wood known for its durability behaving in this
way. As he pushed down on the back in the cradle that supported it the maple flexed, and
Paolo talked about how he gets a sense of the material by working it with the chisels.
Through the chisel, he can sense the irregularities of the material and how it will work.
He gesticulated the crafting motion of planing wood while he reiterated the knowing the
wood as a crucial aspect to making a successful instrument. He said that people are also
looking to buy instruments with a human connection that manifests through this
relationship. “People like knowing the maker and where it comes from. They are paying
for ‘this’,” he said as he widely gestured around the shop. “People could know
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machines,” he speculated, adding, “this is my CNC [Computer and Numerical Control
Router] 2000. I’m kind of torn,” he said, “because I like gadgets and machines, and I
would like to make a machine, but for the subtle stylistic differences, it’s not the way to
go.”
He spot glued the back onto the ribs, so that they would remain stationary while
he pulled the mold out. He jokingly asked me if I wanted to see the birth of the
instrument, as he laid a rasp across the ribs and pulled the mold out by tightening clamps
that slowly raised the mold. He joked that it was a natural birth and then told me how he
had broken ribs doing this before and it was important to use the rasp on the block as you
slowly take the clamp up and remove the mold. He then glued the top on, and was able to
tone-tap the instrument body for the first time to access what it might sound like. As he
tapped, I heard the tone on a high end, and he tried to keep the tone alive with his voice
by singing the same note. He simultaneously reached for a tuning fork and figured that
the note was in the acceptable range for this stage of the instrument.
The tuning fork was also a quick way to measure the potential projection of the
instrument. Paolo struck the tines of the fork against the edge of the bench and placed the
ball of its handle on the top where the bridge would sit. The vibrations passed through the
fork to the top, and amplified the tone, ringing the note through the shop. Paolo passed it
around the surface of the violin, and we listened carefully as it diminished it volume
around the edges and anti-nodes that do not vibrate as well.
Watching this process unfold excited me to begin carving out the back and top,
which I would have to join first. Paolo explained that
Ninety-nine percent of violin tops are two pieces, and the reason for that is
structural and acoustical. Most trees when they start out are growing fast to try
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and reach the sun as quickly as they can, and there’s not that much mass so they
can put on a big growth ring every year. So at the beginning when tree starts
growing, it has wider growth rings, the on the outside they get thinner and thinner.
And so where the bridge is you want tight growth rings, because that’s a little
stiffer, and you want equal on both sides slowly getting wider towards the outside.
The only way to do that is to take two pieces of wood [clicks tongue] and
bookmatch them.
I worked on making what would be the inside of the top and the back perfectly
flat as to be able to run them through the “running board” in order to join them. With one
bookmatched piece below the other, I used a large bench plane to make each piece
perfectly flat. He said that he really likes this stage of the process -- making the board
perfectly flat -- and I remembered his rhythmic cadence when planing the boards for own
instrument. He said to not push the plane, but to let it flow across the board and let it find
the high spots.
The spruce top went fast and the sharp edge of the plane, having just been
stropped by Paolo, slid across the surface cutting away ribbons of spruce with a smooth
scraping sound. It moved quickly and I soon had the spruce ready for gluing. The maple
did not go so easily, and though I felt that I would have it flat when “Old World
Tonewoods” brand was cut out with the planer, I found the piece to be bowing. Paolo told
me that this can happen if you do not apply even pressure through the tool as begins to
leave the board. However, ultimately he said that the plane’s blade was not simply sharp
enough anymore. As I sharpened it, he reiterated that here’s no magic in violin making,
only sharp tools. With a sharp tool, I had the surface flat and was ready to join them.
Paolo set up a large piece of glass on his bench, which would be perfectly flat
alongside a large joining plane that had been turned on side and clamped down. He
adjusted the blade of the plane, which costs about four hundred dollars, and instructed me
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to scrawl some paraffin wax on the boards and on the glass so that it would run smoothly,
forming what is known as a “shooting board.” While I kept the advice to let the tool take
away high spots, ribbons of spruce and maple collected behind the plane. Paolo asked if I
knew about the light test, and I held them up to the light of the window to make sure they
were perfectly flat. I was glad to see no light, but also found that a sound and feeling
accompanied the complementary surfaces. Paolo agreed that the specific clunk of the
wood and feeling of trapped air escaping from the joint also spoke to the corresponding
edges ready to be joined.
I was getting ready to join the back and top by cutting out the tabs on the top and
bottom that would be used to hold the two pieces of wood together, but on a second
check, and it looked like the body of the violin was a little big. I had followed a wrong
line in my pattern, so the instrument was much larger than it should have been. Paolo was
surprised that he had not noticed, but chalked it up to the ratio and proportion still
looking correct – perhaps due to the method of design. Ultimately, I had to remove the
blocks and mold, bring the body of the mold down a few millimeters and re-carve the
mold to accommodate the blocks. This was an excellent example of how small errors in
the craft process compound as you progress through the series of steps. I worked
hurriedly, and admittedly sloppy, so that I might return to the top and back plates.
I had cut out and glued on tabs on the back and top to have a clamping surface
while joining the back, and was ready to put them together. I did a dry run to glue the top
joint, and Paolo showed me how he holds two clamps at a time and puts them on in
unison when clamping the tabs on the end. I struggled at first with the coordination
required to open and close the spring clamps. After a few attempts, I was ready to join the
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pieces. Following his instructions, I used a hairdryer to warm up the surfaces, applied a
thick amount of glue, rubbed the glue surfaces together until it basically stuck, then
applied the hand clamps at the same time. Hide glue squeezed out of the joint in the
middle, and it looked like it came together well. While Paolo uses the clamping method,
many violinmakers simply rub the joint together until it sticks. The qualities of the hide
glue and the perfectly flat surface combine to create a tension that will hold the pieces
together until the glue has cured. I was not so sure in my abilities to join the wood, so I
opted to continue with the clamping method for the back.

Figure 5.11 – Joining the bookmatched halves of the spruce top.
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Waiting for the plates to dry, I returned to working on the scroll. Having already
carved out the volute or spiral of the scroll, he encouraged me to begin to carve in the
fluting that gradually runs along the dorsal surface. However, at this point, he instructed
me to begin to think of all the tasks in the scroll simultaneously and make the piece of
wood flow. Paolo told me that I should already carve the smuso, or a slight bevel on the
edge, as it forms a good reference point as you work down the spiral. “There are some
makers that only put it on as the final touch, but I find it so helpful to visualize how the
scroll flows,” he added.
As I sat on the bench, working the scroll with hand tools to bring in the small
detailed elements of its three-dimensional form, Paolo said, “It’s impossible to do one
thing completely.” Even though the function of the scroll is debated among makers, it is
often used as a gloss for the craft skill of makers, a quick check of their wood carving
skills. It seemed to me that a spiral was an appropriate shape, as one could delve infinite
time into perfecting the edges, depths, and contours of the scroll. When I finished with
the gouge, I turned to a small, specialized scraper and turned the scroll round and round
as I scraped off minuscule shavings of wood for the sake of symmetry and form.
On a sunny winter day, I sat on the bench with my back in the sun, and worked on
carving out the peg box below the scroll. Paolo instructed me to score along the side
about 5 millimeters from the edge, and I was amazed that the line he sketched out as an
example was exactly 5 millimeters. He often could look at a piece to tell if it was slightly
off and “eyeballed” distances before double-checking them with a scale. While such
measures of material correspondence can be managed by embodied sense of space and
distance, others have to be mediated by materials and tools. In carving out the peg box,
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even a practiced chisel hand like Paolo’s must rely on a score line cut into the maple first
to prevent it from chipping out like “it wants to.” Once past the peg holes, Paolo showed
me to use a compass to make sure you are only a couple of millimeters away from the
back of the pegbox. He placed one compass on the inside of the peg box and used the leg
on the outside to check how the depth corresponded to the total depth.

Figure 5.12 – The emerging spiral and volute of the scroll.

Noticing the emerging form of the scroll captivated me, Paolo said, “it’s all about
the flowing line. It can be applied to anything,” even as a life philosophy. He talked about
how music was a flowing line of notes from one to the other and projected his idea about
flowing lines out the window of the shop and into the physical world around us. The
violin in itself is a collection of flowing lines, not circles, as he previously had suggested,
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but rather spirals flowing into themselves; a circle moving through time. That is what
gives the violin its energy and motion, “it’s a spiral that gives energy to that flowing
line.”
I connected this back to the ideals of proportions that Paolo had talked about
when discussing the golden means, which he said is reflected in the volute of the scroll.
We discussed why the spiral of the scroll was the chosen symbol for violinmakers. Was it
a connection to the “natural” spirals of snail shells and growing plants? 45 Or perhaps an
evocation of the Ionian capitals of Greek columns? Paolo commented that “maybe people
are seeking proportions and order to see a little light in the darkness.” He speculated that
when Giuseppe Guarneri in 1731 became Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesú and dedicated all
of his instruments to Jesus Christ, perhaps he was looking to bring some order to the
restless nature of his work. Paolo conditionally added that any violin maker who has been
making for years is in making for the sense of self-fulfillment. “The satisfaction comes
from a job well done as a maker.” But maybe Guarneri was searching for something
beyond the work to give his labor to.
Reflecting on this philosophical conversation, I asked Paolo if he thought that
being engaged in craft practice made him more philosophical. Paolo said that the work is
solitary and there is a lot of time to think, but the best work that he does is when he is “in
the zone.” When he is only in the craft and engaged with the material but not really even
thinking is when he does his best work. He might look up minutes later and realize that
he has been doing really good work without abstractly concentrating on it.

45 Nascent fronds of ferns are often referred to as “fiddle-heads” for their resemblance to
the violin scroll. Several species in West Virginia, such as the ostrich fern (Matteuccia
struthiopteris), are prized greens for spring foragers.
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I had also been “in the zone” in the asymptotic carving of the scroll, yet the
anthropologist part of me felt the need to quantify the time that was being invested in the
work. Paolo responded by telling me about a master’s school for violin craft, where the
entrance exam was a scroll that the applicant had seven days to finish. He said his first
probably took about seven days, but that now he could do it in two or three eight-hour
days and his completed scroll stood on the bench as a testament. But, he warned me, that
I should not be too concerned about time in making, as there are only two times that
violinmakers rush through their work: when they are about to make a mistake or when
they have just made a mistake. When he makes a mistake that seems really difficult to
remedy he’ll often walk away from it.
By coincidence, that day as we were working, he exclaimed that he needed to take
a break and sprung up out of his seat. He had not made a mistake, but rather was tired of
looking at the same spot on the arching on the back, and his realization that he was no
longer in the zone and not sure what he was doing had fatigued him. A violinmaker he
had apprenticed for in Holland had said “if you don’t enjoy it, why do it?” He said he
tries to keep this ideal going in his craft. You still have to make a livelihood, but do the
work that you enjoy. With that statement, he left the shop to work on fitting a refurbished
starter motor into his rebuilt engine.
I finished roughing out the neck, and moved to preparing the back and top for
arching by bringing the plates down to an approximate thickness. Once I had everything
together for the next phase, I told Paolo that it felt good to have made that much progress
in a short period of time, after working on the scroll for so long. He said that’s why he
got into violin making, as it allows a much shorter time period before being able to see
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the product of your work. In his previous pursuit of a career as a concert cellist, he felt
that he could practice and practice and not really feel that he had made progress between
one day and another. Making a violin allows him to see that, giving the practiced skill
and labor a material form that can be visualized in the greater scope of his work.
This ethic appeared to develop in his appreciation for the work of all violinmakers
including those whose work had been destroyed or were anonymous. While working on
setting up the plate for arching, I dropped a tool behind the bench. I found it in a basket
below the bench that had pieces of old violins in various states of disrepair and outright
destruction. One neck I pulled out had the ribs set into the neck and the fingerboard
pinned into the neck, instead of simply glued. Paolo lamented, “somewhere, sometime,
somebody spent a lot of time on that instrument, so I can’t throw it away even though it
will never play again.” As I picked through the instrument pieces, many of which had
arrived in a trash bag from a friend, I found many of them bore signatures or stamps
beyond the label of the maker. One top had three different names with subsequent dates,
along with a small portrait of Jesus that someone had pasted on the inside. Paolo told me
that this was common practice for repairers to sign and date the changes that they had
made to the instrument, leaving a record of the work that they had done.
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Figure 5.13 – An old violin top bearing signatures of past repairs and an icon.

In carving the arching of the top and back, the first step is “hogging out” as much
material as possible. You first bolt the plate to a board to keep it stationary, and mark the
thickness of the edges to establish the high and low points of the plate. Paolo instructed
me to chisel out the basic curvature on the long axis, establishing flat edge around the
plate, and then return with a series of small planes to work the rough arching into shape.
He offered little in the way of establishing the exact curvature, preferring to check in on
my progress and tell me whether I was close or not. He said that the one thing that really
set apart the Cremonese makers was their mastery of arching -- even if there were tool
marks or other little things off, the arching would always be perfectly blended. I
expressed some reservation about getting that to work on mine, but he stressed that once
you establish the high point for the bridge, everything simply blends to the edges that you
have established. The maple resisted the large gouge that I used and required the use of a
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wooden mallet to remove large chunks of the material. I found it easier to work into the
grain up the arching, rather than with it, as it split off in larger pieces.
He recommended using shadow as an indicator to see how it blends and if there
are any spots that need to be taken down. Using a scraper with a flat edge, you could use
the shadow that it projected to determine if there were any indentations or flat spots in the
gradual curvature. I had to return to this technique several times, especially in the long
arch of the lower bout. However, with work – and blistered thumbs from pushing the
small plane through the tough maple – the tool marked and rough wood gave way to a
smooth, arched curly maple surface that Paolo deemed acceptable.

Figure 5.14 – The maple chipping as I “hogged out” the rough arching of the back.
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Following Paolo’s technique of using the drill press to establish references on the
interior, I quickly removed material from the corresponding arching on the inside. I found
the holes provided a reference of depth for “hogging out” the interior as well as negative
space into which the wood could shift and break as I pushed the large gouge through it,
feeling the fatigue and bruins in my palms. I worked eagerly and quickly, aided by a
toothed plane with a rounded foot that seemed to eat the wood fibers as I pushed it
through the maple. Paolo advised that I check the thickness with a micrometer and pencil
in the relative thickness in each area as I continued. It was easy to take too much out he
said, and once you remove it, you cannot put it back. The wood flexed in the cradle as I
worked it, and proceeded much faster than I had expected.
I established the rough depths and began working with a scraper to make the
interior surface as smooth as Paolo’s had been about a month earlier. Again, Paolo
instructed me to use the light as a reference. By holding the back up to the light, you can
begin to see the wood warm with translucence. While the thickness is thicker in some
areas, the warmth of the orange color of the translucence is an index of the relative
thickness and a guide of which areas to avoid while scraping. Paolo was a little surprised
by how warm the orange light at the back of the maple was and marked an x with a pencil
in one area. When I checked it, it was indeed too thin, and I had to leave it with some
rough tool marks. Furthermore, with close attention, I noticed a near-fatal mistake that
had also revealed itself at that moment. A stream of light had betrayed the opening joint
of the back that had become unfixed.
Following Paolo’s advice, I massaged glue into the joint and attempted to glue it
back together. However, it appeared that the wood was no longer flush and would not
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come back together despite my best efforts. One of the clearest examples of the effective
materiality of the tonewood I would encounter in the apprenticeship, it appeared that as I
had carved the wood had moved and broke the joint. Paolo said that it was hard to know
what was happening in any given piece of wood and carving out the arching could
change the ways the fibers behave, causing them to resist what I had assumed to be a
static state.

Figure 5.15 – The back joint opened as the wood shifted when arched to thickness.

As a result I spent the rest of the day re-planing and joining the back. Paolo
encouraged me to break the back open with my hands, and I found that the glue snapped
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as I pushed open the seam. I reset the shooting board, cut a new joint, and got ready to
glue the back again. However, not being solid blocks with centimeters of joining area, but
rather irregular forms with very small gluing surface area, the gluing presented a new
problem. Throughout my apprenticeship, Paolo had coached me through problem
solving, but in this case we worked together to find a solution. We would need to apply
transverse pressure across the plate, but also hold it down as the clamps would cause the
half-plates to buckle in the center. I tried and failed to make several setups work before
suggesting that I just hold the pieces together. Paolo laughed and doubted that I could
hold it for the long period. Though, he added while clasping his hands together, a
violinmaker his brother had apprenticed with claimed that hands were the best clamps.
Without the strength or patience to hold the wood, I opted to find some clamping method
that might work. Ultimately, I found a system of large table clamps and wood wedges
held the pieces in place and demonstrated its effectiveness to Paolo in a dry run. I
replicated the dry run several times for speed and accuracy, worrying about the outcome,
and finally glued it back together. It appeared to hold, but Paolo advised that I put cleats
through the entire joint to assuage any future anxieties.
Running through the same process with the spruce top, I found the material so
much easier to work. Paolo told me that in his experience, it feels like carving butter after
the hard maple and goes much quicker. The curls of spruce made a ripping sound as I
peeled them away with the gouge and the process went much quicker than with the back.
However, the softer density of the wood drew the tools into the softwood much easier
than the maple. I caught myself having to “back out” the tools several times, so that I did
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not cut too much out. Within the two days or so I repeated the process of cutting out the
arching, following the same principles of blending the wood.

Figure 5.16 – The interior arching of the spruce top.
The variety of tools used in this process created a range of kinds of spruce waste –
all of which ended up in the large cast-iron wood stove. The gouge ripped out large curls;
the drill press punched holes in ragged shavings that split easily; and the scrapers left
fine, downy fibers. Figure 5.17 shows the varieties of wood waste that are all indicators
of the correspondence between maker, tool, and wood throughout the craft process.
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Figure 5.17 – The various kinds of waste created in carving the arching of the top.
After arching the top and back plates, Paolo told me to move the next phase of
finishing the interior structure of the instrument by installing a bass bar. Unlike the
factory instrument I had worked on, this would require a separate piece of wood to be
carved to the exact profile of the interior arching of the top. I planed down the split piece
of spruce reserved for the bass bar and fit it to a generic pattern. What would follow
would be an intense period of fitting the piece exactly to the interior so that it might
distribute the vibrations of the bridge throughout the entire top. Using the chalk-fit
method that I had used to install the neck on the factory violin, I moved the bar slightly to
pick up chalk from the top. When removed, the chalk registered the high spots, showing
me where to bring the spruce down, first with a chisel and then with a scraper. Repeating
this process dozens of times, I finally came away with a bass bar completely covered in
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chalk about five hours later. The bar made a thick clunk as it rested against the top, a
sonic index of its connection to the rest of the instrument.
Paolo said he was impressed with the speed with which I had fit the bar. He
typically does it in about four hours, though he remembered classmates struggling
through the process for days in violin school. It reminded him of the two basic methods
of learning the practice of the violin making: speed or detail. One of his last apprentices
had worked very slowly, meticulously poring over the minute details. With the mistakes
that I had made through the process, I had opted for the speed method. Paolo said either
path could take you to the combination of speed and detail that you need to produce
instruments for a livelihood that must be made timely and with high quality. If you
worked quickly, you would learn the measured practice of detail that would produce a
finer looking and sounding instrument. If you worked with more attention to detail, you
would learn how to execute that attention with greater confidence and more swiftly. In
both cases, you would be adjusting your technique through practice to better control the
exactness of the relationship between your corporeal movements and the qualities of the
wood
I glued the bass bar in with friction clamps, as was the process of Strad according
to Paolo, and left the bar to glue. When it was dry, Paolo instructed me to round it along
the top, and bring the ends down a gentle slope to a feathered end. He said this would
keep the edges from being knocked out of place as the violin was worked on from the
outside.
Using a file and the spindle sander I finalized the edges of the top and back. At
this point, I had one major task to complete before “closing the box” of the violin, the
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installation of the purfling. Set into the edge of the top and back, Paolo explained that the
purfling serves as an accent and measure of the controlling the movement of the top and
back by humidity. Made of stable laminated strips of pear wood, it runs around the
perimeter of the instrument and slightly constricts the ability of the top and back to swell
and shrink. Paolo joked that Strad had a pear tree in his yard and that set the trend, though
people have historically used a range of other materials. 19th century Dutch makers had
used whale baleen, some contemporary makers use a synthetic that does not need to be
bent, and Paolo speculated that locally grown persimmon would make a suitable
replacement.

.Figure 5.18 – Blue chalk marks the place where the bass bar is fitted to the interior
of the top.
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Digging through his tool chest filled with specialized tools underneath his bench,
he produced a purfling scorer. The tool has two blades parallel blades set to score two
lines that then can be carved out to accommodate the inlayed purfling. I carved out the
purfling channels, and had to take three passes to make it wide and deep enough to
accommodate the purfling. The toughness of the maple presented a challenge, and I
looked forward to working the spruce top. However, I found that difference between the
spring and summer growth presented a challenge. The relative rigidity of the summer
growth as compared to the soft spring growth effectively created channels for the blades
to ride in. Despite my efforts to keep the blades running parallel to the edge of the top,
the lines of the grain pulled the blades out of line, causing a wider channel than I needed.
Paolo had a specialized chisel that he had made for removing the material for the
inlay. I used it in addition to a sharp knife to clear the channel, and fit the bent strip of

Figure 5.19 – Installing the “stings” of the purfling.
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pear into the slot as I work. When I glued the purfling in, Paolo showed me to keep it
directly above the slot, as I progressed around the instrument. The wood quickly swells
with the glue and will refuse the purfling if you do not install it immediately. I did the Cbouts and cut the extra space for the “sting” of the purfling, where the two strips meet at
an acute angle and extend into a thin strip shaped like a bee sting. This is sometimes used
as a gloss for the quality of craftwork of the instrument. Once I had installed the purfling,
a comparison to Paolo’s “stings” demonstrated the difference between a master
violinmaker and novice apprentice.
All of his stings symmetrically extended into almost imperceptible point; mine
did not. As it was installed around the instrument, I finished the process by adding a
recurve to the edge of the top, carving away a slight depression all the way around the
purfling. With the purfling in place, I placed the top on top of the back and side and felt
the instrument becoming something more than individual pieces of wood for the first
time.
I applied a thin wash of glue to the interior of the violin in order to mitigate the
passage of humidity and then glued the top on to close the box. I asked Paolo if it is
common practice to include anything when closing the violin. He replied that JeanBaptiste Vuillaume (1798-1875) had inserted portraits of himself in certain violins that
could be seen through the endpin. He also mentioned the old tradition of inserting a
rattlesnake rattle into the body of the violin. Many violins that he had fixed up for local
people had these inside, and we speculated about the purpose. I had heard it was a
magical charm meant to drive away negative spiritual connotations – a vestige of Puritan
beliefs about music or West African material traditions that accompanied the vast
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tradition of African-American violin players in the American south. Paolo responded that
he had thought the rattle would deter any rodents or pests from seeking shelter inside the
instrument, as he had worked on a few attic instruments that had signs of past tenants. I
closed the box and found the pieces of wood were now an instrument-in-becoming, a
violin “in the white.”
I started to fit the neck to a mortise I cut into the body – as I had done with the
factory violin, but I lost concentration and cut too much away. In another instance of
learning violin repair as I learnt the construction of the instrument, Paolo demonstrated
how I could find a matching piece of maple and glue it into place on the heel as a patch.
It served the purpose, and within the next two days I was able to fit the neck into the
mortise and glue it in permanently.
We had ordered the fingerboards for both of our instruments from a luthier’s
supply catalog, but the fingerboard would need finishing before I could spot glue it on.
There is a slight depression in the middle of the fingerboard that must be removed to aid
the playing of notes in the second position. The part of the fingerboard that extends over
the body is also lightened to adjust the tone of the instrument. Taking a gouge and
scrapers, I removed the extra ebony along the bottom. Paolo gave me an option of
“tuning” the fingerboard by placing it on table as it would rest on the neck of violin and
thumbing the end to produce a tone. I worked to tune it to the closest note, unsure of what
total effect it would have on the final instrument.
While the ebony was tough to cut, it was regular and responded well to the sharp
edge of the gouge. I was surprised at the dark color and consistency of the wood for the
price from the catalog, recalling the stack of fingerboards at Chris’s guitar shop. I found
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it contrasted in color and quality to the piece of cello neck Paolo gave me to cut the nut
and saddle of the violin from. When I cut into it, I noticed that they that it had been
pointed black to cover brown streaks and occasional swirls in the wood. Paolo assured
me that the wood would be tough enough to handle the strings and “gut” of the tailpiece.
It was a matter of aesthetic choice, Paolo described, and many of the original Cremonese
instruments had not even used ebony in the fingerboards. This resounded with the issues
of a modern aesthetic based in expectation of material perfection that played part in the
overexploitation of certain tree species, in this case ebony. 46
As I carved the space where the saddle would fit, I remembered that Paolo had
advised me to cut a small space on either side of the ebony. He said that factory
instruments, producing everything to specification, will not consider how the spruce
moves with changing heat and humidity and will fit the ebony piece exactly to the spruce.
When the spruce expands, the ebony stays stable, and pushes back against the spruce,
which can cause cracks. 47 While only a small space is needed, this kind of attention to
the changing qualities of the wood can provide some assurance that the instrument will
continue to be operable outside the shop.
The last step before applying finish would be to carve the neck and the button,
where the back is glued against the heel. Using Paolo’s handmade knife and instruction, I
carved the button until it appeared to be like a setting sun above the plane created by two
46 Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) is often also used for violin fittings due to their
density and toughness. Their light color, however, is not as popular as the dark brown or
black of ebony.
47 Lycopodium species, often called ground pine in West Virginia for their resemblance
to miniature pine trees, produce fine spores that are collectively used to repair cracks in
violins. The ultra-fine powder can be easily worked into the wood and finished. During
my apprenticeship, Paolo expressed a desire to collect his own store of lycopodium
spores from the forest nearby his house.
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small notches on the bottom. He told me the area of the semi-circle should reflect the
golden ratio to “look right.” In carving out the neck, I worked with rasps after it was clear
the wood was going to chip out around the curls in the maple, following the basic
contours of a pattern Paolo had given me. I scraped the pieces into a smooth contour,
revealing the stripes of curl in the wood, and had completed the construction of the
violin.

5.5

Finishing the Violin
Though Paolo had told me that there were no secrets among violinmakers, I found

that applying the varnish to the surface of the instrument was one of the areas where
makers were likely to withhold the results of their experimentation. Along with the
origins and treatments of the Cremonese makers’ tonewood, the methods of making and
applying the varnish are one of the most debated and tested aspects of violin craft. Paolo
makes his own varnish by boiling colophony in linseed oil to a colored viscous substance
that dries onto the wood. Colophony, also used for the rosin of violin bows, is the
complementary byproduct of producing turpentine from pine resin. The resultant varnish
is applied in coats, thinned out by turpentine – an unexpected recombination of the
separated parts of the resin. While some makers include additives to influence the color
of the varnish or its influence on tone, Paolo uses only the linseed and colophony. As he
normally boils the mixture for a couple of days, and he had just used the rest of his stock
on his violin, he offered a varnish made of amber (fossilized tree pitch) and linseed oil for
me to use.
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This process is one that violinmakers obsess over, recognizing the varnishes
ability to elevate the instrument into different categories of aesthetic beauty and
liveliness. Speaking of the Cremonse makers, Paolo told me,
That’s something they could really breathe life into it, make it look like it was
alive, like it had blood in it. And that’s something. You know, you put a violin in
anywhere and it looks right. You can put it in the woods, you can put it in the seat
of car, and you can put it in a restaurant. It just looks right. A stop sign, it stands
out. And that's why it looks like that, so it stands out. But a violin, it blends in and
it looks natural. The varnish was a big part of it. They knew their materials so
well and how to apply them that it just brought out, it just kind of went into the
wood and brought out more of the wood, but it didn’t cover anything. It didn’t
make it look anything that it wasn’t supposed to look like. Totally natural, but
enhanced it. That’s something that’s difficult to do.
The violin is prepared for the finish by first applying a wash of hide glue to the
inside of the instrument that provides a protective layer to slow the movement of
moisture in and out of the wood. Paolo will also “burnish” the surface of the instrument
with the stems of the local horsetail plant (Equisetum hyemale), whose cells have a high
concentration of silicates, to smooth out the wood fibers on the plates.
Spring had arrived timely as applying the varnish is typically outside work for
Paolo. The fumes of the turpentine bother him and the linseed oil base of the varnish can
only dry in direct ultraviolet light. While he had set up UV lamps in a closet of the shop
to cure the violin finish, he preferred to string it up by a wire outside to give it direct
sunlight. I worked to apply the first coat with brush, smelling the sharp sting of the
turpentine and watching the solution soak into the grain. Brushing each layer on, I would
then hang it by a tree branch to dry in the sun, taking the occasional break to fly kites
with Paolo and his kids in the March wind.
I asked him how I would know when I am finished applying the varnish, and he
said that he applied six to his last instrument. However, he added, it is mainly about
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getting a balance of texture. It’s important for the varnish to soak into the wood to give
the impression that you are seeing into the wood while still maintaining the threedimensionality of the grain’s surface. Paolo said that you need to let the varnish
emphasize the wood’s material qualities rather than cover it up under a thick layer. He
bemoaned instruments that have bowling ball-like finishes that allow you to see into the
grain but cover up its surface texture.

Figure 5.20 – Paolo’s violin curing in the spring sunlight.

Over the next week, I added six layers of varnish, applying the solution at my
house, Paolo’s workshop, and even John Preston’s shop where I had begun work with
him. With the layers accumulated on the surface, giving the instrument a unique pale
blonde color, Paolo had me rub down the finish with very fine sand paper and linseed oil
and then rottenstone, or tripoli, powder that would smooth out the finish.
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I set the soundpost, the bridge, and all the fittings – following the same process as
with the factory instrument -- and finally had a chance to hear the violin sing. I felt a rush
as both Paolo and I played the instrument, before we began to compare it to the other
violins in the shop. Gathering the family around, he took it outside and played it at a
distance to get a sense of how it projected and the tone it produced. He seemed pleased
with the outcome and its test signaled the informal end of the apprenticeship. However,
the knowledge I had absorbed and embodied through working with him and the materials
of the violin would serve me quickly as I learned the trade of tonewood in my next
apprenticeship.

Figure 5.21 – The material completion of the apprenticeship.
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CHAPTER 6. CONNECTING GLOBAL FORESTS FROM THE “OLD WORLD”
AND THE “NEW” THROUGH TONEWOOD
My work with John Preston, owner of the Old World Tonewood Company in
Lewisburg, West Virginia, began with an interview done in his shop on a hot summer day
in 2015. Unlike many other makers in West Virginia, John was engaged primarily
producing usable tonewood for sale to other makers in a national and global market.
Hearing that he imported wood from Romania into the forested mountains of West
Virginia, I was curious to meet him and hear about the process as I was gaining the
rudimentary knowledge and language needed for my extended fieldwork and preparing to
participate in a Romanian/Appalachian conference in October 2015. After connecting
him with the conference organizer, I met with him a second time in Romania during the
conference, where his Romanian partners showed us the factory and the general scope of
their work.
After the conference, I worked with John, Travis Holley, the shop’s sawyer, and his
business contacts in Romania, Catalin Murgoci and Mihai Filip, in different periods of
2016-2018 in a more informal apprenticeship than my previous two. In this time, I
experienced and participated in the processes by which wood is retrieved, selected,
processed, marketed, and shipped through networks connecting global forests to
instrument makers. Weaving meshworks of Appalachian and Carpathian human and
forest communities, my apprenticeship in the industrial craft of cutting musical tonewood
was a process of learning the role of the forest environment, the global trade in timber
resources, environmental correspondence, the variety of labor in these enterprises, and
the temporal relationships cultivated between tonewood and cutters.
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Unlike the other apprenticeships, which followed more or less a progressive
trajectory of unfinished materials to a playable instrument, working tonewood is an
interrupted process of becoming in fits and starts of human input. Trees are cut and
demand input from human workers before non-human actors like insects and fungi begin
to transform the wood to their needs. Orders arrive with little notice, requiring final workup to changing specifications. Meanwhile the wood must be maintained through seasonal
cycles of drying and aging over a period of years. As such, the work is done in stages
rather than in a smooth process from tree to finished tonewood. Luckily, the depth of
time involved in this project allowed me to see wood that was harvested in 2015 be ready
for shipment by the time I finished work in 2018. In this chapter, I will follow the process
sequentially, despite the fact that it does not occur in linear format, based upon my
experiences working with tonewood makers in West Virginia intermittently from 2015 to
2018 and in Romania on visits in 2015 and 2018.
This period of work revealed how transnational movement of tonewood is enabled
by affective meshworks between tonewood producers and the forest environments in
which they work and live. Makers of tonewood search global forests for tonewood,
building bonds between other makers and seemingly disparate forest environments. Yet
the process of finding and producing tonewood opens the possibilities for the resource to
be made and understood in various ways. Tonewood makers understand that the trees
with the qualities to make singing instruments exist, but such qualities can only be found
through the productive process of making tonewood.
Logs purchased for tonewood are uncertain candidates even when on the sawmill,
having invariably passed to producers through commodity chains. Near-finished
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tonewood must also age and contend with competing agencies of other nonhumans, such
as fungi and insects. As a result, the status of tonewood as an affective material resource
and a commodity is in constant flux. Logs purchased as commodities can quickly become
gifts if found unsuitable in the selection process, while the scale of small production
invariably turns “waste” into gifts for friends and other craftspeople. And even as a
commodity, for sale on websites or to luthier supply companies, the material’s
relationship to the position of the producer, as a maker or an entrepreneur casts a different
meaning onto the wood. Nevertheless, the materialities of making this resource connect
the mountain regions and sustain meaningful labor for the producers of tonewood in both
West Virginia and Romania with whom I apprenticed.

6.1

The Old World Tonewood Company
Following his retirement as an ecologist for the Army Corps of Engineers in

Huntington, West Virginia, John Preston, returned to his hobby of making musical
instruments. As many makers do, he began to accumulate wood for prospective violin
family instruments and guitars, eventually deciding to source his own tonewood. In the
early 2000s, he traveled to Romania for the first time, looking to establish a connection
for importing European tonewoods for violin family instruments for personal use.
However, once he had established a strong, trustworthy connection with Catalin Murgoci,
a relative newcomer to the business himself at the time, his stock quickly became larger
than he and his house could manage. He moved the tonewood into an old auto sign shop
that had been converted from a motel in Lewisburg, WV, and opened as a tonewood
business. He offered primarily European varieties of spruce and maple, and niche
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tonewoods, marketing these to individual makers as well as large suppliers of tonewood
and instrument parts. Travis, a colleague from his former job, also had an interest in
wood-working, and having grown tired of “working in tall buildings” as they frequently
put it, began to work as the shop sawyer. 48 John also began to reach out to local foresters
and timber companies to find local varieties of trees that would be suitable for tonewood.
During my fieldwork, the Old World Tonewood Company operated with John and Travis
working together out of this shop in Lewisburg, cutting West Virginia logs and importing
Romanian tonewood for a global market of instrument makers of great variety.
As John was beginning to contemplate going to Romania for the first time, five
thousand miles to the east, Catalin Murgoci was searching for tonewood in the
Carpathian Mountains of Romania. He had been interested in the import and export of
wood as Romania transitioned to a post-socialist state by first lifting export restrictions
for private companies in the 1990s and then joining the European Union in 2007. He
experimented with shipping lumber to Greece in the early 2000s before meeting a
Spanish guitar maker who gave him a piece of master grade cedar as a reference to find
high quality Romanian spruce. Catalin looked for two years, finally encountering spruce
logs that could be used for instruments, though they were assigned a lower-quality “B”
grade when worked up and assessed for quality. Nevertheless, this was the beginning of
his trade and the Carpathian Tonewood Company, which continued to grow over the next
decade, changed to meet requirements of the state and increasingly accessible global
consumers. Catalin cuts and subsequently ages logs for a variety of consumers, from
individual luthiers to factories, and in quantities from "one piece to one container” as he

48 Referencing the John Hartford song “In Tall Buildings” (1976).
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explains. For instance, while we worked together, he still supplied the Spanish guitar
maker’s luthier shop as well as the Chinese company that subcontracted part of their
production.
Meeting with John, they grew together in learning the process of the trade,
namely the skills needed to locate trees coming out of the forest and to locate instruments
coming out of the wood. Their strong inter-personal relationship undergirds the
movement of the tonewood as surely as their regular visits back and forth across the
Atlantic Ocean. Though they have no explicit business partnership, they refer to each
other as partners, each recognizing the importance of the other in their journeys of
learning the trade and becoming tonewood producers.
Describing how he learned, John said, “I think almost everyone out there in [the
United States] that’s doing tonewood is a first generation. There might be someone out
there that’s got his son or daughter, I don’t know about that. The difference in Europe is
that most of them go back some generations. There’s a way of life with it if you pass it
on.” John contrasted that generational history with the mode of learning he and Catalin
had experienced. Unlike those European family dealers, they have learned the process of
cutting tonewood together as they developed the craft and business of tonewood.
This mutual understanding of the wood and drive to continue the process connects
the two tonewood producers, and with them, the continuing supply of Romanian
tonewood into West Virginia. Echoing John’s and Travis’s escape from work in tall
buildings, Catalin also grew tired of working in an office and sought a change through the
tonewood. He told me, “This job allows me to go into the forest like you’ve seen and to
go to the mountains, and also allow me to see people and visit people, so it’s what I like.”
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John added, “If I had not met Catalin, I wouldn’t be doing this. I looked around and he
was the honest person doing it correctly, and it wasn’t a year or two before I started
talking about I was just going to work with [Catalin]. We don’t have any financial ties,
but I call him a partner, because without him, I couldn’t do the European wood. More of
a friend now than a partner.”

Figure 6.1 – Catalin (right) and John (left) looking over logs in Râșnov, Romania.
The principal tonewoods of the Old World Tonewood Company, whose name
evokes the traditions of the violin family instruments, and the affiliated Carpathian
Tonewood Company, are species of maple and spruce, the basis of the violin family
instruments. The European Spruce (Picea abies) or molid in Romanian and the sycamore
maple (Acer psuedoplatanus) or paltin in Romanian compare to North American varieties
of red spruce (Picea rubens), red maple (Acer rubrum), and the less frequently used sugar
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maple (Acer saccharum). In an interview, John pointed to the differences in the material
qualities of the wood they cut and how that influences human action upon the wood.
The woods are slightly different, but the quality, what you're looking for is pretty
much the same generally in the maple. What we're looking for is just nice figure,
nice flame, if you will, whatever you want to call it. The whiter the maple is
generally nicer or more desirable. Our maples here in this region if you get far
north, it's not so bad. We get little brown streaks under the bark caused by an insect.
Some people call it mineral streaking. But it’s actually an insect, but then that's not
so desirable to some people. Uh, the mandolin makers tend to not mind so much
because that's always been used, but some of the violin makers don't like it. It
doesn't occur in Europe, in the maple there. So that's a pretty readily distinguishable
characteristic between our maple that we have here locally and the maple we get in
Romania. Romanian maple is a little bit lighter. Generally lower density. It's easier
to carve generally and I’m frankly quite fond to the European maple and spruce.
Spruce is the same thing. In spruce, we're looking for trees with virtually no twist, a
straight grain, no knots, no resin and none of those are absolutely something you
can achieve. There's issues in every log and it's the same there as here.
The presence of tree species fulfilling similar cultural niches for tonewood
production constitutes only one instance of ecological similarities between Appalachian
and Carpathian forests that influence human lifeways and livelihoods. As an Appalachian
in Romania, the forest felt welcoming yet uncanny, similar in sense and ambiance, yet
with each key species substituted by a European cousin. Both Catalin and John describe
feeling at home in their complementary mountain environments when they visit,
referencing the familiarity of the landscape and spotting similar activities and lifeways. 49
Romanian and English also have similar verbs to describe the “liveliness” of
musical tonewood. In an interview, Catalin told me that instruments should wake (trebui
trezit) the wood inside and a successful instrument should sing (trebui cantata). John
excitedly followed that he uses similar sayings to speak of the musical tonewood that he

49 The Carpathian Mountains of Romania have recently served as a stand-in for popular
media visions of pre-industrial Appalachia, such as the 2003 film Cold Mountain and the
2012 mini-series Hatfields and McCoys.
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produces in his small shop in the shadows of the Allegheny Mountains of West Virginia.
This, in turn, had reminded me of another maker in West Virginia, Roger Morillo, when
speaking of his tonewood and instruments said “You can make a tree sing, that’s the
magic!,” after reciting a favorite phrase in Latin “Dum vixi tacui, Mortua dulce cano. In
life I stood silent, and in death I sweetly sing. Isn’t that beautiful?”
The ecological and geological similarities between the mountain forests have
resulted in similar industrial impacts and consequences of extractive industries, as smaller
communities confront the role of extractive timber and mineral resources in the market
and stress the importance of mountain tourism to their future economic livelihoods. Yet,
the political ecologies and histories of these regions have resulted in much different
impact on the landscapes and species. Different regimes of property rights and
protections of the Carpathian forests in the early 20th century, namely through presocialist forest commons and socialist collectivization, and strict control by state forces
through the socialist and post-socialist era, have left many larger extant stands of timber.
This contrasts with the totalizing extraction of the Appalachian forests described in
Chapter 2. Yet forest-related work was also the predominant field of paid labor in early to
mid 20th century Romania where small forest communities were also dominated by the
extraction and processing of timber (Dorondel 2016). Exploitation in Romanian forests
has taken different routes, with corruption and increasing privatization despite protections
a serious endemic issue. Increasing privatization of forest land, and land purchase by
logging companies along with open borders as a result of free trade in the European
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Union have all resulted in over-exploitation of Romania’s forests.

Figure 6.2 – A view of the Carpathian Mountains from Măgura, Romania.
Nevertheless, different tracts of forest development have resulted in tonewood trees
in Romania that are usually larger and subject to greater scrutiny in quality as compared
to those available in West Virginia, making them more suitable for high-end instrument
craft. John explained that the value placed on spruce by the forestry industry also makes
it difficult to pull logs from extractive flow timber products. 50

50 Recent efforts by the Green Forest Works surface mine restoration non-profit point to
a new value on red spruce as an important key to reforestation on formerly mined areas in
the Alleghenies (Barton et al. 2017).
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Spruce, the red spruce, there's just not much of it. […] There used to be red spruce
in West Virginia, it was a huge amount and now there's like 50,000 acres or
something and only grows 4,000 feet or above here at this latitude. And you know,
it’s a cull tree virtually for the forest companies. They can't get anything for it.
There's a fence plant, a fence manufacturer and they use spruce. But otherwise it's,
they don't want it, you know, there's no market for it. So there's a lot of really nice
red spruce gets cut that just goes to pulp mills.
Additionally, for many violinmakers the perceived traditions of instrument craft
weigh heavily on the selection of instrument wood. The symbolic weight of using the
same species of trees as the praised European makers of violin family instruments is
important to violinmakers who often prefer those woods. Taken with the fact that
Romania is said to have the largest stands of “old-growth” or “virgin” stands of timber in
Europe, Romanian forests source a global market for musical instrument tonewood. 51 As
a result, Romanian foresters have monitored and studied the potential economic impact
and viability of these tonewood trees (Albu and Dinulică 2014; Dinulică et al. 2015). 52
While instrument makers require that both spruce and maple have straight, close
grain, makers also look for maple that is figured with undulating curls of varying size,
depth, and orientation caused by the grain growing in waves up the length of the tree.
Depending on the instrument, the size, depth, and orientation of the curl can increase the

51 I place these terms in quotation marks as there are no agreed-upon definitions for what
an old-growth forest or tree are. In the marketing of tonewood, the terms are often used as
shorthand for high quality wood, but the terminology could play into nostalgic and
romantic notions of the past.
52 Despite this demand and entrenchment in perceived tradition, this history may not be
totally accurate. When John and I attended the Violin Society of America meetings in
2017, we were surprised to hear from musician and violin collector David Bromberg that
some French makers of the 19th century preferred American maple varieties, inverting the
expectations of tonewood provenance and continental desires. In an examination of part
of Bromberg’s collection of American-made violins at that conference, John and I found
the brown mineral streaks indicating red maple in the majority of the 18th century violins,
illustrating that American violins were also made with American varieties of maple.
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value of the wood and perhaps the instrument. Though there is little evidence to suggest
that the figure influences the tone of the final instrument, it is considered an essential
aspect of the tonewood and one of the basic qualities considered when selecting logs for
tonewood. This figure is also known as flame, and other patterns of figure in tonewood
such as quilting, bee’s wing, and birdseye are also valued, albeit in different ways for
different instruments.
However, finding the trees with this figure adds another element of chance to a
process that John described as uncertain at best. In West Virginia, the curly logs are best
found in the spring when the bark comes off loose while the logs are cut and moved. In
this way, for curly maple logs, the first step is often the logs revealing themselves in this
manner, rather than tonewood dealers or instrument makers heading into the forest to
select standing trees. Even if a tree appears to be curly on its outermost layer, or phloem,
this is not an indication that the curl will extend into the xylem, or interior of the tree, or
up the length of the log.
While there are environmental conditions that create larger, more uniform logs, it is
difficult to pinpoint an exact condition or method of harvest that results in an optimal
tonewood tree. Materials sciences and other quantitative-driven scientific investigations
have pondered the effects of variables from trace minerals present in tonewood
(Nagyvary et al. 2009) to the effect of solar flares on the growth of forest (Burckle and
Grissino-Mayer 2003; Schwarze et al. 2008). Violinmakers and tonewood producers
mythologize around the practices of the Italian makers to attempt to explain their
mastery. Cutting wood during specific times of the lunar cycle, processing wood at a
specific elevation, and aging wood in water are a few different techniques that I
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encountered during tradeshows and conferences in my fieldwork. During our work, John
gave credence to the idea that environmental conditions do influence the growth of
tonewood suitable trees but also questioned the romance of tonewood, frequently
recalling the image of Stradivarius searching forests for tonewood trees by striking them
with a stick.
Well, I mean there's things that are just the way it grows it will be the same. In this
hemisphere, on the north slopes, you're going to find better trees generally because
of the less direct sun, so you're going to have tighter grain, but I don't know. There's
a whole lot of unsubstantiated wisdom. People have ideas about, well you know,
there’s some minerals in the ground or how hard life is for the tree, the wind, or
even the moon, there's all kinds of stuff that people think have a big marked effect
on it. The old tale about Stradivari walking through the woods and whacking on
trees until he found one he wanted. He didn't have time to do that. He made twelve
hundred instruments. He didn't have time to walk in the woods and whack on trees.
I don't think so. [Laughs] There's a lot of romance. I mean it would probably be to
my benefit to spread that, but I just don't like it. It's not based on science. It just
doesn't interest me. When people have these romantic thoughts about how wood
should be harvested or grown, plus they probably don't have any basis for even
thinking that way other than they’ve read it.
Instead, he speculated that Stradivarius and the Cremonese makers likely relied on
networks of knowledgeable loggers and dealers to supply his material in a similar fashion
as John. In Romania and West Virginia, logging contractors and sub-contractors are the
first to cut the trees that eventually become musical tonewood. In both forests, John and
Catalin relied on contacts and networks of foresters who they have taught to recognize
tonewood suitable logs and benefit from higher prices than what might be gained from
timber or pulpwood. Logging and timber enterprises that deal the logs run a range of
different sizes and structures, from single workers with the equipment to cut logs to
massive multinational timber corporations to state operated agencies and companies.
Loggers cut on parcels of land that in West Virginia are largely private, while in Romania
they may be from a patchwork of private, municipal, or federally-owned land.
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For example, one “monster spruce log,” in John’s words, that was sawn while we
visited in the shop in Romania in 2018 was cut by logging monks on monastery land in
the Carpathians, while the others had come from commercial loggers. The regulations on
harvest and trade are more stringent in Romania, where the cutting season is restricted to
winter months to mitigate damage to forest soils and floor composition, and logs are
required to be centrally registered through their harvest and transport. A serial number is
stamped on the log and on the stump, the log must be registered in a central database, and
the specific log must be ready for inspection at any time.
John drew the contrast between working in the two places, highlighting that a better
understanding of what tonewood is might exist in Romania.
In Romania, one of the things they recognize the value of instrument wood and
that's because even under Ceausescu, the violin industry is strong. I think it pretty
much started in the fifties; it's not a terribly old industry there like it is in Western
Europe. But they understand the value of it now. There's still timber theft and all
that other problems, but I'm hoping that their regulations are promoting more of a
sustainability and if they do cut down a really nice figured maple, it goes to the
highest use which in my mind is for instrument wood. You know, there's so much
of this really beautiful wood around here that's ground up into pulpwood. It’s just
the way it is. I hate to say it, there’s more knowledge about the value of it [in
Romania].

Additionally, he felt that it was important to keep the work of doing the main
processing of the wood in Romania.
I started out working when I was going to get wood from Romania and my goal was
to do as much of the labor I could over there because it's their resource and it should
be done that way. So I don't take raw material. People often ask, maybe you bring
the whole log in. And I said no; that would be a waste to do it that way. Cause a
tremendous amount of waste in the processing, any given log in the instrument
wood. But I would also take away the five or six people sometimes we periodically
get to help cut the wood. So I think it's a good thing to do it this way. So what I do
here is the final preparation, more detailed work.
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This contrasts with the work that large instrument and tonewood companies do, who
often establish satellite, secondary facilities in countries in the global south where they
can export semi-finished products in line with national export policy (Martinez-Reyes
2015). It also contrasts with large international timber companies in West Virginia who
would ship whole logs of valuable hardwood in containers directly from the United
States.
The differences in the materiality and process of the tonewood extended through
John and Travis’s work at the shop, asserting a fundamental difference between the work
of processing the Romanian tonewood and the local tonewood, which they claimed was a
lot more effort for less financial gain. Cutting logs is more labor-intensive and the lower
quality of the wood from West Virginia forests can bring a lower yield and lower price,
as it is often delivered to wholesalers or instrument factories in the United States. John
also began to cut local tonewood years after he had already been importing the wood
from Romania, mentally separating the two parallel and tangled streams of work.

6.2

Cutting West Virginia Tonewood
The shop that houses the Old World Tonewood Company was originally a four-

room motel on U.S. Route 60 out of Lewisburg, West Virginia. The main rooms of the
building that were once motel rooms were painted white and grey and housed a large
wood working machinery room, a room for making instruments, and a small office
occasionally converted into an apartment for Catalin’s visits from Romania. Outside,
there was an enclosed porch attached to the main building to accommodate the stock of
tonewood in the shop, while exposing the wood to seasonal fluctuations in temperature
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and humidity necessary for the aging process. There were four structures outside the
building on the lot: a semi-covered concrete pad that houses the sawmill, an adjoining
Quonset hut where large pieces and the rough stock ages, as well as two other
outbuildings where wood was aged. As such the different kinds of work done at the shop
were in clearly defined spaces: places to cut logs, to age wood, to “work up” blanks, to
make instruments, and to do office work. While I worked with them, they cut necks, tops,
backs, and sides for violin family instruments, acoustic guitars, and mandolins as well as
bodies and necks for electric guitars and banjos from the local maple and spruce logs.
Trees arrived in the yard of the shop from forest cuts and from logyards in the
surrounding, heavily forested counties. In West Virginia, where the logging is done on
largely private land, the major regulations exist to protect water quality more than forest
health or composition. Companies exercise great flexibility in cutting trees on their
property according to their management plans, often relying on clear-cutting as a method,
as long as they do not cause a certain amount of sediment to get into streams and
waterways. The system of sub-contracting and quotas employed by timber companies can
leave many disjunctures between workers at each stage and complicates how decisions
are made regarding trees. As one arborist working in the Alleghenies explained,
They [state regulators] don't give a stitch about if you leave an entire crappy beech
stand are all in invasive species or whatever. They don't care at all. You can never
get fined or wrote up or get closed down because you know you're leaving nothing
but rose bushes. But if you start, if you know, if it rains too much and sediment
goes into the stream, they'll shut down in a heartbeat. So that's probably my biggest
disconnect because I have buddies that are loggers, you know, you don’t need any
educational requirements to be a timber harvester in the state, none whatsoever,
which is fine and all you need is a business license and you need to have a certified
logger on your crew and you need to submit a notification to the division of
Forestry that you are going to log this tract. You need to put your id number at the
log landing and that's it.
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Loggers cut, trim and ship trees out of the forest on large trucks, a common sight on
the regions two-lane roads that link the small municipalities of West Virginia. The trucks
are unloaded at large centralized log yards. There, the size, species, and quality of the tree
may determine its future, in addition to political and economic influences, as well as
changing tastes and aesthetics of buyers. The biggest trees are often cut in the forest but
can be too large for the infrastructure of sawmills for the milling or pulping operations,
which are built to process high volumes of trees. In addition, big trees are likely to have
internal issues such as cracks or rots, so they may be left to rot on the forest floor. Eddie
Fletcher, a wood-worker from Greenbrier County and frequent visitor to the tonewood
shop, took advantage of this waste with a portable saw mill, buying logs that might
otherwise be left to rot, and sawing them into large slabs for counter tops, tables, and a
range of popular styles. Tree tops and large limbs are often trimmed and left in large
piles, presenting tempting sources of firewood for locals as well as shelter for animals.
At the time of my work, any walnut or ash trees were being shipped immediately as
veneer logs for the furniture industry in China due to their high price and the increasing
scarcity of the ash, increasingly threatened by the emerald ash borer. Smaller trees might
be sent to be split as rails, ground for paper pulp, or chipped for mulch or to be turned
into charcoal briquettes. 53
Because of this arduous triage, the foresters trained in managing forests are less
likely to employ their knowledge of forest ecosystems than their ability to manage sales
on logyards. For larger timber companies, quotas are made “in board rooms,” according
to one forester working in West Virginia. These quotas are dependent on measurements
53 For example, the Kingsford Charcoal plant in nearby Parsons, WV employs 110
workers and produces 125,000 tons of charcoal a year.
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made in board feet of timber for logs, excluding pulpwood, rather than total tonnage. As a
result, estimations of production are not a good indication of what is being cut in the
forest, so forests are cut at a higher rate than projected, which the forester described as
“working ourselves out of jobs.”
The majority of John’s local tonewood logs were sourced from this assortment of
logs. He had worked with foresters to teach them the kinds of things that he looks for in
the length and clarity of the log and the depth of the curl in the maple. Examining
“cookies” or slices off the end of the log to assess the tree either at the shop or at the
logyard is the first step of deciding whether the tree will become tonewood. Sometimes,
after hearing a recommendation from a forester, he would drive up to the local logyards
and peek under the tarps to look at logs, looking for indicators of the curl, the straightness
of the tree, the fewest knots and branches, and an appropriate size for his sawmill. During
our work, he also bought several logs sight unseen, trusting the judgment of the foresters
or buying unsuitable logs for another purpose, such as building shelves in the shop, in
order to keep the relationship going.
I accompanied John on trips to log yards to assess wood, and as he worked
through splitting “cookies” to assess how they might work as tonewood logs. One day,
upon receiving a batch of cookies of eight maple logs from a local forester, Travis and I
split them on the edge of a concrete stoop to look at the grain inside of the wood. There
were cookies from the butt, or bottom, and top of each log, so as we worked, we tried to
visualize the unknown part of the log between. We looked at the figure, the depth of the
sapwood, the straightness and tightness of the grain, the clarity and color of the wood, the
shape of the heartwood, and other indicators such as bug holes. Working from the small
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samples is difficult, as it is hard to predict how these indicators will run through the
length of a log, where the grain may cease to be curly or the heartwood may move
around, turning the log away from a trajectory of tonewood and toward some other
purpose. Travis reiterated that this was tonewood, and you never knew what you were
going to be able to get out of it. Splitting one cookie that looked by all measures to be “a
no-brainer,” according to Travis, we then discovered the telltale brown streaks of the
ambrosia beetle. Though other wood-workers prize so-called “ambrosia maple,” it would
likely not sell to an instrument maker, and the solitary streak was not enough to entice
another type of wood worker. 54

Figure 6.3 – John and Catalin looking at maple logs on a logyard in West Virginia.

54 This is not to say that some instrument makers do not value wood with characteristics
that may be considered defects. Fungal and insect infestations can produce novel
aesthetics in the wood, and are sometimes used to make singular-looking instruments. For
example, “spalted” wood that appears to have ink dripped on it due to fungal growth is
frequently used as an ornamental wood.
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Figure 6.4 – Numbered maple “cookies” as selected by foresters for possible
tonewood.
After deciding which logs John and Travis would take -- only one out of eight was a
sure buy, and the rest John wanted to offer to a local cabinet maker -- we sat on the porch
with Eddie Fletcher, a local wood-worker who had delivered the cookies from the forest,
and talked politics. As we often did, we quickly turned to topics of environmental
degradation and the state sacrificing environmental regulation for promises of economic
growth. We talked about the expanding role of sacrifice for coal in the state and their
experiences with environmental degradation, and they bemoaned the national and state
leadership that appeared to be embracing such policies.
I seized the opportunity to ask John and Travis what they made of their role in the
commodity chain of the extractive industry and how they squared their political beliefs
with their business practices of buying logs often cut with little regard for environmental
impact. Echoing his response from our initial interview, John answered that it was all
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about transforming the wood into its highest possible use, a musical instrument. Travis
agreed that the worst thing wood could be transformed into is paper pulp, a lower use
than even firewood. Eddie chipped in that if curly logs don’t get picked up for tonewood,
“they will probably end up as McDonald’s wrappers or Charmin [toilet paper].” Plucking
curly maple logs from a commodity chain that might otherwise turn them into highly
processed single-use consumables, to turn them into tonewood, interrupts the process of
disposal. I found that their language mirroring the “highest and best use” doctrine that
often governs natural resource management on land to be interesting, and reflective of a
niche craft that depends on the sustainable exploitation of natural resources.
Trucks that haul the logs from logging sites and logyards to the shop and other
wood product destinations are ubiquitous on the two-lane highways that are the arteries
of the region. Their coordination can be formal through contracts and subcontracts or can
rest on informal connections as favors from passing friends and neighbors who had the
means and route to pick up the large logs. Upon delivery, John and Travis unloaded them
near the shed that houses the sawmill where they wait a short period until they are cut.
When the logs were taken off of truck beds and trailers, their size and grandeur gave an
aura of stout permanence; however, they had already begun changing as the ecological
communities inside and around them continued to act.
Sunlight on the logs dried the ends causing “end check” that could crack deep into
the log and would heat the log. That heat along with rain and other moisture, promoted
the growth of fungi that would “stain” the wood blue and brown as they began
decomposing cellulose and sugars in the tree. Small beetles and other insects also could
begin to colonize the wood, though they might have already been beaten to it by others in
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the tree’s life, like the ambrosia beetles that leave their tracks and holes in many maple
logs. This was a crucial stage, with about two weeks to get them from the forest and cut
before their path towards musical materiality was irreparably damaged by decomposition
and organic renewal. This stage was the first in a process of years-long correspondence
that required shaping and monitoring the wood to produce the raw materials for
successful instruments.
Maneuvering the logs with wedges and hooked levers known as cants to the bed
of the sawmill requires negotiating the weight and size of the log as well as its
imperfections in its conical shape. Rolling the log across the grass yard and onto rails that
ran to the sawmill bed, John and Travis constantly checked the progress of the log by
alternately applying force on one side while holding the log on the other to rotate it into
position, and then applied equal force to roll it across to the bed. Once on the bed, Travis
debarked the logs with a barkspud, a long-handled tool with a head shaped and sharpened
to accommodate the curvature of the tree trunk and remove bark without damaging the
wood below. Because the logs were generally brought while the bark was loose, it
typically came off in sheets without damaging the logs. They then cut it down to length
with a chainsaw while keeping the sections within the parameters of the lengths of
various instruments they might cut for.
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Their mill was custom-made by a specialist for the purpose of cutting tonewood,
and consisted of a large, horizontal bandsaw mill mounted on a carriage that Travis

Figure 6.5 – Travis debarking a maple log before sawing.
pushed by walking it forward through the log on the bed. A series of “dogs” held the log
steady on the bed by digging into “sacrifice” pieces of wood placed on the surface of the
log and hold it steady while cutting. John and Travis’s roles as craftspeople in the area
also made the sawmill one of the more accessible for other craftspeople, who often
brought wood of their own to cut on the mill as a favor. As a result, work on the sawmill
frequently included cutting a piece of a tree limb or a log for another person to clear out
the work area for a tonewood log.
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Once the tree was debarked (and the saw mill cleared), Travis and John worked
together to determine how to cut the log to maximize their yield of tonewood for a variety
of instruments. Looking down the length of a log, John would measure the depth of the
prospective cut and the width of the log at any given point to determine what kinds of
instruments might be possible to cut for. They then centered the heartwood by adjusting
the angle of the log on the bed and measured down to where the cut of the first board
would be at least five inches wide, the minimum width for the wood they cut.
Before the cut, Travis adjusted the height of the blade to match the five-inch
width of the cut and adjusted the tension of the blade with a pneumatic pump so that it
would cut straight yet have the flexibility to move as needed. Travis walked the blade
mechanism slowly forward, looking at where the blade was going to be, and feeling its
movement through the handles. He took a first skim of the outside of the tree where the
bark had been stripped off and I pulled off the skimmed surface of the curly log, which
laid like a piece of a giant rippled snakeskin on the mill. The sawdust from the cut stuck
to the damp surface of the wood, and as John swept it away, it revealed bit of green stain
on the first half inch in the sapwood, that indicated we were not the only organisms
working upon the wood.
Working through the log, John simultaneously anticipated aesthetic and structural
desires for certain kinds of tonewood, while recognizing specific kinds of tree qualities
that manifest during the milling. After each cut, John subtracted the millimeters of height
for the parts that were to be cut from the remainder of the log -- calculated to include how
the wood would shrink in drying. He relayed that message to Travis in several ways, by
hand signal, yelling, or by writing on the face of the log. He also circled defects and
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scrawled large Xs on lengths of boards that had too much stain, ambrosia lines, other
insect marks, or were otherwise marred in some way.
The first cuts were “slab-cut” across the grain for one-piece violin backs, before
John told Travis to cut for electric guitar necks that are thinner and cut slightly more flatsawn. Wood that is flat-sawn has the grain running flat through the piece, meaning that it
is much less rigid. This quality is perfect for electric guitar players who prefer some
flexibility in the necks of the guitars. Recognizing both the necessary qualities of the final
instrument and the limitations of space in the log before reaching the unusable
heartwood, John and Travis were able to maximize the productive yield of the tonewood
while working quickly. After each board or two, John would get out the electric chainsaw
and saw the boards into smaller pieces measuring of the proper lengths of the pieces. I
then stacked them and waxed the ends of the wet boards to prevent checking on the end
of the boards.
They then turned and re-secured the log ninety degrees, and cut pieces for
mandolin backs. Though violin makers prefer perfectly quarter-sawn two-piece backs,
John said mandolin makers “will use anything” and tend to like how the figure is broken
up and flared when it is not quite quarter-cut, as it is reminiscent of the factory-made
Gibson mandolins of the early 20th century. They then made a cut for guitar backs,
although John lamented, “not that we could ever sell it as guitars,” pointing to how North
American steel-string guitar makers seem to be constrained by exotic tonewoods. When
there was a question about what to cut next Travis said, “that’s what we always do, cut
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‘em for what’s best. What are we going to do otherwise?”

Figure 6.6 – The tonewood yield from one maple log before aging and processing.
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They then cut for electric guitar tops that makers would model after the Gibson
Les Paul guitar, which has a curly maple face. Unlike mandolins, acoustic guitars, and
violin family instruments, which are book-matched, these can be slip-matched, meaning
that they can be mismatched from other parts of the log. Makers look for this placement,
and John suggested that this was because Gibson was probably pulling from scrap piles
of their mandolin manufacture to make their instruments, “slip-matching” pieces from
different lengths of the same log.

Figure 6.7 – John and Travis discussing how to cut the log.
As we worked toward the center and the unusable heart -- which quickly splits
and warps as it dries -- they kept the skimmed surface pieces for a friend to carve into
spoons and cut for boards where the dark heartwood started running in for another
woodworker. For the last few boards we cut off the log, Travis cut from the bottom rather
from the top so we could stop doing the subtraction and get a more accurate cut with the
weight of the heartwood keeping the board steady. When only the heartwood was left, we
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loaded the green blanks into the truck and took them down to the shed to dry out for a
few years.
Tonewood is also split rather than sawn in order to produce pieces that mitigate
runout, when the wood’s fibers “run out” of the face of the piece of wood. When split
with wedges, the long strands of wood fiber remain complete and capable of carrying
sound waves uninterrupted through the piece of wood. This is more often done with
spruce, as it is especially valued for bracewood and tops of instruments as the main media
for soundwaves in the instrument. One rainy day, a friend brought a small red spruce log
to the shop that had been salvaged from a roadside cut where other people were
scavenging spruce for firewood. From the outside, it appeared that the log was straight
and large enough to split out bracewood for guitars and the bass bars of violins. Travis
looked it over on the trailer, remarking that it had some growth issues: it had rather large
growth rings on one side perhaps indicating that it had grown on a hillside. After some
discussion, they decided to split it rather than cut it on the sawmill. 55
A few days before, I had been up at Paolo’s house and workshop, splitting apart
chunks of a silver maple for firewood in exchange for a violin bow. I thought about how
imprecise I had been swinging the splitting maul, and I questioned how Travis would
split it evenly. He and John looked at the log, bisected it with a chainsaw, and divided its
face into equal pie-shaped sections with a red lumber crayon. Travis began pounding
55 Splitting is probably the first way that people cut spruce tonewood, following a similar
process as splitting shingles. Due to the popularity of wooden shingles to this day in
Romania, John joked in an interview "There's some houses in Romania with maybe a
hundred thousand dollars of guitar tops on top." At the factory in Romania, they
frequently write “şiţă” or shingle on guitar tops that cannot be sold and are instead used
as scrap or packing materials.
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metal wedges into the log with a sledgehammer along the diameter of the tree traced with
red lumber crayon. When they had begun to create a crack that divided the log, he took
an L-shaped froe, put the blade inside the crack, and turned the haft as a lever to open the
crack down the length of the log. As Travis worked the froe down the log at his feet, the
log creaked and cracked open straight down the log. Seeing how straight the log had
grown, John remarked, “It’s nice split, isn’t it?” However, other organisms had already
appreciated the clarity of the log.
“Look at those bugs though, God,” John added. “Those bugs got it. They’re all the
way in it.” “Aww, shoot,” Travis lamented “There you go. There’s the heartache.” With a
few forceful blows, he opened the split through the rest of the wood and used the
sledgehammer to bust apart the last holdout fibers, leaving two equal halves.

Figure 6.8 – Travis splitting the piece of red spruce.

Travis pivoted the half log around towards the light and pointed out how fast the
tree had closed up around the young limbs poking out of the heartwood, as if a smaller
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tree made of darker wood had been enclosed within this one. John praised the beauty of
the wood, but upon measuring it, lamented that the beetles and insects that had burrowed
into the first two inches of the sapwood. This ruined its prospects as bracewood, as the
most suitable wood comes from around the bark of the log. Travis stooped over again
with the froe and tapped it into the half log, trying to pry it open. He struggled for a
moment before it split open, revealing a large knot in addition to the bug holes on this
side.
We worked together to split the rest of the wood up, looking for something usable
in the wood that had come to the shop for free and ultimately coming up short. “That’s
part of the work,” Travis sighed “trying to get something out of nothing.” The more
strenuous work of splitting wood seemed to be wasted work and wasted wood in this
case, as it had only resulted in firewood for a summer bonfire. Yet, in the shop the
uncertainty of tonewood cast an uncertain future for the wood that could have been
considered waste.
I heard over and again from John, Travis, and Catalin that the uncertainty in the
logs was the trademark of the craft. Tonewood producers attempt to find wood that not
only has grown to have the characteristics vaunted by makers and musicians, but also
without the defining internal issues that are everyday occurrences in trees. Other
organisms make their mark on trees inside and out and the turbulence of being even a
stationary organism is evident in the trees internal scars and healing responses.
“Windshake” leaves cracks visible only inside the tree, sap pockets form where the tree
has had to heal itself, and limbs swallowed by the trees growth persist as knots
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“shadowing” the wood around them with curved grain to accommodate the outgrowth. 56
This results in logs that may be perfect from the outside, but when opened up, are
revealed to not be suitable tonewood, but nevertheless are not wasted.
The “waste” of the process is repurposed to one end or another. Like industrial
sawmills, whose large volume of processing allows them to sell sawdust to farmers as
bedding or to be chipped for papermills or charcoal, byproducts of the tonewood are
quickly converted for other use, though not necessarily commoditized. After cutting logs
on the mill, we would shovel the sawdust into large sacks for a chicken farmer to pick up
for his chickens. Other wood was taken for firewood or given to local woodworkers. I
joked that the shop was being turned into curly maple, as many of the wooden elements
of the shop, architectural and otherwise, has been replaced by curly maple counterparts.
After one morning of cutting logs, as we sat and ate lunch in a small restaurant, I looked
to see that the doorway was framed in curly maple. John told me that he had given wood
that could not be used to the owner as he renovated the space.
However, these gift networks do not only extend to friends and social networks,
but also to other craftspeople in the community who may not even know John or Travis.
In the course of cutting and processing wood, scraps and large pieces unsuitable for
tonewood would accumulate, and John and Travis would use them to fill a wooden bin in
front of the shop. As I was bringing blanks into the shop to work up one day, a man
pulled into the parking lot a man began searching through the bins, picking up small
scraps of wood. Though he did not know John or Travis, he knew that he could find
scraps of quality wood in there and had stopped by find some good pieces for turning

56 Romanian loggers use the slang vant, or wind, to describe the same condition.
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pens and to make a toy box for his grandson. I did not see him again, but ran into others
who stopped by the shop for similar reasons during my time. This practice recalls the
ethic of the highest purpose of the wood that reverberates through woodcraft,
emphasizing the use value on even the smallest pieces of wood over the exchange value
that could be gained by collecting and selling the waste wood.
The relatively quick process of turning the log into boards that will fit different
instruments specifications is just the first step in the series of years long curing and
drying of the wood that must take place before it is ready to become an instrument. While
Travis guided the revolving saw blade through the wood, and John calculated which
instruments they might become, I often began the subsequent part of the process,
“stickering” the wood for its first stage of drying next to the sawmill. Stacking the long
planks of wood and placing small sticks, or stickers, between to separate the boards
allows air to pass over the surface of the boards and mitigates the microscopic cultures
that might damage the wood. I also sealed off the ends of the wood with a wax compound
that prevented water from evaporating out the ends, giving a chance for the wood to dry
slowly through the faces to mitigate cracks, check, and warping in the blanks. After the
tree was stacked and kept by the mill, it was normally kept in the shelter with the saw as a
convenience. We would then move it into a covered space to either air-dry or be dried in
a small kiln, after which it would be stored in a rough state until an order or need in the
stock of the workshop required that they be worked up into finished blanks. For the
occasional tangentially cut, one-piece violin, viola, or cello backs, Travis and John would
drill holes in the corners and suspend them in the air with wire to give full air exposure to
the valuable piece.
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The period of aging wood is of utmost importance as it imparts stability to the
material as it loses water content and, potentially, gives superior musical tone to the wood
the longer it ages. Makers will usually not consider using tonewood until it has sat for at
least two years, and tonewood normally has a premium placed upon it’s relative age as a
result. During this period, the surface of the wood will change color through oxidization,
the piece will change slightly in lateral dimensions, and will become lighter and stiffer,
two highly valued traits for tonewood. Drying the wood in a kiln may be a first step
towards the entire drying process, but ultimately, the preferred technique is to allow the
wood to establish equilibrium with the moisture content of the air in seasonal cycles that
keeps it active and in correspondence with environmental changes. During our work, I
frequently moved and stacked wood with Travis that had 2012 or 2013 scrawled across
its surface.
However, during my work, the drying process of “torrefaction” was gaining
traction as a means to artificially “age” wood. 57 Torrefied wood is heated to very high
temperatures in the absence of oxygen, zapping moisture from the wood without causing
combustion. The resultant wood is more brittle, but said to be more conductive of sound
and producing tones in line with aged guitars. John was sending some tops off to a kiln in
Missouri to be torrefied, knowing that there was a burgeoning group of guitar makers that
preferred this wood. He said that it was a missed opportunity that there was not a
torrefaction kiln in West Virginia, because this method also could produce rot resistant
timber and posts. When preparing for travel to an international guitar conference in June

57 Though the wood is often known as such, John told me that it is a misnomer.
Torrefaction better describes the process of turning wood into fuel, such as charcoal
briquettes, while this process is technically “thermal modification.”
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2017, we unpacked a crate of torrefied spruce guitar tops to grade and the scent of sugar
filled the air, a sign of how the sugars had escaped the wood as the water evaporated.
They were keeping some of them for sale via their website, but wanted to experiment
with the market at the conference, so they had some of the lower quality tops torrefied to
see if anyone would be interested in purchasing them.

Figure 6.9 – Travis and John grading guitar tops.

While only guitar tops were being sent out for torrefaction, other pieces would dry
rough-sawn until they were ready to be worked into closer specifications and sorted by
grade. John and Travis would cut boards into smaller pieces with bandsaws and
chopsaws, and then plane the face of the wood with a sharp jointer, revealing nuance in
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the quality and character of the grain. They looked for variations in grain clarity,
straightness, width, color, and runout to determine the grade. Grading is a subjective
process, wherein the standards are set by the tonewood producer within a basic agreedupon system. Yet, grading changes with the perspective of the grader as well as the
species and the market for specific kinds on tonewood. While lumber is graded based on
standards of strength and clarity of materials set by professional associations, there are no
such official criteria for tonewood. Producers are free to grade wood how they choose,
usually sticking to a range demarcated by the series AAA, AA, A, and B, though many
makers may add extra levels in-between, or above as “master” grade tonewood.
Keeping personal aesthetics and agreed upon community aesthetics and individual
tree variations and relative scarcity of some kinds of wood in concert can create
disjunctures in the grading system. For example, with red spruce, John told me, “Our red
spruce, […] It's in such demand that the qualities don't have to be as high as what we
demand for European spruce. Our European spruce is a lot tougher on the grading than
we are on the local stuff.” They were much more lax with the grading of the red spruce,
generally grading two grades higher than a similar quality piece in European spruce. This
process is highly relational and constitutes one reason John prefers that people come to
select wood in person at the shop. In addition to providing an opportunity for meeting
them and getting to know their work, this in-person selection reduces potential
misunderstandings due to the inconsistencies in the grading system, thus reducing the
change that makers will order and return wood until they find something suitable.
However, without a microscope to look at the individual cells, it can be difficult to
determine which species of spruce is which.
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Once, while unloading wood with Travis, we tested ourselves in our knowledge.
We could see some redness in the wood, and felt the heaviness of the red spruce, but
ultimately found through our guesses and checks that the best indicator was how it had
been graded. A “AAA” red spruce top often looks like a “A” Carpathian top in terms of
the thickness of the growth, coloration, and wave in the grain. In fact, because of the
premium on red spruce, John suspected that people may have been buying lower quality
Carpathian wood and passing it off as red spruce. 58
Once the pieces had been sorted and graded, they were cleaned up for final
processing then photographed to be put on the website to sell individually to makers and
musicians in the U.S. and internationally. However, during my work, the shop also
fulfilled orders for large instrument supply companies and manufacturers. For one such
order, we worked up large boards for banjo necks. A large instrument supply company
had ordered a large quantity of the parts in quick succession, despite the fact that they had
not ordered any in the past year before that. Travis and I pulled the rough-sawn blanks
from a storage shelf, and wheeled them up the hill to the machine portion of the shop.

58 John had also heard a rumor that Carpathian spruces were, in fact, transplanted red
spruces, telling me, “There was somebody started some kind of rumor that monks
brought red spruce from the U.S. to the Carpathian Mountains and planted them and I
don't know where they ever got that. I was thinking these monks must have been…. I
mean we've cut trees three and four hundred years old and were these monks over here
before Columbus, when they took them. I just don't understand where they get such a
story, but the woods have some similarity so I think somebody was just trying to promote
the Carpathian spruces.”
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Figure 6.10 – Travis “working up” instrument blanks on a joiner.

We worked in a factory-like progression: Travis planed two sides of the lumber to
see the grain and make it workable; I chopped them to length and cut off the end
“checking” that had occurred while drying; John cut them to near specification with a jig
on the bandsaw; and Travis planed them one last time to make each one smooth. It took
“working up” about forty-five blanks to make the thirty that were of requisite quality to
ship to the company. Eight were deemed inadequate as they had defects throughout the
grain or a grayish staining, and they were given to a local carpenter. Another five were
resized down to mandolin neck blanks for future sale. Two were set aside for scrap. John
said that the company that bought the necks would sell them as nearly finished products,
only missing the varnish, so they add the “greatest value to the process.” They joked that
they would send the order to the shipping department as they packed the boxes and
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moved them outside where a shipping truck would take them to the next destination and
beyond to makers and musicians.

6.3

Sourcing Romanian Tonewood
While aging for years in the shop, the rough-sawn West Virginia boards are in

company with the Romanian varieties that have taken a parallel (if longer) route through
a commodity chain to the Old World Tonewood Company. It begins when Catalin
receives photos, text messages, and phone calls from loggers and dealers when they
believe they have good logs, knowing that the price will be higher for tonewood logs. He
will then take large “loops,” as he refers to them, through the J-shaped Carpathian
mountain range that physically divides the country, visiting the log yards and cutting sites
to determine if they are worth the risk of purchasing and shipping back to the tonewood
factory in the town of Râșnov in Brașov County. He looked at the logs on the sites from
harvest sites in the forest to large logyards for trees that will make the cut as tonewood.
Instead of corporate quotas, these trees would have been cut according to volume quotas,
assessed at cubic meters per hectare, regulated by the state silviculture, even on private
land. In searching for these logs, Catalin told me, "There are a lot of details. You must
balance the defects and qualities, and you cannot see what is inside. I check the bark. I
check under the bark. I make a thin slice on the edge. After that, it is luck and
experience."
He was referring to the luck and experience necessary to produce suitable
tonewood play out at the factory of the Carpathian Tonewood Company. Its large stock is
sold to customers from individual makers to large instrument factories. The company is
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housed in a large, expansive structure, which previously served as a barn for a dairy
cooperative. It is one building out of a long line of industrial spaces, the other spaces
being converted from livestock barns into other trade businesses, including a log yard, a
mechanic’s shop, and storage spaces for construction equipment. Outside, two large open
structures are used to dry recently cut wood for guitars and violin family instruments, and
families of brown sparrows flit in and out of their roofs. Depending on the season, the
structures may be relatively empty or completely filled with wood, due to the seasonal
regulations on cutting logs in the forest. When I visited in October 2015 the stock was
relatively sparse, as the trees were not cut until the winter months. But in the spring of
2018, the space was brimming with wood stacked in neat piles bound for a range of
makers and factories.
In the yard, there is also a large feed silo left over from the dairy cooperative. It
was fed by a vacuum from inside that pulls sawdust from the factory floor. Catalin told
me he would sell it if there was more produced, but there was not enough to do anything
but gift it, so it goes to a dairy farmer nearby who returned the gift with milk or helped
with moving logs. Neighboring dogs occasionally slipped between the fence for scraps
of yesterday’s lunch or simply to lie in the grass in the main lot of the factory, escaping
the sound and commotion of the log loaders and chainsaws in the logyard next door. The
yard was grassy, but split by a long stretch of mud, which had hardened into tough ridges
left by the large tractors used to deliver logs.
Beside the front doors of the factory, there is a small door with a cart and track
running through it from the area where the logs were stored onto the floor for easy
transport to the sawmill. The factory was split into four rough sections: a sawing floor, a
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break room, a storage floor, and an office. The sawing floor had a large wheeled bandsaw
mill along the ground, as well as the large machinery needed to do the rough work up of
the blanks: a large bandsaw, a planer, and a jointer. Tools used to move the logs and
position them on the bed of the saw as well as the patterns for instrument blanks hung
along the walls around the machinery. The storage floor had large piles of guitar tops,
bracewood, violin blanks, and other assorted tonewood neatly stacked into cubes for
storage or placed on pallets for shipment to other factories or makers. Some were already
wrapped in plastic ready to be transported in containers to factories in the People’s
Republic of China. In the office, they kept the finest grade instrument wood for listing on
their retail website, each carefully manicured for sale. The scales and equipment needed
to calculate shipping were close by, anticipating a quick shipment.

Figure 6.11 – The storage of the winter’s tonewood outside of the factory in Râșnov.
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The factory employed at least four employees: two sawyers, one temporary
machine worker, and a worker who predominantly sorts wood and handles the storage of
tonewood. They were supervised by a foreman, Mihai Filip, who managed the factory
while Catalin was working from his home in Bucharest or on loops looking for logs.
Mihai, known by the nickname Mişu, shared some of the financial burden of the factory
and managed the online sales and everyday workings of the factory, so he and Catalin
considered each other partners. While the other workers had well-defined, dedicated
tasks, Mişu and Catalin often vacillated between different tasks within the organization
and the task of making decisions on how to cut the logs. I asked Catalin about what he
calls the work, offering the term tonewood cutter, and he parried that “tonewood is not
just about cutting, it is also about knowing the wood and producing for years.”
In April and May of 2018, the factory was humming with activity, being the busy
time of the year for buying logs that had been cut over the winter. I predominantly
worked with John sorting wood that he would ship to West Virginia, but we also
occasionally advised how to cut logs to get different kinds of instruments. While we
worked, they cut several large spruce that John said would be “monster spruce in West
Virginia,” as well as a black alder (Alnus glutinosa), black poplar (Populus nigra), and
willow (Salix spp.). The logs were stacked outside, though they were subject to the same
concerns of staining and insects as at the shop in West Virginia. The willow log seemed
to be the only one that was left in the yard, and as a testament to its ongoing biological
processes, I noticed everyday how the prone willow was still sending shoots toward the
sun.
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They used levers and wedges to maneuver the large logs (the largest at that time
about 10 feet long and 30 inches diameter) off of the platform and onto the cart that runs
inside. The sawyers then cut the bark off using a barkspud, leaving behind gouged marks
on the surface, demonstrating that the bark was not as loose as those logs cut in the spring
months and delivered quickly in West Virginia. Pushing the logs onto the carriage of the
sawmill, they fixed the log into place with a series of jacks and dogs. Depending on the
type of tonewood that is to be cut, they then drew onto the exposed face of the log the
dimensions or angle needed to be cut, and began to make large cuts, pushing the carriage
and saw blade through the wood. The saw was loud, but ran off of electric power rather
than the gasoline of the mill in West Virginia. As we watched the sawyers cut a spruce
for guitar tops, John commented that he wishes he could have an electric mill to mitigate
the fumes and cost of gas, but that it is cost-prohibitive in West Virginia to transfer to the
three-phase electric current needed to run large equipment.
Guitar tops are the primary tonewood for the factory. They are cut radially into
pie shapes, or quartersawn, then sectioned into half meter lengths, which are planed and
resawn on the band saw with a carriage into guitar tops, and finally stacked to dry. In this
process, the wood passes through the hands of all of the workers in the shop before going
to Mişu for a final grading. While this is the standard course for spruce logs, the
hardwoods that form the body of instruments requires more strategy on the “best” use of
the log to maximize yield. In cutting the poplar and willow logs, which can be used for
making the backs of viola, cello, and double bass, John, Mişu, Catalin, and I worked with
the sawyers to determine how to cut the logs. The outside surface of the poplar log had
revealed a lot of deep curling figure to it, so it would be valuable as backs for
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instruments. Cello backs by themselves can cover the cost of the logs which often require
hundreds if not thousands of dollars of investment.
Measuring and drawing in possibilities for boards on the face of the log, John
tried to convince Catalin to cut the logs “tangentially” to the heart to maximize for onepiece backs. Catalin disagreed, wanting to take as many radially-cut pieces as possible
because then the figure would be more striking, and he could grade the wood higher, thus
raising the price. John retorted that people making instruments with poplar instead of
maple are usually concerned with making in the old Italian traditions, where poplar
backed instruments did not necessarily have deep figure.
However, after making the first skim, the sawyers put the piece through the
jointer, removing the rough-sawn surface and revealing an incredibly deep curl to the
wood. Once Catalin saw the figure, he decided that he would cut all radial to get the most
highly-figured pieces. The sawyers pulled the pieces off of the rapidly diminishing log,
rotating the remainder before every pass, and leaned them against a bench when they
began to slightly discolor as they dried out in the air. John excitedly moved to place and
trace patterns for violas, cellos, and even a double bass on the wood, configuring the
boards for the best yield. Along the irregular external edges, it was difficult to determine
where to place patterns, but John relied on his knowledge of instrument making,
immediately recalling the measurements of the size of instruments, as well as where their
arching would occur to get around minor blemishes. We also tried to trace bug holes and
knots through the wood, projecting how they would project through the unseen internal
wood and might influence trying to build an instrument. In the remainder of the space on
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the wood, John would square off a section and scrawl eclise, or sides of an instrument, to
cordon off a section of matching sides.
As they cut through the second half of the log that flared out near its base,
everyone became slightly dismayed by the size of the heartwood, as well as the knots and
blemishes that pocked the wood. Catalin brought a bottle of ammonia window-cleaner to
the log and sprayed on a place where he suspected that it had begun to rot. He told me it
helps to reveal the extent of the rot by coloring places where it has set in. With this
knowledge, he could determine whether the wood would be usable as it was near the
heartwood or whether it was susceptible to rot. John again lobbied to cut it tangentially as
a slab, but Mişu decided to cut it as radial backs in an attempt to get two-piece double
bass backs in addition the viola and cello backs they had already cut.
John and I returned to sorting already cut tonewood for export outside, and were
surprised to see Catalin leave in a hurry and return a few minutes later excitedly with a
bottle of Pepsi and several bars of chocolate. He laughed as told us that he said he would
buy everyone the treats if they got bass backs out of the log. John and I followed him
inside and admired the bass back, which John said might sell for well over one thousand
USD, essentially paying for the entire log. He joked that he and Catalin should bring it to
the upcoming Violin Society of America meetings, and sell it with a stamp from both
companies, illustrating the collaboration and correspondence in cutting the log.
Through the whole process, John and Catalin seemed to be coming from two
different places, making sense of two sets of practiced knowledge as they made decisions
about how to cut the log. Though it was Catalin’s log to decide what to do with, John’s
expertise formed a valuable aspect of the correspondence in the cutting the log. However,
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it often appeared that John’s experience in making and playing instruments gave him a
different insight that prioritized a makers’ needs or desires, i.e. sacrificing the flame for a
rarer one piece back. At the same time, Catalin and Mişu tended towards thinking how
the wood would sell, especially online, placing primacy on elements of the wood that
were particularly visible and might stand out on a computer screen, such as the
undulating curls of the figure in the poplar.
John and I spent most of our time at the factory either assisting in this way during
the cutting or going through stacks of cut and dried wood to determine what he would
send back to the states. We spent this time sorting in the covered huts where the wood sits
in stacks to dry and spends the majority of its time in the factory, waiting to join a
shipment or for a buyer to come to select wood. They are stacked according type and
grade and left outside to age usually for the season before being brought inside.
One day, we selected from the cello stock with Mişu and organized them based on
grade as we pulled them out. We held up the bookmatched pieces and looked for the
minor imperfections that might preclude the wood from traveling to West Virginia.
Handling the fifty or so backs and tops that were available, our hands became tacky with
the sap pockets seeping from the spruce tops and the sawdust covering the blanks. After
selecting the backs, John and Mişu lightly negotiated which ones of the highest quality
would go to West Virginia or the website, trusting John to adjudicate what the highest
quality would be. He was quick to bring them back to the office to get them on the
website as fast as possible, as individual sales online bring the best price. Mişu said that
every time he handles wood, he is thinking about how he might be able to profit from it, a
slight departure from the maker-oriented view of John. Sorting through a nearby pile of
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wood for archtop guitars, Mişu said that the entire log was really nice, and he asked John
to put aside one out of five of his selections for the website. John agreed and when I
asked about this consulting, he said that is why he feels it is a partnership, albeit with no
shared business. He offers a skill and added value as a maker with a maker’s eye and they
have the connections and ability to find the high quality trees that others cannot.

Figure 6.12 – John and Mişu sorting spruce cello tops.
We spent one morning looking at pieces of irregularly figured maple, as Catalin
and Mişu asked John what would be the highest use from the pieces. They were large and
figured like red maple, yet had slightly irregular shapes that made for a challenge to
decide what instruments could be recovered from them. John saw a lot of possibilities
and tried to get many of them, but Catalin wanted to keep some on account of the
singular figure. Its remarkable figure was both desirable and problematic, as the deep curl
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would make it very unpredictable. The pieces showed many signs of cracking within the
wood itself and they were deeply pitted from chipping during the planning, both
indications that this tonewood may be volatile in the construction of an instrument.
Nevertheless, John continued to search for the best “use” one could get out of it,
suggesting violin or viola backs, while Catalin pushed for guitar backs. Ultimately, they
decided to give John a few and use the others for guitar backs and sides. Mişu put some
up in the rafters to continue to age and cut others. They talked about what the alternatives
were if the wood was not suitable for tonewood after all, suggesting that its lowest use
would be to cut binding for guitars that would be exceptionally figured. Catalin also
mentioned that he had a deal with a Korean firm to ship curly wood for pool cues, and
John seemed to be excited by this process, as the pool cues would be an easy alternative
for scrap tonewood.
When not going through pieces with us, Mişu was busy readying a massive order
for shipment to a guitar factory in the People’s Republic of China, which principally
consisted of a thousand guitar tops that he had to sort and grade. Despite the sunshine and
heat outside, the concrete and sheet metal structure stayed quite cool, so he sat between
the large pallets of tonewood wearing a hat and vest over his flannel work shirt sorting
the wood. He sat next to the large pallets and went one by one checking the bookmatched
pieces in the dim light of the factory stock room. As the Chinese factory wanted a range
of tops, but did not need the highest grading of AAA, he was pulling those aside for the
factory to sell otherwise. I helped him sort the guitar tops by checking the AAA graded
wood for runout to see if they would be suitable for the website. Mişu showed me how to
take a small spokeshave, plane off a shaving from the edge, and split apart the shaving to
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see if it split evenly. The angle of the split showed me if the wood fibers were “running
out” of the face of the blanks, which would grade them down. Mişu said the other way to
indicate is by pulling on the loose fiber on the edge of the wood, relaying that he “can
almost feel” the runout, and John chipped in, “if it [the fiber] pulls easily” then it should
be free from runout. Meanwhile, Catalin asked me to use my camera to see if there was a
way to use high quality photos to inspect batches of guitar tops for runout. Having taken
photos of a stack of tops, we looked at the magnified pictures for the slant of the grain
fibers that might indicate runout. However, when we checked against the physical
method, we could not reliably tell if any of the tops had runout, proving that the manual
method was a better test.
While he sorted, I asked Mişu if he graded “master grade” as Chris had graded his
best wood in the guitar apprenticeship. He responded with a laugh, “When it is the
highest grade and I don’t want to sell it, I call it master,” referring both to his own desires
to sell the higher-grade wood and to make a guitar of his own. As he inspected each
piece, he would line up the pattern and trace the outline of half a guitar on each of the
bookmatched pieces, he said, “you give value to it” when you put the tracing on. “Before
it was a piece of wood, now it is a guitar” he said with a grin. They focus on guitar tops,
the most lucrative tonewood due to global demand for steel-string acoustic guitars
(Bennett and Dawe 2001) and the relative high yield of the wood. In grading, Mişu would
use different guitar patterns as John would, e.g. dreadnought or parlor size guitar, to
determine what kind of guitar top it would be. However, with connections to the rest of
Europe, they also have access to markets for large-scale production of smaller, European
folk instruments that makes it possible to be more productive with small pieces that will
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not accommodate American style guitars. For instance, one pallet of tops was
individually marked with the word fado, indicating the Portuguese style of music and the
small Portuguese guitar associated with it.
At the factory, John and I spent hours poring over the pieces needed for violins:
necks, backs, and sides from curly maple and tops out of spruce that form the majority of
his stock in Lewisburg. We passed through thousands of pieces of wood stacked neatly in
meter-tall piles. John assessed the wood while I assisted in triage, eliminating pieces that
were definitely not of the requisite quality. We passed wood back and forth, as John
tested my knowledge gleaned during the apprenticeship and I attempted to select wood
that would meet John’s standards.
John and I selected maple backs for violins one day that had been put up since
2015 and 2016, and were already graded. We searched for light pieces that had straight
grain and visible figure throughout the width of the piece, though John pointed out that
some with the most spectacular figure also had a defect that caused the fibers to grow in
alternating patterns. This gave the wood a slightly fuzzy look on its surface, and was
visible in alternating stripes of whiter wood on the end grain. This is not particularly
visible on the surface of the wood, but makes working it considerably harder, and served
to show that John’s knowledge of the wood went farther than the basic standards of
tonewood.
Mişu came in to check on us and asked about the wood, “How would you say it
is? Like factory grade?” He meant this in a slightly negative sense, in that the wood
might be bound for factory production as opposed to a single instrument maker. Indeed,
many of the recently cut violin backs had grain lines that showed over the figure, and
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John said that it would be more difficult to sell them, and thus not worth the shipment
over the Atlantic Ocean. He was however, very taken by the unusual lightness of the
wood. However, he lamented that most makers will not think through the weight but
rather look at the figure in the curl when they purchase tonewood. Once again, the wood
seemed to present a choice of what is apparent in selling the wood as opposed to
physically interacting with it. The choice of an easier wood to work or more fantastic
figure was again an issue of marketing of the wood’s visual characteristics and its
relational qualities that might be preeminent during the making of the instrument.
The violin tops on the other hand graded higher and we did not struggle to meet
the number that John needed. John took only the highest-grade wood, figuring that once
he had “worked them up” for sale in West Virginia, some would show defects or issues
that would bring them down or make them unsuitable for sale. Nevertheless, in looking
for the two hundred tops John needed, we went through approximately four times that
amount. This is because at the factory, violin tops are largely a byproduct of the guitar
tops. The guitar tops are resawn off of the billet from the outside working towards the
center. Once the smallest possible tops are taken, a core of spruce remains that can be
turned into a two-piece violin top.
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Figure 6.13 – The violin top as a byproduct of cutting guitar tops from a spruce
billet.

We encountered a similar process while sorting violin necks and sides, struggling
to find enough to match the backs that we had accumulated. Violinmakers make best
efforts to match the grain and figure of the neck, back, and sides if wood from the same
tree is not available. However, at the factory, violin necks are also often a byproduct of
processing other pieces rather than a focused and concerted effort of their own. We tried
to match the grain to the highly figured backs that we had picked out, but John stressed
that some makers do not want curly necks because the peg box is weaker, so a balance
must be struck between matching and the material requirements of the instrument. “I can
understand why they would like to get a lot from the same kind of wood because it just
reduces the differences they have to apply when they’re making the instrument to make it
sound as well.” After an afternoon spent looking for sides, John was frustrated by the
process as we had mostly off-cuts to go through to find matching sides. He had
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anticipated finding matching pieces from the same logs that we had chosen the backs
from, as they were labeled with the year and log number. However, going through the
piles of wood, we could not find matching logs for many of them, so we had to attempt to
find best fits.
After ten days of working at sorting in the yard and factory, John and I totaled up
the wood that we had piled on a pallet in the store room and marked with an Old World
Tonewood stamp to differentiate it from the rest of the stock in the room. I took a scrap
of wood and marked down the numbers that we had, easily calculated by the six-to-alevel stacking method I had picked up from Mişu. Mişu told us how he would pack it up
in a pallet that fit onto the airplane that would deliver it to the U.S. The final step would
be to look for bracewood, which they sell by volume or weight rather than piece. John
and I went through one of the neatly stacked piles nearby, and were dismayed to see
fairly low quality wood in the squared rectangular prisms that had been sawn off a log
that couldn’t be used for guitar tops. Again, there was some frustration by the time it took
us to go through the brace wood, not even finding ten percent of what John needed.
Looking through large piles inside and two outside that were left to dry in the sun, he said
that it wasn’t worth the time. Catalin showed John some bracewood that had been split
rather than sawn, so the grain was running clearly through it, though John replied that
they already have a lot of nice split bracewood from red spruce and if he couldn’t get the
good quality, he would just rely on that. As we sorted through the wood, he told me of a
difference he noticed between guitar makers and violinmakers in that guitar makers
prefer squared off wood and violin makers prefer split wood. He attributed this to the
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machine work generally involved in the guitar manufacture, and said they will not buy
wood that has been split or has rough edges, whereas violin makers prefer that.
Tired of looking through individual pieces of bracewood, I looked through the
two cubic meter pallets of bracewood that they had already packed up for sale to China.
Mişu said they would continue cutting and drying the wood until they had an entire lorry
full to ship out. I was impressed by the size of the pallets, trying to envision how many
guitars could be made with this bracewood along with the guitar tops that Mişu was still
sorting. Who were the makers of these guitars? What would the factory look like? How
would they feel about making musical instruments? Though the linkage between John,
Catalin, and Mişu, and thus West Virginia and Romania, was apparent through their
friendship and collaborative understanding of the trade, these pallets of wood also drew
into focus the global scale of this work.
The factory had become a global destination and sourcepoint for tonewood
customers. In early May, while we were there, the shop also hosted a Korean violin and
cello maker as well as another violin maker from the U.S., who was moving to Italy to
make violins while making a documentary for Google. While the American stopped for
one afternoon in hopes of finding the highest possible quality wood for his project, the
Korean maker took time over two days to survey a range of grades of wood, from the
highest to the lowest. He searched with intent, tapping the wood, scratching across the
grain with his fingernails, and searching for visible defects, ultimately staying for a May
Day celebration Catalin hosted at a nearby friend’s house. He was visiting Europe to
enter violin contests, and wanted to select wood for his craft by hand in the shop while he
was nearby Romania.
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Catalin talked about his travels to China recently for a musical instrument
exposition and spoke about his recent hosting of Chinese businessmen who were in
Romania to buy tonewood. He is used to talking with people throughout the world to sell
Romanian tonewood, having taught himself several languages to do so. A survey of
reviews from individual makers on his website, shows makers from Romania, throughout
Europe and Scandinavia, North America, South America, and East Asia, in addition to
his industrial contacts in China, India, and other burgeoning hubs of manufacturing that
buy in whole-sale. With shipping contacts that will deliver the wood directly from the
factory to the door of makers, Catalin proudly said that that he could deliver tonewood
anywhere in the world. Yet, while they open doors, these international connections also
create disjunctures where aesthetics of wood choice are complicated by physical time and
space realities of shipping wood between continents.
In our first meeting in 2015, John had told me of his initial attempts to get wood
into the United States and how his shipment was held up in Baltimore, the port of entry.
Other countries have high protective tariffs on imported wood, and both John and Catalin
mentioned Mexico as a country that would not accept their tonewood from Romania or
West Virginia without cost-prohibitive testing. 59 While we were working at the factory
in Romania, Catalin had an order from Brazil, but it turned out that the piece of wood had
cracked badly while it was drying but still on the website. He decided to send two lower
quality tops instead, and John agreed. Matching the exact piece would be too difficult -this is the solution they both turn to when a piece is damaged in shipping -- as it is often
59 The Secretary of Environment and Natural Resources of Mexico requires
phytosanitary certification for wood products entering the country (Lozano 2010). John
and Catalin agreed that this process was cost-prohibitive at the small scales of individual
pieces of tonewood.
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more expensive to pay for shipping back and forth than to just replace the damaged piece.
It turned out that this customer was a musician that had ordered the piece for a
commission to a luthier. John and Catalin questioned this way of doing it, preferring that
luthiers choose the wood they know will work rather than musicians who likely do not
know the process as fully. On the Carpathian website, they attempt to draw the individual
customer in far, offering high quality pictures, as well as the density and tone-tap of the
wood upon request for makers who may wish to hear the sound that the wood makes in
an electronic recording.
I stayed with Catalin at a friend’s house when I did not stay with Mişu and his
family, and on one of our nightly post-dinner walks, I asked him about what the
tonewood business means to him and if he will continue doing it. Catalin mentioned that
he would continue doing tonewood for a long time because it was challenging and fun
and fulfilling to see the whole process from log on a logyard to the blanks he ships out.
He also said that the business had grown past the point where he could sell it, knowing
that the intricacies and knowledge of the business were rooted in his personality and
patterns of work. Yet, the work was not without its frustrations, primarily in attempting to
communicate the inexactitude and uncertainty of musical instrument tonewood. People
want perfect wood, he said, but that is never possible because it is the outcome of a living
process of growth and environmental response.
John shared a similar point of view, when he shared in our first interview, "I have
a desire to do it the way they did it two to three hundred years ago without a neural
network or some kind of tooling that takes away from the experience. I believe you have
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a better outcome and more of your personality in it the more contact you have with the
wood from the beginning."
In John’s shop in Lewisburg in July 2018, we looked over the wood that had
recently arrived from our spring trip. He had shelved it to age further, trying to keep
everything matched together before he could “work up” what they need for the stock.
Whatever remained without defect would be renumbered and photographed for John’s
website and sold around the U.S. and the world. John said that he does most business out
of West Virginia, but I saw traces of his business at many of the instrument shops I
visited during my time through business cards and pieces of tonewood emblazoned with
the Old World Tonewood Stamp.
John and Travis took opportunities to get their name out and increase their
presence at national and international conferences. In 2017, I attended the Association of
Stringed Instrument Artisans conference with John and Travis and saw them in action at
one of the country’s largest conferences for guitar makers. 60 Behind a folding table in
the conference’s vender section, John and Travis worked to sell Carpathian spruce and
maple as well as other varieties of West Virginia tonewood. Passing guitar makers were
particularly interested in the “bee’s wing” cherry, whose figure undulates like insect
wings through the wood, low grade Carpathian guitar tops to sample, and rosewood
backs and sides that John was moving after holding onto for several years. John was
surprised about the cherry, as no one would buy it online, but when they saw it on the
shelf, they thought it was an exotic wood and bought it quickly. The figured walnut and

60 Dudley’s 2014 book, Guitar Makers, draws heavily on her ethnographic accounts of
this conference, and a copy of the book was furnished for sale at the conference’s silent
auction.
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ash pieces, however, did not sell, despite those woods’ high value in the lumber market at
that time.
They had established a contact to sell maple backs to a large supplier of tonewood
in the United States to large retail companies that would ease the burden of marketing of
lower graded wood, and expanding potential destinations for West Virginia tonewood.
Representatives from these companies and others that specialize in sourcing gave talks
about the commodity chain process during the conference, explaining the sourcing of
tonewood with emphasis on those species bound by international regulation (as also
described in Dudley (2014); Gibson and Warren (2016); Greenberg (2016); MartinezReyes (2012, 2015)). Through their descriptions of sourcing tonewood, largely in the
global south, these buyers typically visited places once or twice to establish connections
and ensure the legality of the purchase to begin the flow of tonewood. Showing photos of
workers in Central America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and India, they illustrated how they
comply with legal frameworks to source logs and blanks from forests and logyards.
When I asked what the workers on such logyards thought of supplying tonewood, one
spokesman said that they are interested in cutting wood for instruments, but are more
interested in cutting for slab than radial because it is less work. Ultimately, the
conversation became less about the commodity chain, and more about the legal
predicaments and sustainability of endangered tonewoods. One buyer suggested to the
audience that they buy as much ebony (Diospyros spp.) as possible, as it was going to
soon go the way of rosewood (Dalbergia spp.) now listed on the CITES Appendix I as an
endangered species.
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Around the same time, John was experimenting with building a guitar in his shop
made of all West Virginia wood. While other makers in West Virginia certainly embrace
this practice with the body and top, John was dedicated to making all parts with West
Virginia products including the fingerboard, bridge, pickguard, and interior parts. He
sanded down a sheet of walnut to the thickness normally reserved for plastic pickguards
and was happy to use American persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) in place of the ebony
that was increasingly expensive and rare, noting that they came from the same genus and
had many of the same material qualities. The wood was similar in density and toughness,
but was colored a creamy gray compared to the deep black preferred by instrument
makers. He had been asking if any of his clients were interested and they had not been.
This was a larger concern for John about the use of woods, and why people seemed to be
so stuck in traditions that actually seemed to be fairly modern and unsustainable.
In our first interview, he made this clear:
A complaint I would have about people demanding these perfect pieces of wood
and that just doesn't happen and so you know, we shouldn't be wasting this
resource, you know, I mean you look at the most famous instrument of all the
Stradivari's Messiah and there's a resin pocket on the front of the spruce that he
patched, but yet you try to tell somebody to make a violin with a resin pocket today
and they won't do it and I understand why not. But it's like we're too picky to me
about it because that. I guess that goes back to what I was saying. I wish people
realized how precious and difficult this wood is, but I understand, hey, that's what
the players want that. But they're the ones driving it, the music stores are selling it
and the players buying it. The makers in between, he's caught in between. He may
want to use wood that he likes for tone, he or she likes for tone or it has a little knot
in it. There's just a lot of things I kind of wish were more appreciated. And by that,
you know, some of the people really recognize how difficult this is and I just wish
everyone or that appreciated the value of this because it's, it's a really limited
resource and I don't know, maybe that sounds bad for myself saying that. It’s just
when you go, when you see how much, how difficult it is, how few trees produce
good wood. It's really kind of a precious commodity. Uh, I just really have a
reverence for the wood, that's what I'm trying to tell you.
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Adding value to something that might not have been valued otherwise constitutes a
major part of making this work meaningful to both John and Catalin. Materials influence
the work and lives of the tonewood producers, compelling them to travel great distances,
and to work against the natural processes of decomposition. The temporal relationships
with the forest and its products can outlast many personal relationships. Yet, these same
meshworks and processes of becoming tonewood producers also intersect with
transnational personal relationships and commodity processes. The forest environment
provides a physical basis of creating the raw materials by which meaningful labor can be
achieved, but it is also through the meaningful relationships built through studying,
producing, and exchanging tonewood that work becomes meaningful. Relationships with
the forest environment extend far out into the global political economy and ecology,
interconnecting instrument makers and tonewood producers both in their re-enchanting
craftwork and in their disenchanting industrial work.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
In the last months of my fieldwork, my apprenticeships transitioned from the
“data collection” of learning the craft and producing materials viable for musical
instruments to “data analysis” involving the makers and their thoughts on my emerging
conclusions. I visited with the makers to whom I apprenticed and they were curious to
hear about the work that other makers had done, how they approached the craft, and what
similarities I had drawn in my study. On one occasion, I had to meet a family obligation
in Pocahontas County (as I often did throughout my fieldwork) by attending a family
reunion. Because of the day of driving back and forth in the region that this would entail,
decided to visit John Preston to discuss how his work had been going since we last
talked. In between my great-grandparent’s house – my lodging during my fieldwork –
and John’s shop, I decided to stop at the house and shop of Eddie Fletcher, a local
woodworker. Knowing that Eddie cut unique slabs of wood for counters, tables, and
cutting boards, I decided to stop and buy a piece that I might use as a wedding gift for my
brother who was to be married later that month.
In the group of out-buildings that houses his stock of trees cut and stickered, as if
illustrations in forestry reference books, we looked for pieces that might fit what I was
looking for. He pulled out pieces into the light of the autumn sun, demonstrating their
unique characteristics and brushing away animal feces, dirt, and leaves that had
accumulated on the boards. Mentioning that such slabs were very fashionable at the
moment, he talked about how some furniture makers were using resins to fill in negative
spaces in the wood. However, he said, it frequently doesn’t hold up over time, because
the wood, unlike the plastic, continues to live in correspondence with its environment
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creating gaps and cracks. The wood lives on after it is cut, he said, and one must consider
this liveliness beyond the period in which it is dried and processed.
The wood has three lives, I thought out loud, positing a life as a tree, a life as
wood, and a life as a (never quite) finished craft artifact that will require diligent care and
musical interaction throughout its life. It passes through various relationships to actors
human and nonhuman in correspondence (Ingold 2010), still tied through biological
meshworks through its material qualities while being made into a resource and an
affective thing (Dudley 2014; Ferry and Limbert 2008; Paxson 2013; Tsing 2015).
Though other craft objects may compel human actors to interaction through their shifting
materialities of becoming and unbecoming, such as the wood cutting board that warps
over the years or the rung in a chair that comes loose in the winter, musical instruments
must contribute an added dimension of liveliness, their song.
In the craft of wood musical instruments, the material constantly compels
instrument makers to action throughout the craft of an instrument, driving meaningful
connections through the precarious liveliness of tonewood. Makers encounter the wood in
three phases of liveliness and must act accordingly to assure a successful instrument
capable of singing tone. First, it is an organism shaped by its metabolic processes and
ecological community, a tree whose material qualities are influenced by rain, wind,
elevation, seasonality, and other growing conditions of forest ecology, including human
actors that manage forests and monitor trees. Second, stripped of limb, leaf, bark, and
root, it is wood that while no longer living, is still moving and lively as it is processed as
tonewood. It is subject to other living organisms and the ebb and flow of water that
makers carefully manage over years of patient attendance. Finally, the wood is crafted
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into thin pieces of wood, articulated into recognizable lines and shapes, and imbued with
the capacity to produce meaningful sound and the capacity for life as a singing
instrument.
For instrument makers, meaning is not made simply through the final instrument,
but also through the interventions and instances of correspondence at various scales of
time and space and conditions of materiality. These scales of space and time and material
conditions can be difficult for observers, such as ethnographers to witness. They can be
as small as the microscopic interactions of fungus spores in wood fibers and the
immaterial demonstrations of light and shadow that reveal what the human eye cannot.
They can be as large as felling trees or loading containers bound for trans-oceanic
voyages or passing through a state bureaucracy for permissions. Though these
interactions are often rendered invisible to the final recipient of the instrument, for
makers, they have affective and emotional connections to the people and the things that
make place and outcomes of personal motivation and intent that drive makers to continue
to create.
The maker’s interventions in this years-long transformation, including its
uncertain future as an instrument for another person, creates relationships to the craft
materials and instruments, makes the work meaningful, and compels makers to continue
the craft. Through the material, makers express their philosophical, artistic, and scientific
ideals and theories. The material form influences, informs, and shapes the embodiment
craft knowledge and livelihoods through the relationship of sound and wood. The grating
sound of a gouge carving spruce, the split of fibers along the length of a trunk, and the
clarity of a tone-tap response are all ways in which tonewood speaks to the makers often
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working wordlessly in their shops, asserting a co-agency that extends through the craft
process. This correspondence extends beyond the shop and the temporality of any
specific maker. Their biography extends from their generation of several different tree
and animal species through the shops and workspaces of makers and into the life as a
musical instrument. Its song or silence will compel human actors to play, buy and sell,
trade, cherish, and neglect it as its materiality propels it through a co-constitutive
emergence as a musical object and deterioration as a thing in the world. As it passes
through human hands and homes, it may outlast the original maker, coming back into
successive generations of makers for repairs and teaching them about past practices.
The arboreal environment of the Alleghenies with its maple and spruce forests is
one source of continued processual and relational interaction. It gives makers the
opportunity to use trees and wood imbued with the significance of place and work
relationships with the forests that surround and support local communities in varied ways.
As such, the expression of meaningful relationships in craftwork also includes the social
relationships that the often-solitary task of making instruments draws in.
Connections with other people involved in the making of an instrument, from the
desires of a client to the comments of a friend come to visit the shop to an itinerant
apprentice-ethnographer, are articulated through the materials. Through support and
sharing ideas about practicing and refining the craft, relationships are made and remade
that span the world, as I witnessed in the trans-Atlantic trade of tonewood and violin
competitions of Paolo and his brother. This also includes connections to spiritual beliefs,
as Chris told me, that his work was a way to celebrate God-given talents to work wood
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and make instruments. Meaning is also made by working through the materials to connect
with other people, as John and Catalin do in their partnership.
In these two ways of enacting meaningful work with and through materials, the
craft of musical instruments is a particularly apt field for investigating active materiality,
agency of things, or more relational takes as I have in the dissertation. We can witness
relational forms of materiality (Bennett 2009; Ingold 2011; Latour 2013) wherein agency
is created through the relationships of maker to material, enchanting agency of technical
virtuosity (Gell 1998) wherein makers imbue the instrument with liveliness, as well as
more radical forms of material agency (Olsen 2010) where things compel humans to
action. I have used the framework of meshworks and correspondence (Ingold 2011)
because it best captures the intent in scope and scale of this project, but these other
frameworks of material agency can and do apply to the craft of musical instruments.
Yet, this framework is not without its limits, as shown by Martinez-Reyes (2015),
as meshworks must include the relationships cultivated with and through political and
economic forces that shape livelihoods and landscapes. The re-enchanted labor of making
musical instrument by hand is dependent on extractive ideologies that bring with it the
exploitation of forest environments and other workers’ labor. From the exploitation of socalled exotic woods and woodworking labor in tropical forests of the global south to
uneven development of timber resources in the United States and Europe, meshworks of
making in Appalachia are necessarily bound to those of forest and labor exploitation
often obscured by commodity chains.
Thus, this study also illustrates that Appalachia is not a peripheral or isolated
region, but central to global processes of the exchange of timber resources as well as the
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practices of refining the craft of musical instrument forms known globally. Craftspeople
in Appalachia are often constructed as standard-bearers of a tradition, specifically
through racialized Anglo-Saxon or Scots-Irish pre-industrial practices entrenched in the
necessity of poverty or isolation of mountain environments. These constructions are
contradicted by the reality of the diverse identities enacted through craft in Appalachia as
well as the craft practitioners’ motivations for pursuing such traditions. While I found
that these artisans were beholden to traditions practiced in their craft, they were not
traditions practiced because of isolation, but rather continued in the line of modern
musical instruments produced in factory conditions, such as the American steel-string
guitar, and as a refusal of such conditions, such as the violin family instruments.
Instrument makers in West Virginia are not at the peripheries of global processes,
but woven within aesthetic, political, economic, and ecological meshworks of capitalist
and non-capitalist forms of production and consumption. By pursuing re-enchanted work,
they are also not entirely resisting capitalist forms of production, but rather remaking
labor practices and material relationships of their own through the craft.
Questions arising from these research conclusions and methodological practices
may continue to drive fruitful discussion in anthropology and beyond on the
reconciliation of theoretical frameworks often deemed to be oppositional. The study of
musical instrument craft can bring together political economic frameworks with
environmental perspectives and interpretive explorations of meaning and aesthetics. Yet,
political economic frameworks test the limits of meshwork framings of work and
relationships with environments by compelling us to follow processes of inequality that
manifest at intersections of class, gender, and race. Using apprenticeship as an
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ethnographic method may present opportunities for collaborative and inclusive
ethnographies that acknowledge emergent meaning in interpretive meshworks as well as
processes of inequality.
Finally, as with all ethnographic projects, it is important to note the historic
moments in which this project happened and what changes continue to occur that might
influence or recast the context and livelihoods of instrument makers. Shifts in
international, national, and state politics, placed a renewed interest on the exploitation of
extractive resources. Though the Allegheny region has relatively little remaining mineral
and gas resources, work in natural gas and strip-mining in other parts of West Virginia
quickly changed the makeup of town life in the Alleghenies. At the end of my fieldwork,
work began on a series of pipelines: the Atlantic Coast Pipeline travels through
Pocahontas County and Randolph County, the Mountain Valley Pipeline passes through
Greenbrier County, and three other pipeline projects move through West Virginia to take
shale natural gas to the East Coast. Such projects changed communities and landscapes
overnight as forest areas near urban sections were cleared for campers and RV parks for
pipeline workers from out of state and prices for consumer goods increased with the
demand of workers. Though this provides a temporary economic gain for suppliers of
consumer, the economic impacts of the withdrawal of the workforce and the
environmental impacts of the pipeline remain to be seen.
The work habits of the makers who I apprenticed to were also changing. 61 Chris
had begun thinking of shifting his practice to selling tonewood and making less

61 Near then end of my fieldwork, the broader community musical instrument craft in
West Virginia also lost two of its most storied makers, the legendary steel pan maker
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instruments. He had kept busy with the amount of orders he was getting for instruments,
but was feeling pressured by the pace, not sure that he would have time for his own
projects. “I’ve got sides that have been in a mold for ten years,” he told me, referencing a
D-18 of his own that he never seemed to catch up with. Meanwhile, Paolo continued
making violins, but had also picked up considerable repair work through a connection to
a regional symphony and school system. He said repairs on dozens of violin family
instruments were now taking up the majority of his practice.
Near the end of my work in 2018, John told me that he was going to stop buying
West Virginia wood, that he could no longer keep up with the work and the transnational
connection to Catalin and Romania was the main reason he would continue to stay in
business. However, he also told me that it was hard to get anything from the West
Virginia forests at all. Foresters were no longer selecting for him, finding it hard to keep
ahead of the volume created the clear-cuts that would pass before strip mining activity.
As extractive industries ramp up production in wake of the rollback of environmental
protections and regulations in the United States, it will also remain to be seen if other
kinds of production can continue to co-exist.
Global political economic and ecological changes will also continue to change the
context in which West Virginian makers pursue meaningful livelihoods with specific
craft materials. Climate change will continue to affect weather patterns in the region,
raising the average annual temperature and threatening red spruce stands that only
survive because of relative low temperatures at elevation. Other tonewoods will likely
also be threatened by changing ecological conditions coupled with increased demand.

Ellie Mannette and cello maker Harold Hayslett, who each left a profound impact on
instrument making in the state and far beyond.
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Though the entire Dalbergia genus, i.e. the rosewoods, was brought under CITES
protection during my fieldwork, I also heard industrial buyers imploring makers to buy
up as much of other species as possible before they followed suit.
Work and how people relate to it also faces a moment of global reconsideration,
as political, economic, and cultural struggles over how and why people work are
contested through concepts like universal basic income and universal healthcare. The
drive toward increasing mechanization of work throughout the world, that might allow
people otherwise engaged in jobs to pursue work they find meaningful to themselves. The
availability of a universal basic income and universal healthcare may also influence the
drive toward a more meaningful livelihood for people that could have rippling effects
through the landscape of work and processes of production and consumption throughout
the world. The rise of collaborative work spaces and the gig economy may also present
options for people to pursue craft practices as livelihoods, or, conversely, present
alternatives that are not actually tenable.
While instrument craft is posited as one of many possible routes to expand and
diversify economies in the Appalachian region, the future of work, forest environments,
and very human communities that support rural workers are all at a very uncertain
crossroads. While working sorting tonewood one day, John told me, “When I was
twenty-five, I knew I wanted to be a violin maker. I just had to figure out how to make
enough money so that one day I could be one.” Likewise, Chris and Paolo stoked the fires
of passion for the craft work of making musical instruments, working to pursue the craft
over the years. It remains to be seen how such opportunities to re-enchant work through
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material interactions are available to the youth of Appalachia now and into an uncertain
future.
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APPENDIX: TABLE OF COMMON TONEWOODS

Scientific Name
Juglans nigra
Prunus serotina
Acer saccharum
Acer rubrum
Liriodendron
tulipfera
Picea rubens
Picea sitchensis
Picea engelmannii
Cedrela odorata
Swietenia
macrophylla
Dalbergia stevensonii
Dalbergia nigra
Dalbergia latifolia
Dalbergia spruceana
Diospyros crassiflora
Populus nigra
Salix spp.
Buxus spp.

Picea abies
Acer pseudoplatanus

Common Names
Black Walnut
Black Cherry
Sugar Maple, Hard
Maple
Red Maple, Soft Maple
Poplar, Tulip Poplar,
Yellow Poplar
Red Spruce
Sitka Spruce
Engelmann Spruce
Spanish Cedar
Honduran Mahogany
Honduran Rosewood
Brazilian Rosewood
Indian Rosewood
Amazon Rosewood
Gaboon Ebony
Black Poplar
Willow
Boxwood
Carpathian Spruce,
European Spruce,
Norway Spruce
Sycamore Maple,
European Sycamore

Origin
North America (West
Virginia)
North America (West
Virginia)
North America (West
Virginia)
North America (West
Virginia)
North America (West
Virginia)
North America (West
Virginia)
North America
North America

CITES
Listed
No
No
No
No
No

West Africa
Europe
Europe
Europe and North America

No
No
No
Yes, CITES
III
Yes, CITES
II
Yes, CITES
II
Yes; CITES
I
Yes; CITES
II
Yes, CITES
II
Yes; CITES
II
No
No
No

Europe

No

Europe

No

Central and South America
Central America
Central America
Brazil
India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia
South America
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